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ABSTRACT
Drinking water quality is a public health concern worldwide. Growing evidences depict

drinking water as a complex matrix, in which a wide diversity of microorganisms

interacts in a dynamic network. Dealing with environmental samples, the “great plate

count anomaly” must be taken into account: only a minimal portion of bacteria can

grow on cultured media. Molecular techniques can give a deeper knowledge, going

beyond the limit of culture-dependent methods, even if the living/death distinction is

a traditional limitation.

We collected water samples during an extended monitoring campaign of drinking

water treatment plants (DWTPs) located in Milan (Italy). We analysed the microbial

community at different steps of the potabilization processes, from the source to the

tap: i) raw water from the groundwater, ii) after the passage across granular activated

carbon filters and iii) after chlorination.

We first evaluated and standardized a new experimental workflow for

microorganisms concentration, environmental DNA extraction and amplification,

suitable for molecular analysis and optimized for High-Throughput DNA Sequencing

(HTS) approaches.

Since molecular techniques are unable to differentiate between viable and nonviable

microorganisms, live/dead ratio of microorganisms for each sampling point was

estimated using fluorescent staining coupled with microscopy visualization. From our

observations chlorination does not exert a full-scale effect.

We further analysed the presence and the relative abundance of microorganisms

across the DWTP through Real Time PCR. The occurrence of resistance genes was

detected across the entire DWTP, highlighting the presence of native resistance genes

in groundwater and their permanence after potabilization processes. The presence of

resistance genes in water is becoming an issue of great interest as the mobile
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resistome (i. e. the collection of all the resistance genes of an ecosystem) can easily

spread among species.

Recent studies revealed that drinking water treatment process can affect the

microbiota structure. We evidenced that carbon filters play a key role in shaping the

bacterial community. Likely filters harbour a microbial community that seeds and

shapes water microbiota downstream, a variation that is visible even after

chlorination. These evidences can help to unravel the dynamics underlying water

microbiota changes.

We reported for the first time the presence of the so-called nanobacteria in the entire

DWTP, even after chlorination. Nanobacteria showed a differential distribution across

the DWTP, emphasising the role of carbon filters in shaping the nano-microbial

community downstream.

It is clear that DWTP is not an inert system, but an ecosystem: complex biological

processes take place between the source and the tap. A better knowledge of these

networks is crucial to improve the management of drinking water facilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
“Water is essential to sustain life, and a satisfactory (adequate, safe and accessible)

supply must be available to all.” This is the definition of “safe drinking-water”,

according to the Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality (Fourth Edition, WHO), is

nowadays an issue of public health concern.

Water covers about 71% of Earth’s surface and just 2.5% of it is fresh water (U.S.

Geological Survey).

Drinking water sources can be mainly

 ground sources, such as aquifers, groundwater, springs

 surface waters, such as lakes, rivers, glaciers

 precipitation, including rain, snow,…

 desalinated seawater

In most cases waters derived from these sources must be treated in order to be safely

consumed. Tap water refers to water delivered to homes from water treatment

plants.

WHO Guidelines intend to support the development and the improvement of drinking

water safety through the control of hazardous components that could be present in

water. Moreover is clearly underlined the importance of the implementation and

enforcement of the drinking water quality standards.

There is a shared effort to lead to universally accepted national standards and

regulations protective of public health. The importance of the implementation and

enforcement of the drinking water quality standards is clearly underlined, in order to

maintain drinking-water quality at the highest possible level. A fundamental concept

is the awareness that “priorities set to remedy the most urgent problems (e. g.

protection from pathogens) may be linked to long-term targets of further water
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quality improvements (e.g. improvements in the acceptability of drinking-water in

terms of its taste, odor and appearance)”. This suggests that the preferable approach

should take into account every aspect of drinking water quality, from the source

through the drinking water potabilization processes, to the consumer. Such holistic

approach should imply not only a systematic monitoring, but also the development of

methods based on innovative techniques, but well standardized protocols.

1.1. DRINKING WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

As discussed before, still there are no universally recognized and accepted

international standards for drinking water.

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) is the principal federal law in the U.S. that

establishes the standards for a safe drinking water (since 1974). Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) is required to set standards for drinking water quality

following SDWA. Drinking water standards from the EPA specify the levels of

contaminants, disinfection agents, and disinfection by-products that are allowed in

drinking water, for a total of 90 parameters monitored.

In Europe, the European Drinking Water Directive (DWD) (Council Directive 98/83/EC

of 3 November 1998 on the quality of water intended for human consumption)

establishes the essential quality standards which water intended for human

consumption must meet. The European Drinking Water Directive emphasizes both

human health, as well as the environment. Under the guidance of the DWD, member

states are required to regularly test and monitor a total of 48 parameters (two of

them microbiological, 26 chemical and 20 indicators) in the drinking water. These

parameters are derived from the World Health Organization’s standards (EPA, 2014.

Drinking Water Parameters. Microbiological, Chemical and Indicator Parameters in

the 2014 Drinking Water Regulations).
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For countries without a legislative or administrative framework for such standards,

the World Health Organisation publishes guidelines on the standards that must be

achieved (Guidelines for Drinking-water Quality, Fourth Edition; World Health

Organisation; 2011). China adopted its own drinking water standard for surface water

in 2002 (GB3838-2002 (Type II)).

Most of the drinking water quality standards are expressed as guidelines rather than

requirements. Few water standards have legal basis or are subjected to enforcement.

Two exceptions are the European Drinking Water Directive and the Safe Drinking

Water Act, which include requires of legal compliance with specific standards.

1.1.1. THE ITALIAN DRINKING WATER STANDARDS

THE ITALIAN LEGISLATIVE DECREE N. 31 OF 2 FEBRUARY 2001

The Italian Legislative Decree No. 31 of 2 February 2001 implements European

directive 98/83/EC on the quality of water intended for human consumption.

The Decree, replacing and partly amending the Presidential Decree 236/88, eliminates

the concept of guide levels (GL) and maximum admissible concentrations (MAC), and

introduces quality and health parameters. It also establishes new microbiological and

chemical parameters. The new legal limits are below the ones set by the Presidential

Decree 236/88, resulting in improved water quality.

THE ITALIAN LEGISLATIVE DECREE N. 152 OF APRIL 2006

The Italian Legislative Decree No. 152 of April 2006 concerns environmental laws.

The Decree governs the procedures for Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA),

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) and Integrated Pollution Prevention and

Control (IPPC); it sets the standards for soil protection, battle against desertification,

water protection against pollution and management of the water resources; it

regulates waste management and reclamation of contaminated sites, air protection
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and reduction of air emissions as well as compensated protection against

environmental damage. Its primary goal is to promote the quality level of human life

through safeguarding and improving the conditions of the environment and by

responsible and rational use of natural resources.

Metropolitana Milanese S. p. A. (MM), the drinking water company of Milan, refers

to the D. Lgs. n. 31 of 2 February 2001 (law since 25 December 2003), implementing

the European Directive 98/83/CEE. The drinking water monitoring programme had

been defined with the Milan health authority (ASL) and was approved by the Health

Institute and by the internationally recognized bodies, in compliance with the AATO

provisions. More than 180,000 parameters are tested in a year to guarantee drinking

water quality standards.

In particular the Laboratory normally carries out:

 microbiological tests: coliform bacteria at 37 °C, Escherichia coli, Enterococcus

spp., Pseudomonas aeruginosa, total mesophilic bacteria at 37 °C, total

thermophilic bacteria at 22 °C;

 chemical-physical tests: total dissolved solids, hydraulic conductivity, colour,

turbidity, hardness and pH level;

 chemical tests: residual free chlorine, pesticides, volatile organic compounds

(VOC), aromatic hydrocarbons, metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,

chromium, anions and cations.

In addition, the laboratory constantly monitors the flow of micro-organic and

inorganic pollutants not required by the law that may be found in the aquifer. If the

parameter level exceeds 60% then they are internally reported as a warning status, if

it exceeds 80% then it is upgraded to the alarm status. Following these tests,

preventive action are undertaken to reduce the possibility of degradation of the

water quality.
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1.2. GROUNDWATER AND AQUIFERS

EPA defines “groundwater” as the water beneath Earth’s surface in soil pore spaces

and in the fractures of rock formations and “an aquifer” as a natural underground

layer of porous, water-bearing materials (sand, gravel) usually capable of yielding a

large amount or supply of water. When water can flow directly between the surface

and the saturated zone of an aquifer, the aquifer is defined as unconfined. The deeper

parts of unconfined aquifers are usually more saturated since gravity causes water to

flow downward. On the contrary, a confined aquifer is an aquifer that is overlain by a

relatively impermeable layer of rock.

Surface naturally recharges groundwater and groundwater often flows to the surface,

originating springs and wetlands. Groundwater is not composed only by water, but

also by soil moisture, permafrost, and geothermal water.

Because of its confinement, it is less vulnerable to pollution than surface water and it

is commonly used for public water supplies. Thanks to the construction of extraction

wells, groundwater is withdrawn for municipal, agricultural and industrial use.

Nevertheless, the contamination of groundwater is less visible and more difficult to

remove than pollution in rivers and lakes. Groundwater pollution often depends on

improper disposal of wastes on land, excessive fertilizers and pesticides, industrial

waste, leaking oil storages, sewage sludge.

1.2.1. GROUNDWATER AS AN ECOSYSTEM

Is it possible to consider groundwater as an ecosystem?

Groundwater constitutes the largest terrestrial freshwater biome (Griebler et al.,

2014a). The groundwater realm still belongs to the least explored habitats on earth.

If today the assessment of the ecological status of surface waters is routine and

regulated by national and international directives (i. e. European Water Framework

Directive), in the case of groundwater an ecological approach is still missing (Griebler
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et al., 2014b). Groundwater monitoring and management regards exclusively

chemical and physical parameters, without taking into account the microbiological

aspects.

This habitat is extreme in its environmental conditions. From a macroscale viewpoint,

fluctuations of environmental conditions (i.e. temperature, water chemistry, flow

parameters) are gradually diminishing with depth, becoming stable ecosystems

(Griebler and Lueders, 2009). Water infiltrating into the subsurface is continuously

depleted in carbon during the passage through soil and sediment (Tufenkji et al.

2002), and as a result, ground water is typically poor in dissolved organic carbon

(DOC). Respiration (O2 consumption) and biomass production (growth rates) are

extremely low. However, groundwater ecosystems contribute significantly to the

turnover of carbon thanks to the huge volume of aquifers and the comparably long

residence times of organic matter in the subsurface (Griebler and Avramov, 2015).

Nevertheless, groundwater systems are colonized by a heterogeneous population,

characterized by prokaryotes, microeukaryotes, viruses, and, in the shallow aquifer,

meiofauna and macrofauna can be found (Larentis et al., 2015).

A key issue in the survival of subsurface microorganisms is the adaptation to the

oligotrophic conditions. Cell densities often decrease logarithmically with depth,

although abundances can vary significantly, depending on the sampling strategy and

the specific geochemical characteristics of the studied site (McMahon and Parnell,

2014). Many of the bacterial and especially archaeal taxa observed in deep subsurface

systems by molecular approaches are distantly related to known prokaryotes or not

characterised (Auguet et al., 2010).

Thus groundwater systems are ecosystems harbouring diverse communities of

microorganisms. The link between biodiversity and ecosystem dynamics is still not

evaluated.
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1.2.2. GROUNDWATER – MILAN

In Italy the 85% of drinking water derives from groundwater, whereas only 15% from

surface water sources (Onorati et al., 2006).

Groundwater has the great advantage of being filtered by soil permeable layers and

therefore it is generally “naturally purified”. Deeper and confined aquifers are more

protected by contaminations. In some cases water could be potable even without any

potabilization treatment.

The groundwater area of Milan is about 2000 km2 and is contained completely within

the Po plain area where both agricultural and industrial activities are widespread. This

area has a complex hydrogeological setting. The subsoil is characterized by Pliocene-

Pleistocene sediments of fluvial-glacial origin. Aboveground the main lithotypes are

constituted by sands and gravels. Going deeper, grain sizes lower and permeability

decreases.

This condition determines the presence of unconfined and semi-confined aquifers in

the permeable superficial sediments. These sediments reach about 100 m of depth

and constitute the so-called “Traditional Aquifer”, exploited by municipal water

supplies with the majority of captation wells (Fig. 1.1) (Masetti et al., 2007).

Stratigraphic units of Milan underground are permeable horizons (aquifers) separated

by impermeable horizons (aquicludes, formed by clay and silt) (Table 1.1):

1. First aquifer: high permeability sediments (gravel and sand with fractions of

silt). It is the superficial aquifer, with a maximum of depth of 40 m.

2. Second aquifer: high or intermediate permeability sediments (gravel and sand

with fine fractions and horizons composed by sandy conglomerates), goin

from 30/40 m of depth to 100 m; aquifer can be confined or unconfined,

connected with the first layer.
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3. Third aquifer: low or intermediate permeability sediments (silt and clay, with

fractions of sand); it is the deeper aquifer, from 100 m of depth, and it is

confined.

Aquifer Depth Hydraulic
conductivity

(m2/s)

Qualitative features

I
aquifer

0 - 40 m 10-3/10-4 highly vulnerable; it can be subjected to
microbiological and chemical

contaminations

II
aquifer

40 - 100 m 10-4/10-5 chemical contaminants can be recorded,
in particular where the II aquifer is
connected with the aquifer above

III
aquifer

100 - 200 m
and more

10-4/10-6 possible presence of H2S and, at deeper
level, of brackish water

Table 1.1. Aquifers and main characteristics.

The history of the Milan groundwater passed through a phase of intense exploitation,

which triggered land subsidence phenomena and pollutants inflow, such as

organohalogenated compounds (Beretta et al., 1992), followed by a phase in which

there was the interference of groundwater level with underground structures, due to

decreased well withdrawal (Beretta et al., 2004). In the last years there was a

continuous piezometric level increase, exposing the area of Milan to the problem of

subterranean erosion which can occur during foundations for buildings (Colombo et

al., 2015).
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Fig. 1.1. Localization of capitation wells and drinking water treatment plant in the area of
Milan, Italy. Image provided by Metropolitana Milanese S. p. A.

1.3. MILAN DRINKING WATER TREATMENT PLANT (DWTP)

Water samples for this study are collected in collaboration with Milan drinking water

treatment plant (DWTP) Metropolitana Milanese S. p. A. (MM).

1.3.1. CAPTATION

Water captation is made through captation wells, spread in the entire area of the city

of Milan and connected with the treatment plants.
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There are 29 DWTPs and each is served by about 12-24 wells, to a total of 400 wells

operating in the city.

Water is collected through wells, thanks to two-stage electric pumps: water is drawn

to a collection reservoir and therefore to the drinking water pipeline.

Collection basins are used as reservoirs where sand eventually present can sediment.

Electric pump are located at a depth of 40-50 m and have a flow rate of 25-35 L/s.

Wells are activated following water demand, that can varies during the day and

depending on seasonality.

The 29 DWTPs operate by remote control thanks to a complex system of  telemetry.

In this way water capitation is monitored and managed.

1.3.2. POTABILIZATION

GRANULAR ACTIVATED CARBON FILTERS

Chemical contaminants are mainly removed through granular activated carbon filters

(Fig. 1.2).

Activated carbons entrap in their pores molecules and ions through the chemical

process of absorption. Each particle of carbon provides a large surface area: 450 g of

activated carbon have a surface of about 40 hectares (Fig. 1.3). This increases the

capacity to remove chemical contaminants. Active carbon filters are most affective at

removing chlorine, sediments, volatile organic compounds, pesticides, taste and

odour from water. They are ineffective at removing mineral, salts and dissolved

inorganic compounds. Typical particle size that can be removed by carbon filters are

big molecules and range from 0.5 to 50 µm.

Granular activated carbons are obtained from mineral carbons or vegetal carbons

heated at high temperatures (900 °C). The efficacy of carbon filters decrease gradually

with their saturation by contaminants. After exhaustion due to the use, carbons can

be regenerated with a specific heating process. Carbon filers used in Milan DWTPs
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become exhausted after 10-24 months of use, depending on contaminants

concentration. After several regeneration cycles, the carbon must be replaced.

Aeration towers for air stripping are used in addition or as an alternative to granular

activated carbon filters for the chemical pollution removal (Fig. 1.4).

a)

b)

Fig. 1.2. a) Diagram of active carbon filter system. Image from www.metropolitanamilanese.it.

b) Carbon filter tanks in Feltre DWTP (Milan).
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Fig. 1.3. Sample of mineral carbons present in the filters.

Fig. 1.4. Distribution of drinking water treatment processes to remove chemical contaminants

in the city of Milan. carbon filters; aeration towers. Image provided by Metropolitana
Milanese S. p. A.
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CHLORINATION

Chlorination is one of the most widely used disinfection processes in drinking water

treatment plants to reduce pathogenic microorganisms. In order to obtain a water of

high microbiological safety, chlorine (Cl2) or hypochlorite is added to water. This

potabilization process is used to destroy pathogen microorganisms and maintain the

safety along the entire pipeline. As a halogen, chlorine is a strong oxidizing agent,

killing cells via the oxidation of organic molecules (Calderon, 2000). In particular, the

mechanism is triggered by the penetration of chlorine and the hydrolysis product

hypochlorous acid across the layer of the cell membrane. These molecules not only

disintegrate the lipids that compose the cell wall, but also react with intracellular

enzymes and proteins, inactivating them. In this way, chlorine exerts its bactericidal

or bacteriostatic action (Kleijnen, 2011).

Chlorine is added to public water supplies to kill disease-causing pathogens, such as

bacteria, viruses and protozoans, preventing the spread of waterborne disease (i.e.

cholera, dysentery, and typhoid fever).

Milan DWTPs uses sodium hypochlorite to disinfect the water and guarantee that it is

perfectly sanitary, from the pumping station to the tap. In Milan DWTPs chlorination

is carried out at low dosage, downstream the other potabilization processes, since

groundwater has typically a low bacterial load.

DISTRIBUTION

The drinking water distribution network total length is about 2300 km (e. g. the

distance from Milan to Cairo), reaching more than 50000 end users. The web-like

network follows the street layout of the city and consists of pipes with diameters

ranging from 80 to 1200 mm. The network is made solely of metals such as steel (15

%), used mainly for large pipes which, since the ‘80s, has partly replaced grey iron (65

%) and ductile iron (20 %), materials with good corrosion resistance and a wide range

of special pieces readily available on the market. The drinking water pipes are laid on
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average about 1.5 m below ground, to protect the water from changes in

temperature: water temperature remains constant at 14-15 °C to the point where it is

delivered to the houses.

1.4. CULTIVATE OR NOT?

1.4.1. CULTURE-DEPENDENT METHODS

Standard microbiological tests typically imply an enrichment step in order to increase

the level of the target/s: it is the case of classical culture-dependent methods.

In accordance with regulatory requirements, water companies routinely use culture-

dependent methods to detect and enumerate specific waterborne pathogens.

In particular total and faecal coliforms are easily screened to assess risk of faecal

contamination using specific media or enzymatic reaction (Colilert®, IDEXX

Laboratories and a modified version, Quantity-Tray). Another good indicator of faecal

contamination is the sulphite-reducing anaerobe bacterium Clostridium perfringens,

since spores formed by this bacterium are mainly of faecal origin and can survive

disinfection (Ashbolt et al., 2001). Culture conditions are anaerobic, on specific media.

Heterotrophic bacteria able to grow on specific solid media are counted to provide a

general estimation of the bacteriological load in the water samples. Even if

heterotrophic plate count yields information only about a limited fraction of the

whole microbial community in a sample, it is widely considered a convenient tool for

water utilities to assess the efficiency of water treatment and to infer regrowth of

microorganism in the network (WHO, 2003). Advantages are the low cost, relative

simplicity, wide acceptance and long history of the methods.

Culture-dependent methods have mainly two great disadvantages: first, they require

an incubation step, extending the analysis time. Second, the majority of bacteria are

unable to grow on cultured media. Indeed this discrepancy was called “the great plate

count anomaly” (Staley and Konopka, 1985; Hugenholtz, 2002) and it has been well
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documented for several types of samples. For example, in the case of bacteria

inhabiting soil or aquatic environment, only 0.1-1% of them is able to grow on

common media under standard conditions (Torsvik et al., 1990; Torsvik and Øvreås,

2002; Kogure et al., 1979; Connon and Giovannoni, 2002). Moreover, containment

facilities for cultivating pathogens are required. Another great detriment is the

necessity of selective media for specific bacteria, impeding the simultaneous

investigation of different microorganisms that characterize complex matrices. As a

consequence, at the present state of the art, there is no standard methodology

available for the simultaneous detection of different microorganisms deriving from

complex matrices.

1.4.2. CULTURE-INDEPENDENT METHODS

Despite the culture-dependent techniques represent a convenient tool for water

companies, they provide limited information about the total microbial community

(encompassing <1% of the diversity) and the variation that can occur in the

community composition. The application of culture-independent techniques

overcomes these limitations. Culture–independent techniques, such as molecular

techniques, can be a suitable tool to analyze drinking water bacterial communities in

depth, improving not only the knowledge about this uncovered world, but also the

management of water source.

Molecular techniques, such as qPCR and high-throughput DNA sequencing (HTS), can

provide great advantages in bacterial community analyses (Galimberti et al., 2015).

The adoption of these techniques as standard method to uncover microbial diversity

is slow, due to some practical reasons: there is the requirement of specialized and

trained employees and specific equipment; even if the prices for the analyses are

dropping, they are still more expensive than the culture dependent methods.
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However, the quantity and quality of information that can be achieved using these

methods is incredible higher than those obtained with other methodologies.

One of the main, and unsolved, caveat is the impossibility to distinguish live from

dead microorganisms. So molecular techniques should be integrated with other assay,

such as live/dead staining or RNA analyses, to overcome this issue (Yu and Zhang,

2012).

1.5. CONCENTRATION TECHNIQUES

Groundwater is characterized by low concentrated and often uncultivable

microorganisms (Douterelo et al., 2014).

Although there is a range of high sensitivity molecular techniques available to detect

bacteria, in many cases the key step of enrichment is still needed to increase the

concentration of the target/s, to be compatible with the sensitivity of such

techniques.

There are several different methods for simultaneous concentration of multiple

microorganisms from aqueous solutions, for example filtration on membrane discs,

precipitation and centrifugation (Block and Rolland, 1979; Payment et al., 1989;

Polaczyk et al., 2007; Hill et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2007). Some of these methods were

successfully applied in metagenomic studies for microbes concentration from

environmental samples (Cai et al., 2015; Furtak, 2015; Khaler et al., 2005).

Nevertheless, new improved techniques are indispensable in order to tackle new

challenges: dealing with heterogeneous samples with low amount of DNA and

presence of inhibitors, coupled with the necessity to abandon culture-dependent

techniques, increasing the sensibility and decreasing the response time are the main

issues.

Normal orthogonal flow filtration and culture-dependent methods are the standard

water testing of American Public Health Association (APHA, 1992) and of European
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directives (Drinking Water Directive, 98/83/EC), in which the microbes of water

flowing are trapped on membrane disc filters and then plated.

Unlike orthogonal filtration, tangential flow filtration (TFF) does not rely on capturing

microbes in the filter, avoiding filter clogging when cells and other abiotic

components are trapped in the filter maze. In TFF microorganisms and other particles

tend to remain in the bulk water samples during the filtration process, recirculating in

the system. Ultrafilters have pore sizes that are rated by molecular weight cutoff

(MWCO, typically reported in Daltons), allowing the selection of size particles

concentrated.

TFF has been extensively used in the biotechnology industry to recover proteins,

metabolic products, plasmids, enzymes (van Reis and Zydney, 2001), and in very few

studies it was applied to microbial concentration. Recently TFF was used in some

relevant papers with the aim to concentrate microorganisms, from endospores to

viruses to pathogen bacteria, in different liquid matrices (Fu et al., 2005; Liu et al.,

2012). Tangential flow filtration may be the most appropriate method for the

concentration of aqueous solutions derived from environmental samples or liquid

samples characterized by heterogeneous composition in species.

The ability of concentrate at once diverse microbes is pivotal. In the case of drinking

water contaminated by an array of unknown microorganisms or more generally in

environmental monitoring of water and other aqueous matrices TFF could be

considered the best choice.

Overall there is also a lack of information about how filtration affects microorganisms

viability. Complex communities of microorganisms, composed by both live and dead

bacteria, could show a not predictable behaviour.
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1.6. MOLECULAR ANALYSES

Experimental workflow must be addressed in order to obtain samples suitable for PCR

and high-throughput sequencing: these are the ideal analyses to perform in the case

of sensitive quantification (qPCR) and wide qualitative composition estimation (HTS).

Reviews in the current literature mainly focus on DNA extraction from bacteria

cultures or human specimens (McOrist et al., 2002; Bali et al., 2014; Yuan et al., 2012).

However, the application of standard methods can often be ineffective for samples of

environmental origin and derived from complex matrices.

For this reason the identification of an effective metagenomic DNA extraction method

for complex matrices such as environmental samples must be the goal of

experimental plans that strive for subsequent high-throughput sequencing analyses.

The experimental procedure must be prone to sensitivity and must not be inclined to

contamination with exogenous DNA. Moreover, the biases deriving from the

involvement of several different microorganisms, with different characteristics, must

be minimized. Not last, a rapid and standardized protocol, with reasonable costs is

recommended.

1.7. NANOBACTERIA

The existence of ultra-small biodiversity in aquatic environments is much closer to us

than previously expected. Few months ago, nanobacteria have been surprisingly

isolated in groundwater on Earth (Luef et al, 2015; Brown et al., 2015).

Nanobacteria show dimensions under the minimal predicted sizes (Board, 1999) and

they are currently defined as a candidate taxon, including at least 35 phyla, with no

representatives isolated in culture (Brown et al. 2015). The smallest cell and genome

sizes ever documented for nanobacteria reach the minimum values of 195 nm x 149

nm and with a genome of about 1 Mb (Kantor et al., 2013; Luef et al., 2015). For a
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comparison the “giant” Escherichia coli has a cell size of 2000 nm x 250 nm and a

genome size of about 4.5 Mb (Pierucci, 1978; Blattner et al., 1997). Clues on the

unexpected diversity of nanobacteria started to appear just after the introduction of

two technical advancements: stringent filtration of water and High-Throughput DNA

Sequencing techniques.

A prominent feature of the bacterial domain is a radiation of major lineages that are

defined as candidate phyla because they lack isolated representatives (Brown et al.,

2015) (Fig. 1.5).

Fig. 1.5. Phylogeny and genomic sampling of the nanobacteria candidate phyla radiations
(CPR). a,b, Subsets of a maximum-likelihood 16S rRNA gene phylogeny showing the CPR, a
monophyletic radiation of candidate phyla (a), and genomic sampling of candidate phyla (b).
Many CPR 16S rRNA genes encode insertions (length shown by blue bars, combined length for
multiple insertions) (from Brown et al. Nature 000, 1-4 (2015)).
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1.8. RESISTANCE GENES

As discussed before, water ecosystem is a source of highly biodiverse microorganisms,

but it can be also considered an important reservoir of resistance mechanisms.

In the recent few years arose the great interest in antibiotic resistance genes and in

the related mechanisms beside the spread of antibiotic resistance.

Several researches demonstrated the correlation between ecosystems and the cycling

of resistance in nature, either because resistance mechanisms can originate in

environmental bacteria or because human and animal commensals and pathogens

can contaminate the environment (Baquero et al., 2008; Vaz-Moreira et al., 2014).

Antibiotic resistance is a natural property of bacteria, occurring in environments with

reduced or null anthropogenic impacts, such as wild life or remote Earth zones. It is

ancient in nature, with more than 106–109 years (D’Costa et al., 2011). Functions are

as diverse as molecular signalling, transcription activation, enhanced gene transfer,

stimulation of bacterial adhesion, increased mutation frequency or virulence

suppression (Davies et al., 2006; Davies and Davies, 2010).

Anyway, in the presence of selective pressures, such as antimicrobial residues,

bacterial lineages with acquired antibiotic resistance will have an improved fitness

(i.e. a better capacity to survive and reproduce in comparison with bacteria without

acquired resistance), becoming more prevalent in the community (Vaz-Moreira et al.,

2014). Shi (2013) demonstrated that Proteobacteria were the main antibiotic resistant

bacteria dominating in the drinking water and that chlorination caused enrichment of

ampicillin, aminoglycoside, β-lactam, tetracyclines and erythromycin resistance genes.

In our research we take into account the concept of “resistance” sensu latu, meaning

all the ways and mechanisms that bacteria can carry or acquire in order to survive

under stress conditions, in order to better describe resistance dynamics in water

ecosystem. Thus not only from antibiotic point of view but also in terms of the
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interplay between ecology, evolutionary dynamics and natural selection (Gillings,

2013).

For example, Chao and colleagues (2013) demonstrated, through metagenomic

analysis, that microorganisms in treated water (after chlorination) contained higher

protective genes responding to the selective pressure of chlorination, such as

glutathione related genes. Glutathione has been proven to directly increase bacterial

resistance to chlorine compounds (Chesney et al., 1996) and is also indirectly

implicated in the regulation of other oxidation resistant systems, such as OxyR, SoxR

and SOS systems (Saby et al., 1999).

1.9. AIM OF THE STUDY
Our first intent was to evaluate and standardize a new pipeline for microorganisms

concentration from an heterogeneous matrix, environmental DNA extraction and

amplification, suitable for molecular analysis and optimized for High-Throughput DNA

Sequencing (HTS) approaches.

While safe and of high quality, drinking water is far from being sterile.

Several questions rise from this statement: first of all, which types of microorganisms

are present and if they have effects on human health. Following this, how they are

abundant. Can they have effects on human health and on the environment? Can the

environment have effects on them, i.e. shaping the microbial communities?

Drinking water bacterial composition is a world largely unknown and poorly

investigated, but probably harbours a microbial community highly heterogeneous.

Water potabilization processes can affect microbial community structure (Pinto et al.,

2012), but as already stated drinking water is not sterile.

This research project aims to uncover microbial biodiversity from the source

(groundwater), to the tap (drinking water). A better knowledge of drinking water
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microbiota, and how it can be modified by potabilization, is crucial not only from an

ecological point of view, but also because it can help managing water treatments by

water companies.
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2. METHODS
2.1. METHODS FOR THE DETECTION OF ENVIRONMENTAL
BACTERIA FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT BASED STUDIES:
TESTS AND STANDARDIZATION

2.1.1. BACTERIAL STRAINS

We used different bacterial strains with different cell wall properties, because these

features can affect the cell lysis treatment. Therefore, we evaluated quality and

quantity of DNA extracted from monocultures and mock cultures of the following

bacteria: the Gram negative Salmonella choleraesuis ATCC 7001, Escherichia coli ATCC

10536, Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 15442, and Legionella pneumophila ATCC

33152 and the Gram positive Clostridium perfringens ATCC 13124, Staphylococcus

aureus ATCC 6538 and Enterococcus hirae ATCC 10541. Furthermore, a selection of

damaged cultures was involved in order to test how bacteria with cell membrane

compromised can be concentrated. The species tested were the following (cultivated

in our department): Lactobacillus rhamnosus, Lactobacillus plantarum, Lactobacillus

reuteri, Bifidobacterium lactis, Bifidobacterium longum.

Serial ten-fold dilutions were prepared and CFU of each live bacterium was estimated

by plating on selective media.

Optical densities (OD600) and/or CFU of each monoculture and of each mix are listed in

Table 2.1. Only optical densities were reported for damage cultures.
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BACTERIA GRAM staining OD600 CFUlog5
Escherichia coli ATCC 10536 GRAM - 1.8 367
Salmonella choleraesuis ATCC 7001 GRAM - 2.4 506
Legionella pneumophila ATCC 33152 GRAM - 0.13 315
Clostridium perfrigens ATCC 13124 GRAM + NA NA
Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538 GRAM + 2.3 784
Pseudomonas aeruginosa ATCC 15442 GRAM - 2.8 427
Enterococcus hirae ATCC 10541 GRAM + NA NA
Lactobacillus rhamnosus GRAM + 3.1 NA
Bifidobacterium longum GRAM + 2.7 NA
Bifidobacterium lactis GRAM + 0.08 NA
Lactobacillus plantarum GRAM + 2.8 NA
Lactobacillus reuteri GRAM + 3.1 NA

Table 2.1. Optical densities (OD600) and/or CFU of each monoculture and of each mix. Only
optical densities were reported for damage cultures.

2.1.2. ARTIFICIALLY CONTAMINATED SAMPLES

Artificially contaminated samples were prepared in order to test efficiency of recovery

and nucleic acid extraction and to show biases typical of heterogeneous samples.

One litre of sterile Milli-Q water has been spiked with known amounts of the species

taken into account.

Two experiments were set, with different bacteria composition (Table 2.2).

In the first experiment four different species, two of these alive and two dead, were

used to contaminate one litre of Milli-Q water. Three identical spiked one litre

samples were created to estimate intra-assay repeatability.

In the second experiment the number of species tested was increased, and, in

addition, a second DNA extraction method was included.
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2.1.3. ARTIFICIALLY CONTAMINATED ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

Three samples of drinking water (one litres each), were artificially contaminated with

the bacterial mix depicted in table 2.2, experiment #3, in order to evaluate the effect

of environmental samples characteristics on the method.

2.1.4. ARTIFICIALLY CONTAMINATED ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES WITH
DEGRADED DNA

Three samples of drinking water (one litres each), were artificially contaminated with

the bacterial mix described in table 2.2, experiment #4. Contaminated samples were

left for fifteen days at room temperature before concentration, resulting in partial cell

lyses and the subsequent release of eDNA.
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Exp #1
Artificially

contaminated
samples

Exp #2
Artificially

contaminated
samples

Exp #3
Artificially

contaminated
environmental

samples

Exp  #4
Artificially

contaminated
environmental

samples in
condition of
degradation

E. coli

S. choleraesuis

L. pneumophila L. pneumophila L. pneumophila L. pneumophila

C. perfringens C. perfringens C. perfringens C. perfringens

S. aureus

P. aeruginosa

E. hirae

L. rhamnosus L. rhamnosus L. rhamnosus L. rhamnosus

B. longum

B. lactis

L. plantarum L. plantarum L. plantarum L. plantarum

L. reuteri
Table 2.2. Bacteria composition of artificially contaminated samples for each experiment. In
green live bacteria, in red dead bacteria.

2.1.5. ENVIRONMENTAL (DRINKING WATER) SAMPLES

Three samples of drinking water (seven litres each) from a water treatment plant in

Milan were additionally tested, without artificial contamination, to definitely verify

the applicability in the case of environmental samples. Two different DNA extraction

methods were tested.
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2.1.6. TANGENTIAL FLOW FILTRATION

Fig. 2.1. Tangential flow filtration system.

In order to reduce the volume of the samples and therefore concentrate the bacteria

we used a tangential flow filtration (TFF) system. The system involves a peristaltic

pump (Masterflex L/S Economy Drive), Tygon® tubing, sterile reservoirs and filtration

modules.

The tangential flow filter used was a VivaFlow 200 cassette (Sartorius) composed of

polyethersulfone (PES) with a nominal pore rating of 10000 MWCO and a surface area

of 200 cm2. The system was scaled up with an additional unit connected in parallel to

increase the filtration surface area and the flow speed.

All tubing, tubing connections and containers were sterilized with sodium

hypochlorite or autoclaved prior to each experiment. Every step was conducted in the

laminar flow cabinet (Fig. 2.1).

The TFF system was run at a transmembrane pressure of max 1.5 bar.

The initial one litre solution artificially contaminated was concentrate to a final

retentate volume of 100 mL, for each of the three replicates.

Three aliquots of filtrate (that should not contain bacteria) were conserved for further

tests.

The same procedure was followed for environmental samples: seven litres of drinking

water was concentrated to 100 mL for each of the three replicates.
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2.1.7. MICROSCOPY VISUALIZATION

All bacterial monocultures, the pre-filtration mix of bacteria, the spiked water, the

concentrated water and the filtrated were visualized at an epifluorescent microscope

(Nikon Y-FL) at 100x and 60x magnification.

Twenty μL of each samples was stained with 20 μL of 2X solution of SYTO9/propidium

iodide (BacLight Bacterial Viability kit, Invitrogen) and incubate in the dark, at 4 °C, for

15 minutes.

SYTO 9 is a dye with similar properties of SYBR GREEN I, allowing live cell staining.

Otherwise, propidium iodide penetrates only damaged cell membrane, quenching

SYTO 9 fluorescence and giving red coloration to the cells. The excitation/emission

wavelength is 480/500 nm for SYTO 9 stain and 490/635 nm for propidium iodide.

Live/dead ratio was estimated, with particular attention for pre-concentration and

post-concentration samples (Patel et al. 2007, with modifications). All counts were

made in triplicate.

2.1.8. DNA EXTRACTION

Genomic DNA (gDNA) extraction was carried out on the samples before the

concentration process (the solution used for the contamination of the sample) and

after the concentration process. DNA from filtrate was extracted too.

Genomic DNA extraction was carried out with two different methods: one-step rapid

DNA extraction with Instagene Matrix (Bio-Rad) and an automated nucleic acid

extraction using NucliSens® EasyMAGTM system (Biomerieux).

Instagene procedure one-step nucleic acid extraction utilizes a lysis solution (Chelex

®). Manufacture instructions were followed. A volume of 200 μL of supernatant

containing DNA was stored at -80 °C.
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For nucleic acid extraction with EasyMAG system, the specific protocol for the

increase of DNA yield was used. The nucleic acids were eluted in a final volume of 50

μL and stored at -80 °C.

2.1.9. REAL TIME PCR

Quantitative Real Time PCR (qPCR) assays were performed with AB 7500 (Applied

Biosystem) using species-specific primers.

Samples before the concentration process (called “pre”) and after (called “post”)

were tested. Dilutions were used.

qPCR conditions included an initial denaturation at 95 °C for 10 min, followed by 40

cycles of denaturation at 95 °C for 15 s and annealing-elongation for 1 min. Primer

sequences, targets, annealing temperatures and references are given in Table 2.3.

Standard curves were generated using tenfold serial dilutions of positive controls. All

samples and standards were run in triplicate. Negative controls were tested in

triplicate too for each amplification. All the assays are followed by a dissociation stage

and melting curves were obtained.

Amplification data were collected and analyzed with the SDS 7500 Real-Time PCR

System Software (Applied Biosystems).

Bacteria primers sequence gene Tannealing Reference

E. coli
ColiF CATGCCGCGTGTATGAAGAA

16S 60 °C Huijsdens et al., 2002
ColiR CGGGTAACGTCAATGAGCAAA

S.

choleraesuis

SAL1410f GGTCTGCTGTACTCCACCTTCAG
bipA 60 °C Calvò et al., 2008

SAL1494r TTGGAGATCAGTACGCCGTTCT

L.

pneumophila

JFP AGGGTTGATAGGTTAAGAGC 16S-

23S
60 °C Devos et al., 2005

JRP CCAACAGCTAGTTGACATCG

C.

perfringens

ClperF GCATGAGTCATAGTTGGGATGATT
plc 60 °C Shannon et al., 2007

ClperR CCTGCTGTTCCTTTTTGAGAGTTAG
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S. aureus
S.aur_F GCGATTGATGGTGATACGGTT

nucA 60 °C Brakstad et al., 1992
S.aur_R AGCCAAGCCTTGACGAACTAAAGC

P.

aeruginosa

P.aer_F AATTCGGCAAATTTGCTGCG
oprL 60 °C Wong et al., 2014

P.aer_R GGAGCTGTCGTACTCGAAGT

E. hirae
EC_F AGAAATTCCAAACGAACTTG

23S 55 °C He et al., 2005
EC_R CAGTGCTCTACCTCCATCATT

L. rhamnosus
LrhamF TGCTTGCATCTTGATTTAATTTTG

16S 60 °C Zhang et al., 2012
LrhamR GGTTCTTGGATYTATGCGGTATTAG

B. longum
BloF CAGTTGATCGCATGGTCTT

16S 60 °C
Ramirez-Farias et al.,

2009BloR TACCCGTCGAAGCCAC

B. lactis
BlacF GCACGGTTTTGTGGCTGG

16S 60 °C Our lab
BlacR GACCTGGGGGACACACTG

L. plantarum
LplF CCAGTTGGTTCCATAAGTTG 16S-

23S
60 °C Our lab

LplR GTTTCAATGACGACTAACGTC

L. reuteri
LreuF GGAACCTACACATCGAAG

16S 60 °C Our lab
LreuR CAAATAACGCGGTGTTCTC

panbacterial
340F CCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG

16S 55 °C
16S Metagenomic
Sequencing Library

Preparation (Illumina
sequencing protocol)

806R GACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC

Table 2.3. Primers used for the quantification of target bacteria through qPCR.

2.1.10. qPCR REPRODUCIBILITY

The reproducibility of the qPCR assays was assessed by intra-assay repeatability and

inter-assay reproducibility, using six 1:10 serial dilutions of DNA of positive controls.

Three replicates of each sample in the same experiment were tested.

2.1.11. qPCR EFFICIENCY

For each reaction six 1:10 serial dilutions of DNA of positive controls were amplified.

Three replicates of each sample in the same experiment were tested and standard

curve was calculated.

qPCR amplification efficiencies (E) were based on the following equation (1):
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E = 10(-1/slope)-1 (1)

and R2 values (linearity) were 0.99.

2.1.12. RECOVERY RATES

CT value represents the amplification cycle in which the reaction is at the exponential

phase (Threshold Cycle), so they are used for the quantification.

CT values obtained were transformed in counts, applying the equation (2)

Counts =(2^(Cmax-CT)*100)/E                  (2)

Where E is the efficiency, specific of each target fragment, calculated with equation

(1) and Cmax is the highest CT recorded (i. e. the lower limit of detection).

Recoveries (R) were calculated using equation (3)

R = {[counts(f)/ counts(i)] * 100}/F (3)

where counts(f) is the counts value corresponding to the quantity of microorganisms

DNA extracted after concentration, counts(i) before concentration and F is the factor

of concentration. Values were expressed as percentages.

2.1.13. DETECTION OF INHIBITION

For each sample, 1:10 dilutions of the DNA extracts were made in sterile nuclease-

free water to test for possible inhibition of DNA polymerase. The expected CT increase

after dilutions ensures that the recovery efficiency was not impaired by PCR inhibition

(McKee et al., 2015). When inhibition existed diluted samples were used and counts

obtained multiplied for the factor of dilution.
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2.1.14. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Geometric means were calculated. To determine whether recovery efficiency varied,

a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. The Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc

test was then used to perform a pairwise comparison between mean recovery

efficiency.

2.2. TESTS ON DRINKING WATER SAMPLES

2.2.1. CLONING AND RFLP ANALYSIS TO TEST HETEROGENEITY IN
BACTERIAL COMPOSITION

DNA extraction (Biomerieux) was performed on samples 00GW, 00CF and 00CHL,

collected in Dec-2013 in Feltre DWTP (Site 1). Amplification of 16S rDNA V3-V4 region

was carried out with panbacterial primer pairs 340F (CCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG) - 907R

(CCGTCAATTCCTTTGAGTTT). Purified fragments were cloned with pGEM-T Easy Vector

System (PROMEGA). Ligation was performed following the protocol (Protocol for

Ligations Using the pGEM®-T and pGEM®-T Easy Vectors and the 2X Rapid Ligation

Buffer; Table 2.4).

Ligation

2X Rapid Ligation Buffer, T4 DNA Ligase 5 μl

pGEM®-T or pGEM®-T Easy Vector (50 ng) 1 μl

PCR product X μl*

T4 DNA Ligase (3 Weiss units/μl) 1 μl

nuclease-free water To reach 10 μl

Table 2.4. Ligation reaction. *PCR product volume is calculated on the base of the length of the
fragment and of its concentration. We used 3 μl, the maximum volume allowed.
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Plasmids obtained were cloned in E. coli competent cells and plated on specific media.

DNA extracts from each colony (correctly transformed) were amplified with the

primer pair M13F (5'-TGTAAAACGACGGCCAGT-3') and M13R (5'-

CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3'). Thermal cycling were conducted using the following

protocol: 94 °C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of 94 °C for 5 s, annealing at 54 °C for

60 s and elongation at 72 °C for 60 s.

Amplification products were digested with restriction enzymes MseI (10000 U/mL)

and MspI (20000 U/mL).  5 μl of template were incubated for 2 h at 37 °C and at 65 °C

for 20 min, in a 2X mix, composed by the two restriction enzymes (0.1 μl each), 1 μl of

buffer and 3.8 μl of Milli-Q water. The restriction products were visualized with gel

electrophoresis.

In this way, different sequences amplified for each fragment purified can be

discriminated.

2.2.2. DNA EXTRACTION TESTS

Samples 00GW, 00CF and 00CHL were used for an initial comparison of several DNA

extraction protocols: a) InstaGeneTM Matrix (Bio-Rad) plus a purification-

concentration treatment with Genomic DNA Clean & ConcentratorTM kit (Zymo

Research); b) NucliSens® EasyMAGTM system (Biomerieux); c) PowerWater® DNA

Isolation Kit (MO BIO); d) PowerSoil® DNA Isolation Kit (MO BIO); e) QIAamp DNA Mini

Kit (Qiagen); f) Invisorb® Spin Universal Kit (Invitek).

Samples obtained were then quantified through qPCR, using panbacterial primers

340F-518R. CT values were transformed to counts following equation (2). To

determine significant differences, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used.

The Tukey-Kramer HSD post hoc test was then used to perform a pairwise

comparison. A 95% confidence level were used to determine if there are

statistically significant differences among the samples analyzed.
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2.3. SAMPLING CAMPAIGN

Samples were obtained from two drinking water treatment plants located in Milan,

Italy (Fig. 2.2).

Fig. 2.2. Map of Milan (Italy), with the two DWTPs indicated. Feltre is denominated Site 1,
whereas Crescenzago is denominated Site 2.

We collected water samples from different steps of the potabilization processes: i)

from groundwater (GW), ii) after the granular activated carbon filters (CF) and iii)

after chlorination (CHL) (Fig. 2.3).
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic representation of the DWTP. GW: groundwater; CF: granular activated
carbon filters; CHL: chlorination basin.

The sampling campaign lasted one year, from December 2013 to November 2014. In

total we collected 42 samples, listed in table 2.5. Several environmental variables

were measured (e. g. weather, temperature, humidity) and are reported in table A.2

in Appendix. Moreover MM conducted chemical, physical and microbiological tests

(table A.3 in Appendix).

#sample DWTP sampling point date

#01 Site 1 GW Dec-13

#02 Site 1 CF Dec-13

#03 Site 1 CHL Dec-13

#04 Site 1 GW Jan-14

#05 Site 1 CF Jan-14

#06 Site 1 CHL Jan-14

#07 Site 1 GW Feb-14

#08 Site 1 CF Feb-14

#09 Site 1 CHL Feb-14
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#10 Site 1 GW Mar-14

#11 Site 1 CF Mar-14

#12 Site 1 CHL Mar-14

#13 Site 1 GW Apr-14

#14 Site 1 CF Apr-14

#15 Site 1 CHL Apr-14

#16 Site 1 GW May-14

#17 Site 1 CF May-14

#18 Site 1 CHL May-14

#19 Site 1 GW Jun-14

#20 Site 1 CF Jun-14

#21 Site 1 CHL Jun-14

#22 Site 1 GW Jul-14

#23 Site 1 CF Jul-14

#24 Site 1 CHL Jul-14

#25 Site 1 GW Aug-14

#26 Site 1 CF Aug-14

#27 Site 1 CHL Aug-14

#28 Site 1 GW Sep-14

#29 Site 1 CF Sep-14

#30 Site 1 CHL Sep-14

#31 Site 1 GW Oct-14

#32 Site 1 CF Oct-14

#33 Site 1 CHL Oct-14

#34 Site 1 GW Nov-14

#35 Site 1 CF Nov-14

#36 Site 1 CHL Nov-14

#37 Site 2 GW Oct-14

#38 Site 2 CF Oct-14

#39 Site 2 CHL Oct-14

#40 Site 2 GW Nov-14
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#41 Site 2 CF Nov-14

#42 Site 2 CHL Nov-14

Table 2.5. List of samples collected. GW: groundwater. CF: Feltre is denominated Site 1,
whereas Crescenzago is denominated Site 2.

2.4. TANGENTIAL FLOW CONCENTRATION

In order to reduce the volume of the samples and therefore concentrate the bacteria

we used a tangential flow filtration (TFF) system, as described in section 2.1.6.

TFF experiments were carried out as soon as practical after sampling.

For each sampling points, seven liters of water were concentrated to obtain 100 mL.

2.5. PLATE COUNT
1 ml of the concentrated water sample was transferred to a sterile Petri dish and

mixed with about 25 mL warm agar-based media (composition listed in Table 2.6),

incubated at 37 °C for 48 h and at 22 °C for 5 days and then colony forming units

(CFU) were counted manually. All measurements were done in triplicate.

Reagents
Yeast 0.75 g
Triptone 1.75 g
Agar 3.75 g
H2O 250 mL

Table 2.6. Composition of plate count medium for water samples.

2.6. LIVE/DEAD STAINING

Concentrated samples were stained with fluorescent dyes SYTO9/propidium iodide

(Live/Dead BacLight Viability Kit, Molecular Probes) to measure membrane-intact
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cells, as described in section 2.1.7. All observations were made in triplicate and

values are expressed as live/dead ratio.

2.7. ENVIRONMENTAL DNA EXTRACTION

Environmental DNA extraction for qPCR on target genes was performed using

InstaGeneTM Matrix (Bio-Rad) plus a purification-concentration treatment with

Genomic DNA Clean & ConcentratorTM kit (Zymo Research) DNA was eluted in a final

volume of 50 μL and stored at -80 °C.

In order to increase DNA yield and avoid contaminations with exogenous DNA,

environmental DNA extraction for High-Through Sequencing was carried out with an

automated nucleic acid extraction (NucliSens® EasyMAGTM system, Biomerieux), based

on magnetic beads. Specific protocol for liquid matrices was used. Starting from 1 mL

of samples, the nucleic acids were eluted in a final volume of 50 μL and stored at -80

°C.

2.8. qPCR FOR TARGET GENES

Relative quantification of target genes was performed for all the samples.

For bacteria quantification, primer pairs on V3-V4 regions of 16S rDNA (340F-806R)

were used. In the case of resistance genes primers are listed in table 2.7.

In brief, all qPCRs were performed in 10 μL reaction mix containing 5 μL of 2X SsoFast

Evagreen with Low ROX supermix (Bio-Rad), 0.1 μL of primer forward 10 μM, 0.1 μL of

primer reverse 10 μM, 2 μL of DNA extract and 3 μL of sterile Milli-Q water. In each

reaction no template controls (negative) and 10-fold serial dilution of positive

controls were included to calculate efficiencies. All samples were tested in triplicates.

For each DNA extract, amplification inhibition was evaluated measuring CT values of

1:10 dilution. Melt curve analysis was performed for each amplification. CT values
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were transformed to counts following equation (2). To determine significant

differences, a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. The Tukey-Kramer HSD

post hoc test was then used to perform a pairwise comparison. A 95%

confidence level was used to determine if there are statistically significant differences

between the samples analyzed.

Target primers sequence
T

annealing
Reference

ampicillin resistance
AmpCF CCTCTTGCTCCACATTTGC

55 °C Shi et al., 2013
AmpCR ACAACGTTTGCTGTGTGACG

β-lactam resistance
blaTEM1F CATTTTCGTGTCGCCCTTAT

55 °C Shi et al., 2013
blaTEM1R GGGCGAAAACTCTCAAGGAT

glutamate-cysteine ligase
gshAF GGCGGCGAAGCGTATCAGAAA

59 °C Chao et al., 2013
gshAR AATGCTTTGCCTGTTCCGCCA

glutathione synthase
gshBF CGTGATTGCCGAAACCCTGA

58 °C Chao et al., 2013
gshBR GCCAGATTGCCACGGGTTTC

Table 2.7. Primers used for the quantification of resistance genes through qPCR.

2.9. HIGH-THROUGHPUT DNA SEQUENCING

Illumina MiSeq 16S (V3-V4 regions of 16S rRNA gene) libraries were generated

following standard protocol (16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation, Part #

15044223 Rev. B) with modifications, due to the low DNA concentrations. DNA

extracts were normalized on CT values of Real Time PCR with the same primer pairs,

instead of measuring the total amount of microbial DNA with

fluorometric/spectrophotometric methods.

Amplicon PCR was performed using the primer pairs

5’ TCGTCGGCAGCGTCAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGCCTACGGGNGGCWGCAG 3’

5’ GTCTCGTGGGCTCGGAGATGTGTATAAGAGACAGGACTACHVGGGTATCTAATCC 3’
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at initial concentration of [10 µM], aiming to increase the volume of DNA in the

reaction.

PCR-clean up step after amplicon PCR was modified in the final resuspension volume,

with a two-fold increase of sample concentration.

Libraries prepared were quantified with 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies).

Samples were sequenced using the 2x300 paired-end chemistry (MiSeq Reagent Kit

v3). Technical replicates of each sample were included in order to verify the

sequencing reproducibility (84 samples in total).

2.10. 16S rDNA SEQUENCE PROCESSING AND
OPERATIONAL TAXONOMIC UNIT (OTU) SELECTION

Illumina reads were paired and pre-processed using USEARCH script (Edgar, 2010).

During Quality filter step reads were filtered out if: 1) ambiguous bases were

detected, 2) lengths were outside the bounds of 250 bp and/or 3) average quality

scores over a sliding window of 40 bp dropped below 25. Reads were then processed

by Vsearch 1.1.3 software version (doi 10.5281/zenodo.16153), which removed noise

and chimeras prior to performing de novo clustering into OTUs at 97% sequence

identity discarding those OTUs with < 75 sequences.

A representative sequence was selected randomly for each OTU and classified with

the RDP (Ribosomal Database Project) classifier v2.2 (Cardenas et al., 2009) using the

Silva reference set (119 release) (Quast et al., 2012). The taxonomic assignment of

each sequence was obtained with a confidence score of at least 0.8.

For statistical analyses QIIME (Caporaso et al., 2010) and Phyloseq Bioconductor

package (McMurdie and Holmes, 2012) were used.

A beta-diversity measure, Weighted UniFrac distance matrix, which measures the

pairwise difference in microbial diversity among samples, and Bray-Curtis distance

matrix were calculated (Lozupone et al., 2011). To provide visualization of the sample
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distribution patterns, a principal component analysis (PCA) was applied to transform

the distance matrices into principal coordinates.

2.10.1. MICROBIAL COMPOSITION AND COMMUNITY STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS OF NANOBACTERIA

OTUs assigned to OD1, OP11, TM6 and TM7 (reported as nanobacteria in Luef et al.,

2015 and Brown et al., 2015) were identified in our analysis. Moreover we decided to

include also OP3, OP1, BRC1 and WS3, even if there are no information about

dimensions, since they are not cultivable bacteria and still candidate phyla (not

characterized). The OTU representative sequence set was aligned to the Silva set

using MOTHUR (Schloss et al 2009). Based on the alignment of OTU representative

sequences, a phylogenetic tree was then built using RAxML version 7.4.2 (Stamatakis

2006) with the GTRGAMMA model, bootstrapping (1,000 replicates), best maximum

likelihood tree inference, and displayed with iTol (http://itol.embl.de/) representing

the output of PhyloH analysis with the nanobacteria OTUs count as multibarplots.

2.10.2. PHYLOH ANALYSIS OF NANOBACTERIAL COMMUNITY

The measurement of the variety of sequences found in the different samples was

done within the overall analysis framework defined in Sandionigi et al. (2014), where

the ecological concept of gamma diversity Dγ and alpha diversity Dα are identified as

the exponential of the phylogenetic generalization of Shannon (Hp) proposed by Chao

et al. (2010) and the exponential of the mean Hp per group of observations,

respectively.
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where pi are the frequency of observation of organisms descendant of node i and Li is

the length of the branch of the node i over the phylogenetic tree T. Subdividing

observation in groups is possible to define pig that is the frequency of observations of

organisms descendant of node i and belonging to group g. The ecological concept of

beta diversity is identified with exponential of mutual information between the

species observation and the grouping (I(Obs,G) as proposed by Jost (2007) and we

applied this concept to the phylogenetic generalization of Shannon

This phylogenetic generalization of mutual information describes the information

shared between the lineage and the grouping at which a given observation belong.

Modifying the order of the summation is possible to extract the contribution of each

branch/lineage to mutual information (Hpβi)

Following Chao (2010), we report in our work the exponential of Hpγ or Hpγ such that

the unit of measure is equivalent number of equi-abundant independent lineage,

meaning the number of branch of a star tree in which each terminal taxon is equally

abundant and that would produce the same level of diversity than in the actually
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observed sample. As summary of the differentiation of communities, the beta

diversity, we preferred not to use the exponential of Hβ that would produce

estimates in equivalent number of sample, a measure quite ambiguous when sample

have different number of observations. So we normalized the Hβ by its maximum

possible values given the experimental design. Mutual information shared across two

variables cannot be bigger than the entropy of the least entropic variable. Given

Ip(T,G) the number of group is fixed, while T is unknown prior data observation, so

the maximum value that mutual information could take is H(G) and so mutual

information were normalized between 1 and zero using this value. This measure was

defined as “turnover” and in a case of two groups is the percentage of observations

belonging to a not shared lineage.

Discussing the results we noticed that the runs of treated water had in average many

more read than the runs from the groundwater. We considered that this difference is

due to factor linked to the library preparation and do not reflect difference in the

actual effort to explore the three environments. So we modified the calculation of pi

and pig such that each runs would contribute equally to those estimates and not

proportionally to its number of reads. These changes do not obscure our capacity to

correctly assay if the mutual information is different from zero, given that as in

Sandionigi et al. (2014), significance was obtained by comparing original dataset with

results from permuted data set in which grouping labels were randomly re-assigned

to observations.
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3. RESULTS
3.1. TESTS AND STANDARDIZATION FOR THE DETECTION
OF ENVIRONMENTAL BACTERIA FOR HIGH-THROUGHPUT
BASED STUDIES

3.1.1 LIVE/DEAD RATIO VARIATIONS

Single-species cultures were checked at the epifluorescence microscope and live/dead

ratios were reported in table 3.1.

Live/dead ratio was estimated for samples from spiked solutions and after the

concentration process. No differences were shown in bacteria viability after

concentration process.

Moreover damaged cell membranes can stand the pressure exercised by the

peristaltic pump, as we can notice in the samples after tangential flow filtration.

No cells were detected in filtrate, for each sample tested.

Bacteria % Live bacteria

pre

% Live bacteria

post

Bacteria

in filtrate

E. coli 100 100 0

S.
choleraesuis

100 100 0

L.
pneumophila

100 100 0

C. perfringens 100 100 0
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S. aureus 100 100 0

P. aeruginosa 100 100 0

E. hirae 100 100 0

L. rhamnosus 0 0 0

B. longum 0 0 0

B. lactis 0 0 0

L. plantarum 0 0 0

L. reuteri 0 0 0

Table 3.1. Live/dead ratios of spiked samples (named “pre”, as they are observed before TTF)
and samples after TTF (named “post”). Moreover the presence of bacteria in filtrate samples
was verified.

3.1.2. REPEATABILITY OF EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

In the first experiment intra-assay repeatability was estimated. The three identical

spiked samples show no significant differences across all the replicates of the pre- and

across all the replicates of the post-concentration samples (p>0.05), demonstrating

the repeatability of the procedure, from the filtration to the DNA extraction (Fig. 3.1,

Table 3.2).
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Fig. 3.1. Boxplot of log2(counts) for each bacteria tested, comparing pre-concentration samples

and post-concentration samples. The three replicates tested are shown.

3.1.3. RECOVERY IN ARTIFICIALLY CONTAMINATED SAMPLES

After tangential flow filtration all the bacteria were successfully recovered in all the

experiments.

According to equation (3), in the first experiment the overall recoveries for L.

pneumophila, C. perfringens, L. rhamnosus and L. plantarum were respectively 124%,

121%, 92%, 113%. When the amplification of all the bacteria present in the samples

was carried out with panbacterial primers (16S rDNA V3-V4 regions) the recovery

efficiency reach 120%. When diluting the concentrated samples of 10-fold factor and

recalculating the counts, recovery efficiencies (indicated with δ) exceeding 100% were

no more measured, with the only exception of L. plantarum. No significant differences
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existed in recoveries between Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria. Moreover,

no significance differences were measured between live and dead bacteria (p<0.01),

suggesting that a damaged cell membrane can fully stand the pressure exercised by

tangential flow filtration (Table 3.2, Fig. 3.2).

Target

Recovery

efficiency

1.r (%)

s.d.

Recovery

efficiency

2.r (%)

s.d.

Recovery

efficiency

3.r (%)

s.d.

Mean

recovery

efficiencies

(%)

s.d.

Mean

recovery

efficiencies

δ (%)

s.d.

L.

pneumophila
133 0.28 182 0.32 87 0.22 124 0.48 95 3.16

C.

perfringens
122 0.25 138 0.1 98 0.2 121 0.34 100 2.6

L. rhamnosus 108 0.34 78 0.58 108 0.25 92 0.72 99 2.9

L. plantarum 112 1.12 156 0.41 104 0.28 113 1.23 113 3.4

panbacterial 192 0.18 142 0.48 119 0.33 120 0.61 90 3

Table 3.2. Recovery efficiencies for experiment #1. s.d.: standard deviation. δ: Recovery
efficiencies obtained using dilutions of concentrated samples.
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Fig. 3.2. Recovery of artificial contaminated samples in experiment #1. δ: Recovery efficiencies
obtained using dilutions of concentrated samples.

When, in the second experiment, the number of species tested was increased to 12,

recovery efficiencies were all greater than 61% and there is always a statistically

significant difference (p<0.05) between samples before and after concentration, for

each target (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.3). No significant differences existed in recoveries

between Gram positive and Gram negative bacteria. Moreover, no significance

differences were measured between live and dead bacteria (p<0.01). The only

exception was represented by C. perfringens, which was not detected in the samples

before concentration process, but only after concentration. This was probably due to

the low starting amount of target DNA. For this reason the estimation of recovery

efficiency was not possible in this case.
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Fig. 3.3. Plot of log2(counts) for each bacteria tested, comparing pre-concentration samples
and post-concentration samples of experiment #2.

In the second experiment a different DNA extraction method was tested on the same

samples: instead of the one-step extraction protocol, a more complex, but

automated, method was used, in order to prove if the presence of inhibitors could

impair the results. First of all, C. perfringens was detected even in the sample before

concentration, showing an improved sensibility in the extraction method. Recovery

was only 49%. In general Ct values of samples after concentration were lower than

those with the first DNA extraction method. This indicates that there is a higher

sensitivity (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.4, 3.5).
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Target Recovery efficiency A (%) s.d. Recovery efficiency B (%) s.d.

E. coli 95 0.02 131 0.91

S. choleraesuis 117 0.04 100 0.83

L. pneumophila 97 0.13 88 0.01

C. perfringens NA NA 49 2.34

S. aureus 135 0.14 94 0.38

P. aeruginosa 113 0.01 106 0.1

E. hirae 71 0.01 63 0.05

L. rhamnosus 180 0.17 151 1.2

B. longum 62 0.44 79 0.33

B. lactis 61 0.04 80 0.11

L. plantarum 88 0.09 41 1.39

L. reuteri 89 0.11 93 0.01

panbacterial 65 0.04 83 0.3

Table 3.3. Recovery efficiencies for experiment #2. A: Chelex DNA extraction. B: Biomerieux
DNA extraction. s.d.: standard deviation.
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Fig. 3.4. Plot of log2(counts) for each bacteria tested, comparing pre-concentration samples
and post-concentration samples of experiment #2 and two different DNA extraction methods,
called A (Chelex®) and B (BiomerieuxTM).

3.1.4. REPRODUCIBILITY

Inter-assay reproducibility was estimated across the experiments of artificially

contaminated samples. There were no significant differences across all the

experiments considering recovery efficiencies (ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test: p>0.05),

demonstrating the reproducibility of the procedure.

3.1.5. RECOVERY IN ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES

To verify the feasibility of the method even in real conditions, environmental samples

(drinking water samples) were artificially contaminated with the mix described in

table 2.2. Our results showed that the recovery efficiencies were not impaired
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(ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test: p>0.05) in case of environmental samples that can be

characterized by the presence of inhibitors of amplification (Table 3.4, Fig. 3.5).

Target Recovery efficiency (%) sd

L. pneumophila 98 1.57

C. perfringens 107 1.64

L. rhamnosus 82 1.55

L. plantarum 123 9.65

panbacterial 77 1.56

Table 3.4. Recovery efficiencies for artificially contaminated drinking water samples.

Fig. 3.5. Recovery efficiencies of artificially contaminated drinking water samples.
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3.1.6. RECOVERY IN CONTAMINATED ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES
EXPOSED TO “DNA DEGRADATION” CONDITIONS

Processing the samples immediately after collection is highly suggested, as depicted

by our results. If the samples were left for 15 days at room temperature, the

degradation of DNA impaired the recovery efficiency for all the bacteria tested. In the

case of the Gram negative bacteria L. pneumophila the detection was even not

possible (Table 3.5, Fig. 3.6).

Target Recovery efficiency (%) sd

L. pneumophila NA NA

C. perfringens 13 4.1

L. rhamnosus 15 3.1

L. plantarum 13 4.7

panbacterial 16 2.8

Table 3.5. Recovery efficiencies for artificially contaminated drinking water, processed after 15
days of RT incubation.
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Fig. 3.6. Recovery efficiencies of artificially contaminated drinking water samples, processed
after 15 days of RT incubation.

3.1.7. RECOVERY IN DRINKING WATER SAMPLES

Three samples of drinking water (seven litres each) from a water treatment plant in

Milan were additionally tested, to definitely verify the applicability in the case of

environmental samples. Two different DNA extraction methods were tested.

Considering the samples before tangential flow concentration, it was not possible to

detect DNA molecules. After concentration, it was possible to measure environmental

bacteria DNA in all the samples. Biomerieux DNA extraction was significantly more

efficient than Chelex® DNA extraction (ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test: p<0.05) (Table

3.6, Fig. 3.7).
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Sample
name

DNA extraction target log2(count)

pre

log2(count)

post

sd

drink03 Biomerieux panbacterial NA 14.19 0.73

drink04 Biomerieux panbacterial NA 11.02 4.35

drink09 Biomerieux panbacterial NA 8.11 3.87

drink03 Chelex panbacterial NA 5.8 0.62

drink04 Chelex panbacterial NA 6.09 0.45

drink09 Chelex panbacterial NA 6.37 0.01

Table 3.6. Counts, expressed as log2 values, for drinking water samples, pre and post
concentration, comparing two different DNA extraction methods.

Fig. 3.7. Counts, expressed as log2 values, for drinking water samples post concentration,
comparing two different DNA extraction methods.
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3.2. TESTS ON DRINKING WATER SAMPLES

3.2.1. HETEROGENEITY IN BACTERIA COMPOSITION

To verify that the heterogeneity in bacteria composition of drinking water samples

was preserved from sampling through all the experimental procedures, we performed

a test on water samples collected in the three sampling points in the DWTP. After

cloning, ten colonies were isolated from sample 00.GW, nineteen from 00.CF and

nineteen from 00.CHL. After amplification of colonies DNA with panbacterial primers

and RFLP analysis the panel of restriction fragments obtained varied across samples

and across colonies deriving from the same sampling points. This is the first evidence

that there is a certain level of heterogeneity in bacterial composition intra and inter-

samples (Fig. 3.8).

Fig. 3.8. Gel electrophoresis of RFLP analysis on samples 00.GW, 00.CF and 00.CHL.
100 bp ladder in the first well. GW: groundwater, CF: carbon filters, CHL: chlorination
basin.

DNA fragments were sequenced and confirmed the high level of heterogeneity

composition, revealing the presence of environmental (in particular aquatic and of

soil) bacteria, most of them uncultured (see Appendix Table A.1).
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3.2.2. DNA EXTRACTION TESTS

We decided to further compare additional DNA extraction kits and protocols on the

concentrated water samples 00GW, 00CF, 00CHL, as described in section 2.2.2.

NucliSens® EasyMAGTM system (Biomerieux) was confirmed to be the most efficient

DNA extraction kit: all the CT values were lower than the CT values obtained with the

other kits, meaning that the product of the amplification was high. Thus starting DNA

template was increased in Biomerieux DNA extraction. All the sample processed using

this kit were significantly different compared with samples processed with other kits

(ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test: p<0.01). No significant differences (p>0.05) were found

between samples 00GW_Chelex and 00GW_Invitek; 00GW_PowerSoil and

00GW_PowerWater; 00CF_PowerSoil and 00CF_Chelex; 00CF_Qiagen and

00CF_PowerWater; 00CHL_Invitek and 00CHL_Biomerieux; 00CHL_Invitek and

00CHL_PowerWater; 00CHL_Qiagen and 00CHL_PowerSoil (Fig. 3.9, Table 3.7).

Fig. 3.9. Plot of log2(counts) for each sample tested, comparing different DNA extraction
methods.
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Sample name Sampling point kit
mean

log2(count)
sd

00GW GW A_Chelex 13.285 0.27

00GW GW B_Biomerieux 15.920 0.01

00GW GW C_PowerWater 14.475 0.20

00GW GW D_PowerSoil 14.793 0.16

00GW GW E_Qiagen 14.375 0.60

00GW GW F_Invitek 12.950 0.02

00CF CF A_Chelex 15.345 0.19

00CF CF B_Biomerieux 17.810 0.02

00CF CF C_PowerWater 14.785 0.01

00CF CF D_PowerSoil 15.675 0.2

00CF CF E_Qiagen 14.610 0.16

00CF CF F_Invitek 13.695 0.12

00CHL CHL A_Chelex 13.700 0.02

00CHL CHL B_Biomerieux 16.100 0.08

00CHL CHL C_PowerWater 15.650 0.01

00CHL CHL D_PowerSoil 14.793 0.16

00CHL CHL E_Qiagen 14.730 0.25403412

00CHL CHL F_Invitek 15.865 0.20207259

Table 3.7. Counts, expressed as log2 values, for each sample tested, comparing different DNA
extraction methods.
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3.3. SAMPLING CAMPAIGN

Fig. 3.10. Level of the aquifer in March 2014 and localization of wells.
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Fig. 3.11. Level of the aquifer in October 2014 and localization of wells.

As already described in the methods, the sampling campaign lasted one year and

involved two DWTPs. The main chemical, physical and microbial analyses conducted

by Metropolitana Milanese S. p. A. are reported in table A.3 in Appendix. In Fig. 3.10

and Fig. 3.11 aquifer levels in the area of Milan are reported.

Two events occurred during the sampling campaign are noteworthy. In Feltre DWTP

(Site 1) granular activated carbon filters were renewed during October 2014, leading

to new carbon filters for the sampling of November 2014. In November 2014 the

rivers Seveso and Lambro overflowed, due to the high abundance of rainfall. The level

of the aquifer increased drastically.
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3.4. CULTIVABLE BACTERIA

Randomly, concentrated samples were plated on culture media and colonies growth

at 37 and 22 °C were counted, when observed. Only in few cases colonies grew, less

frequently in samples belonging to GW. DNA was extract from each colony and, after

amplification with 16S rDNA panbacterial primers (27F-1061R), sequenced. All the

bacteria identified are typical of aquatic environments or unclassified (the complete

list is reported in table A.4 in Appendix).

MM did not detected in CHL sampling point C. perfringens, coliforms, enterococci, E.

coli, P. aeruginosa, and pathogenic Staphylococcus spp. during all the sampling

campaign.

3.5. LIVE/DEAD RATIO

Live/dead ratio of bacteria was quantified for each sample through live/dead staining

coupled with microscopy visualization. On average, in GW samples the 70% of

bacteria resulted live. A similar result was recorded for bacteria visualized in CF

samples. Sampling point CHL significantly differed from sampling point GW and CF

(ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test: p<0.05), showing a decrease in live bacteria percentage

(50%). Noteworthy, after chlorination (CHL samples) live/dead ratio is not equal to

0/100 (Fig. 3.12).
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Figure 3.12. Live/dead ratio for sampling points (GW, CF, CHL) of Site 1 (Feltre DWTP). Values
are expressed as percentages. CHL differs significantly from GW and CF (p<0.05).

3.6. BACTERIA qPCR QUANTIFICATION

Bacteria were quantified for each sample through qPCR amplification of V3-V4

regions of 16 rDNA gene (Fig. 3.13, Table A.5 in Appendix).

On average, it was possible to measure a 3.5 fold increase in bacterial load in

sampling point CF in respect of sampling point GW (Fig. 3.14).

Sampling point CF significantly differed from sampling point GW and CHL (p<0.01),

whereas there was not a significant difference between sampling point GW and CHL.

The quantification for each sampling month in Feltre DWTP (Site 1) is illustrated in

figure 3.15. Statistical analyses demonstrated the significant difference (ANOVA,

Tukey post hoc test: p<0.01) between the three sampling points, for all the months

tested, excepted January, November and December, when CHL samples were not
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significantly different from GW samples. In July CHL samples were not significantly

different from CF samples and showed a 1.4 fold increase in 16S rDNA gene copies in

respect of GW samples. The quantification for each sampling month in Crescenzago

DWTP (Site 2) is illustrated in figure 3.16. Statistical analyses demonstrated the

significant difference (ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test: p<0.01) between the three

sampling points, for all the months tested. In October 14, Site 2, GW bacteria

concentration was higher than CF and CHL bacteria concentration (Fig. 3.16 a). This

behaviour was not recorded in November 14, Site 2 (Fig. 3.16 b).

Fig. 3.13. 16S rDNA quantification for sampling points (GW, CF, CHL) of Site 1 (Feltre DWTP).
Values are expressed as average of counts.

*
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16S RELATIVE QUANTIFICATION
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Fig. 3.14. 16S rDNA relative quantification for sampling points (GW, CF, CHL) of site 1 (Feltre
DWTP). Values are expressed as average of fold change. In the analysis samples characterized
by the carbon filter change are not included.
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Fig. 3.15. 16S rDNA quantification for sampling points (GW, CF, CHL) of Site 1 (Feltre DWTP) for
each month. Values are expressed as log2(counts).
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a) b)

Fig. 3.16. 16S rDNA quantification for sampling points (GW, CF, CHL) of Site 2 (Crescenzago
DWTP) in October 14 (a)) and November 14 (b)). Values are expressed as log2(counts).

3.7. RESISTANCE GENES

The presence of resistance genes was investigated in a subset of samples, as

described in Methods.

It was not possible to correlate the presence of the target ampicillin resistance gene

with a specific sampling point. December significantly differs (p<0.05) from the

months January, February, March, April and June, showing low values for all the

sampling points. June significantly differs (p<0.05) from the months December and

May, showing a marked increase in all the sampling points. Anyway there was no

evidence of a seasonality in the quantity of target gene detected (ANOVA, Tukey post

hoc test) (Fig. 3.17).
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a)

b)

Fig. 3.17. a) Ampicillin resistance gene quantification per sampling point, expressed as mean
of log2(counts). Ampicillin resistance gene quantification per month, expressed as log2(counts).

It was not possible to correlate the presence of the target β-lactamase resistance

gene with a specific sampling point. June significantly differs (p<0.05) from the

months February, March, April, May, July, August, September, October and

November, showing a marked increase in all the sampling points. July significantly

differs (p<0.05) from the months January, June and October, showing low values for

all the sampling points. December significantly differs (p<0.05) from the months
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January and November. Anyway there was no evidence of a seasonality in the

quantity of target gene detected (ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test) (Fig. 3.18).

a)

b)

Fig. 3.18. a) β-lactamase resistance gene quantification per sampling point, expressed as mean
of log2(counts). β-lactamase resistance gene quantification per month, expressed as
log2(counts).

It was not possible to correlate the presence of the target Glu-Cys ligase gene with a

specific sampling point. December, January, February and May significantly differ

(p<0.05) from the months March and June, showing low values for all the sampling
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points. July significantly differs (p<0.05) from the months March, April and June,

showing low values for all the sampling points. June significantly differs (p<0.05) from

the months December, January, February, May and July, showing an increase in all the

sampling points. Anyway there was no evidence of a seasonality in the quantity of

target gene detected (ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test) (Fig. 3.19).

a)

b)

Fig. 3.19. a) Glu-Cys ligase gene quantification per sampling point, expressed as mean of
log2(counts). Glu-Cys ligase gene quantification per month, expressed as log2(counts).
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It was not possible to correlate the presence of the target Glutathione synthase gene

with neither a specific sampling point nor a different distribution during the year

(ANOVA, Tukey post hoc test) (Fig. 3.20).

Further data are listed in table A.6 in Appendix.

a)

b)

Fig. 3.20. a) Glutathione synthase gene quantification per sampling point, expressed as mean
of log2(counts). Glutathione synthase gene quantification per month, expressed as
log2(counts).
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3.8. HIGH-THROUGHPUT DNA SEQUENCING

In total about 19 million reads (8474127 + 11287412) were obtained after quality

filtering and merging the two Illumina runs. Chimeras filtering and singleton removing

(10x) resulted in 9175 OTUs.

First we evaluated the reproducibility of our experimental procedure, testing

technical replicates. Bray-Curtis measure of similarity evidenced that replicates are

closely related: with a threshold = 0.1, where the R statistic value ranges between 0

(complete similarity) and 1 (complete separation), the high similarity between each

replica in terms of sequences is evident. This supported the reproducibility of the

experimental procedure (Fig. 3.21).

Figure 3.21. Reproducibility. Bray-Curtis  network, threshold = 0.1
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A total of 44 bacterial phyla and 159 classes were identified (plus 3 Archaea phyla and

10 classes).

Taxonomic analysis revealed that the majority of the sequences in all the samples

were associated with the phyla Proteobacteria (42%) and Candidate Division OD1

(31%) with 7% sequences of unclassified bacteria (“Other”) (Figure 3.22 a).

Looking inside the taxonomic level of Class, we discovered that Candidate Division

OD1-ZB2 were the most abundant (26%), followed by Alpha-Proteobacteria (18%),

Beta-Proteobacteria (12%) and Gamma-Proteobacteria (7%) (Figure 3.22 b).

It should be noted that our findings are focused on living organisms or at least intact

cells; extracellular DNA released by dead bacteria has been excluded from water

samples, due to the filtration procedure used in our experiments.

Phyla

0%0%1%0%2% 7%
0%0%1%1%0%0%0%0%2%0%0%2%

1%1%0%1%0%0%1%0%0%0%0%0%
2%
0%

31%

0%0%4%0%1%0%

42%

0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%

a)

Classes

0%0%0%0%0%1%0%0%0%0%0%0%2%
7%

0%0%0%0%0%1%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%1%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%1%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%1%
0%0%0%0%1%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%1%

0%0%0%0%0%0%1%
0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%

2%
0%1%
1%

3%

0%0%

26%

0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%1%3%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%1%0%0%0%1%
1%

18%

12%

3%
0%
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0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%0%

b)

Fig. 3.22. a) Pie chart of phyla detected in water samples. In orange Proteobacteria, in light
blue Candidate Division OD1, in grey unclassified bacteria. b) Pie chart of classes detected in
water samples. In light orange Alpha-Proteobacteria, in orange Beta-Proteobacteria, in red
Gamma-Proteobacteria, in brown Delta-Proteobacteria in light blue Candidate Division OD1, in
grey unclassified bacteria.
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In Fig 3.23, for each sample relative abundance in phyla (>0.1%) is illustrated. As

clearly appears, there is a pattern of distribution of phyla, depending on sampling

points.

This peculiarity was evident investigating the taxonomic rank of Class too (3.24).

GW samples are characterized by a high relative abundance of Proteobacteria and

unclassified bacteria (“Other”). CF samples showed a switch in composition, with the

predominance of Candidate Division OD1. This behaviour was observed even in CHL

samples.

Fig. 3.23. QIIME Bar plot. Taxonomic rank: Phylum. Only the most abundant (>0.1%) are
represented. Bar plot describes distribution of bacteria recovered in the different sampling
points.
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Fig. 3.24. QIIME Bar plot. Taxonomic rank: Class. Only the most abundant (> 0.1%) are
represented. Bar plot describes distribution of bacteria recovered in the different sampling
points.

When comparing samples derived from different DWTPs, we noticed that there were

no great differences in CF and CHL. Nevertheless, the parallel between GW samples

from different DWTPs was not possible: in Feltre DWTP (Site 1) the bacteria

community is composed by unclassified bacteria, Alpha-Proteobacteria and Beta-

Proteobacteria. Only a small proportion is constituted by Gamma-Proteobacteria. By

contrast, in Crescenzago DWTP (Site 2) the bacteria community is completely

dominated by Gamma-Proteobacteria (Fig. 3.25).
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Fig. 3.25. Comparison between two DWTPs. QIIME Barplot. Tax rank: Class. Only the most
abundant (> 0.1%) are represented. Barplot describes distribution of bacteria recovered in the
different sampling points. 1: Site 1 (Feltre DWTP); 2: Site 2 (Crescenzago DWTP).

In November 14 new (i.e. still not colonized by bacteria) carbon filters were present in

Feltre DWTP (Site 1). If no great differences between GW samples collected in

October 14 and November 14 were recorded, in CF samples a change in bacteria

composition after carbon filters renewing was evident. In particular in CF samples of

November 14 the relative abundance of Gamma-Proteobacteria increased and the

relative abundance of Candidate Division OD1 decreased, shifting the composition to

the typical groundwater bacterial composition. An identical behaviour was measured

for CHL samples collected in November 14 (Fig. 3.26).

GW CHLCF

1 2 1 2 1 2
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Fig. 3.26. Comparison between old and new carbon filters. QIIME Bar plot. Tax rank: Class.
Only the most abundant (> 0.1%) are represented. Bar plot describes distribution of bacteria
recovered in the different sampling points. cc: water samples collected in November 14, when
carbon filters were renewed.

Statistical analyses were performed to verify these hypotheses. Bray-Curtis metric

was used to uncover β-Diversity among sampling points. Statistical significance of

differences among samples using the Bray–Curtis measure of similarity (Vegan

package within R), ranges between 0 (complete similarity) and 1 (complete

separation). As shown in Fig. 3.27, CF and CHL samples clustered together, when the

threshold is set to 0.9. An exception was represented by CF and CHL samples collected

in November 14 in Site 1 that clustered together, but separately by the other CF and

CHL samples. Regarding GW samples, that collected in Site 2 clustered separately in

respect of GW samples of Site 1. Comparable results were obtained using a threshold

of 0.8 (data not shown).

GW CHLCF

cc cc cc
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Fig. 3.27. β-Diversity. Bray-Curtis  network, threshold = 0.9. Crescenzago: Site 2; Feltre: Site 1.

Non metric multidimensional scaling (nMDS) was performed with the Weighted

Unifrac distance matrix using the R statistical package to ordinate the OTU data

(samples with similar community structure cluster together, taking into account the

relative abundance of each OTU and the taxonomy information).

The resulting nMDS plots (Fig. 3.28, Fig. A.2 in Appendix) highlighted marked bacterial

community differences, revealing a noticeable variability of the bacterial communities

in the different sampling points. GW is dominated by Candidate Division OP3 and

Nitrospirae, whereas Candidate Division OD1 and Proteobacteria are widely

distributed.
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Fig 3.28. Phylum distribution. NMDS (Non Metric Multi Dimensional Scaling) plot.

Weighted UniFrac-based PCoA plots (Fig 3.29) revealed a strong pattern of clustering

of community structure by sampling point. Samples from GW clustered together, and

within- sampling point UniFrac distances were generally smaller than between-

sampling point distances, suggesting the community composition of samples from the

same sampling point were more similar to each other. Moreover samples belonging

to CF and CHL samples clustered together and separately from GW samples. However

CF and CHL samples collected in November 14 (renewed carbon filters) plotted far

distant from the other CF and CHL samples and adjacent to GW samples, confirming

the evidences collected in the previous analyses.
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Fig. 3.29. PCoA Weighted Unifrac. p<0.001 for Sampling Point. p<0.001 for Treatment Plant. In
light red GW, in green CF and in blue CHL samples are represented.
With arrows are indicated samples characterized by renewed carbon filters (same sampling
date, sampling points CF and CHL).

The comparison between untreated water (GW samples) and treated water (CF and

CHL samples) at the phylum level is illustrated in Fig. 3.30. Negative binomial

difference test (DESeq2, R package) was performed to highlight the significant

different OTUs between the two groups. Lentispherae, Candidate Division WS3,

Euryarchaeota, Gemmatimonadetes, Candidate Division OP3, Elusimicrobia, OC31,

Thaumarchaeota, Nitrospirae are exclusive of GW samples, whereas a high number of

different OTUs belonging to Candidate Division OD1 plotted within treated water

samples (CF and CHL samples). This evidences showed as untreated water (GW

samples) had a higher heterogeneity in bacterial composition compared to treated

water (CF and CHL samples) and Candidate Division OD1 OTUs differentiated treated

water.
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Fig. 3.30. Comparison between treated and untreated water. Significant different OTUs are
plotted. Negative binomial difference test (DESeq2), R package.

3.9. NANOBACTERIA ANALYSIS

A total of 3,996,876 reads passed QC step were assigned to nanobacteria phyla.

Nanobacteria diversity in our results is a large fraction of the total microbial diversity

recovered (36.4%).

Specifically, we found taxa belonging to the nanobacteria candidate phyla/radiations

OD1, OP11, TM6, TM7 (as reported as nanobacteria in Luef et al., 2015 and Brown et

al., 2015) and to the related OP3, OP1, BRC1 and WS3 phyla/radiations, for a total of

1123 OTUs. The OD1 phylum was even the most represented bacteria group in the

DWTP (31% of the entire bacterial community, Fig. 3.22 and Table A.7 in Appendix for

CF

+

CHL

GW
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the complete list), whereas all the other nanobacteria and related phyla contributed

for the 4.2% of the total.

In order to analyze in depth the microbial diversity at the three potabilization steps,

we used phylogenetic entropy as described in Sandionigi et al., 2014. A tree of

identified nanobacteria was generated with RAxML (Figure 3.31) and used in an

entropy-based approach to estimate the total lineage diversity. Samples and groups

(GW, CF, CHL) differentiation was measured with the phylogenetic turnover, defined

as percentage of the unshared observed lineages. In our data, the nanobacteria

community varies among GW, CF and CHL in DWTP, where groundwater is

characterized by the highest nanobacteria heterogeneity (alpha diversity values:

GW=2.22, CF= 1.54, CHL= 1.57). GW samples share a similar composition during the

whole survey and even considering different sampling sites within the city (Fig. 3.32)

(phylogenetic turnover mean across samples of the same group: 5%).

Water samples deriving from CF and CHL share the same nanobacteria diversity (beta

diversity expressed as phylogenetic turnover, CF-CHL: 0.57%) that is significantly

different from GW (CF-GW: 14% and CHL-GW: 12.6%, p<0.001).
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Fig. 3.31. Hairy pacman graphical output from PhyloH analysis. The output couples the
phylogenetic information from the RAxML tree of the nanobacteria and the calculated
contribution of the mutual information from the lineage involved (expressed as gradient of
colours, where yellow is the null contribution and dark red the maximum one). Multiple bars
represent the proportion of counts associated to each lineage in respect of the three different
sampling points.

The specific lineage L1372 of candidate division OD1 (Fig. 3.31) characterizes treated

waters (4%, 68% and 58% of nanobacteria sequences of GW, CF and CHL samples

respectively). In carbon filters, the proportion of lineage L1372 increases dramatically

reaching about 22% of the total bacterial sequences. On the contrary, lineage L420,

that includes all non-OD1 candidate nanobacteria phyla observed, is typical of GW

samples (58%, 7% and 10% of GW, CF and CHL samples respectively). The OD1

members not belonging to lineage L1372 are spread across the compartments with

low percentage. L1372 and L420 lineages explain 6.4% of the total turnover across the

three compartments.
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Groundwater (GW) samples are separated by PC1 from Carbon filters (CF) and

Chlorination (CHL) samples. Samples belonging to CF and CHL characterised by new (i.

e. sterile) carbon filters (CC) are more similar to GW than to CF and CHL samples.

Fig. 3.32. PCoA using phylogenetic turnover as distance metric. Samples deriving from a
different DWTP (Site 2) are circled white. A-B-C barplot describes phyla distribution of
nanobacteria recovered in the different sampling points.

Samples of November 2014 are different from others in CF and CHL compartments,

due to change in carbon filters in the DWTP. Diversity found in the water samples at

the CHL step, after flowing through new filters, increased: the mean phylogenetic

turnover varied from 5% to 16.5% comparing samples deriving from CHL basin before

and after filters replacement.
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Notice that excluding Nov-2014, variation across compartment CF and CHL and

variation within the three compartments across time are similar and comparable to

variation across replicas, indicating a seeding effect of CF on CHL and lack of strong

temporal trend. This seeding effect is present in the last sample, given that across

compartment difference are smaller than across time in CHL (gray circle), although, in

this time, CHL is more different from CF (Fig. 3.33).

Fig. 3.33. Change over time and compartment within a DWTP. The 3 series of circle show the
change respect to the first sample in December 2013 of their respective technical replica and
the other sampling times. White, black and gray circles indicate GW, CF, and CHL
compartments, respectively. The cross indicates comparison for each replica and each time
between compartments CF and CHL.
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4. DISCUSSION
Understanding the microbial ecology of drinking water treatment plants is necessary

to design innovative and effective control strategies that will ensure safe and high-

quality drinking waters. Interactions between bacteria are unaccounted for in current

disinfection models.

Drinking water emerging from the tap may contain bacteria (Pinto et al., 2012),

archaea (van der Wielen et al., 2009), eukaryotes (Thomas et al., 2010, Pereira et al.,

2013), and viruses (Gomez-Alvarez et al., 2012, Lambertini et al., 2012), which

together constitute a complex microbial community. Estimations indicate up to

millions of microbial cells per litre (Hammes et al., 2008). This is not the case of Milan

DWTPs, characterized by a very low abundance in microorganisms. Nevertheless our

results highlighted an incredible heterogeneity in microbial composition, depicting

groundwater in particular as a high biodiverse habitat.

From a microbiological perspective, the main objectives of drinking water treatments

are to ensure the absence of any pathogenic bacteria in drinking water and to limit

any uncontrolled regrowth during distribution of the water. Moreover the integrity of

the water infrastructure (e.g., corrosion induced by bacteria [Li et al., 2014]), and the

aesthetic quality (i.e. colour, taste) of water (Li et al., 2013) are taken into account.

In order to minimize detrimental effects caused by microbes, in DWTPs multiple

hygienic barriers are employed, from ozonation, to UV disinfection, from inverse

osmosis to chlorination. Nevertheless it is remarkable that the drinking water

microbiome can persist under extreme conditions of chronic stress and very low

substrate concentrations. We can consider carbon filters and chlorination as sources

of chronic stress to water microbial community.
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Drinking water microbial community can migrate from the DWTP through the

distribution system, to the consumers. Nevertheless our understanding of the

microbial ecology of drinking water distribution systems is limited for practical and

theoretical reasons: DWTPS are not easily accessible and analyses of specific sections

of them is still challenging. Moreover, DWTP environment is still considered too hard

for life when compared with other aquatic ecosystems, where microbial entities more

easily growth and can be analyzed.

Nowadays there is an increasing awareness regarding recent advances in molecular-

based methods to deeply study drinking water ecosystem, since they are an

interesting source of unclassified microorganisms and unraveled microbial

interactions.

However, manipulating the drinking water microbiome to benefit consumers

necessitates the ability to confidently predict its dynamics within DWTPs.

4.1. DEVELOPMENT STANDARDIZATION OF NEW AND
IMPROVED MOLECULAR METHODS

Microorganisms detection systems are still strongly based on traditional culture

methods. These approaches are reliable, but, at the same time, time-consuming and

do not allow to detect uncultivable bacteria (Simon and Daniel, 2011). On the other

hand, molecular methods based on microbial DNA detection have been considered

unsuitable for assessing water quality, mainly because they do not discriminate

between extracellular (dead cells) and intracellular (living cells) DNA. The quest for

methods allowing for the rapid, sensitive, selective quantitative detection of living

organisms at a reasonable cost is thus considered of great importance in all

microbiological analyses.
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Given the low densities of target microorganisms in drinking water, concentration of

large volumes of water are required before microbial detection. Microbial

concentration can be accomplished by several methods including filtration, such as

tangential flow filtration and immunocapture; centrifugation, by gradient density

separation or continuous flow centrifuge; and flow-cytometry. Tangential flow

filtration (TFF) has emerged as a promising technique for the recovery of diverse

microbes in water samples. Through parallel fluid flow tangent to the filter surface,

there is a reduction of filter clogging, avoiding losses and speeding the concentration

procedure. Thus, the concentration of larger volumes is facilitated, leading the way

for the preparation of samples for the detection of even viruses.

In particular, tangential flow filtration followed by magnetic beads capture methods,

such as Biomerieux automated system, have proved particularly efficient in the

recovery of microorganisms. In addition, magnetic capture-beads based methods can

be automated and are easy to perform in relatively short times. Most concentration

techniques may, however, also lead to the concentration of substances that may

hinder nucleic acid extraction, purification and amplification (Jofre and Blanch, 2010).

Efficient nucleic acid extraction is therefore also important in order to: i) maximize

microbial disruption to make nucleic available for amplification considering the very

low number of microorganisms present in drinking water, ii) eliminate potential PCR

inhibitors which have been found to be present in drinking water samples and iii)

obtain as close as possible the maximum yield of nucleic extraction for a sensitive and

accurate quantitative detection of target microorganisms and/or target genes present

in water samples.

All the experimental workflow has been tested and validated using artificial

contaminated water: a mock community composed by Gram positive and Gram

negative bacteria, live or dead, was used to seed sterile water. The filtration process
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showed efficiency in the recovery and did not affect microorganisms viability, as

demonstrated through qPCR combined with microscopy visualization.

It seems unlikely that overestimation of recovery efficiencies is due to filtration

process. More likely the issue resides in the starting DNA quantity: only through the

dilution of the mock samples and of the concentrated samples it is possible to obtain

reasonable recoveries.

This issue can be crucial when estimating DNA relative quantities of samples with no

comparable nucleic acid starting material.

The protocol was optimized for reliable and reproducible recovery from post-

filtration.

On samples 00GW, 00CF, 00CHL, several DNA extraction methods were tested and

evaluated in order to both reduce risk of contamination and obtain a good quality

DNA. The compared DNA extraction methods were very different from each other

and use different principles: chemical, enzymatic and/or mechanical lysis as well as an

automatic beads-based extraction system. Differences were measured also in

performances. The comparison among the extraction methods was difficult since the

impossibility to compare the three samples chosen for the analysis. Impaired DNA

extraction when the bacterial composition differs can be the explanation. Two

different protocols were finally performed: a one-step lysis DNA extraction (Chelex®,

Bio-Rad) and the automatic DNA extraction system NucliSENS® easyMAG

(BioMerieux). In the case of Chelex®, the great advantages were the rapidity and the

reduced risk of introducing contamination tanks to the one-step protocol. On the

other hand, NucliSENS® easyMAG, with its automated system, has a high

reproducibility and a reduced risk of contamination and, thanks to magnetic beads

method, increases significantly the yield of DNA obtained. Good quality DNA was

obtained even if, as expected, the yield was not high. A further confirmation of the
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effectiveness of the method was obtained with drinking water samples collected at

the DWTPs.

An optimization of the protocol of libraries preparation for Illumina sequencing was

required, since DNA quantity was near the inferior limit of detection and difficult to

quantify. After library preparation, library quantification confirmed the good quality

of the DNA obtained and its sufficient quantity. Library measurements strongly

replicated qPCR measurements performed with the same primer pairs (described in

section 3.6 and discussed later) (Fig. A.1 in Appendix).

Anyway, the main limitation of DNA-based methods is that the presence of microbial

DNA in an environment is not a direct measure of viable organisms (Jofre et al., 2010;

Nocker et al., 2010). Microscopy visualization after live/dead staining aims to

overcome this limitation.

4.2. DRINKING WATER MICROBIOTA

Joshua Lederberg coined the term microbiota to define "the ecological community of

commensal, symbiotic and pathogenic microorganisms that literally share our body

space" (Lederberg and McCray, 2001).

Many scientific articles distinguish microbiome to describe the collective genomes of

the microorganisms that reside in an environmental niche and microbiota to describe

the microorganisms themselves (Turnbaugh et al., 2007). However, by the original

definitions these terms are largely synonymous.

The Earth Microbiome Project (EMP) was launched in August 2010, with the

ambitious aim of constructing a global catalogue of the uncultured microbial diversity

of this planet. Drinking water microbiome is still not included in the catalogue,

highlighting one more time the knowledge gap in this field.
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From a quantitative point of view, as expected, water sample collected during our

one-year survey were all characterized by a very low concentration of

microorganisms. Quantification through absorbance-based methods (i.e. OD600 for

intact cells or Nanodrop for DNA extracts) was not reliable, so we decided to quantify

bacteria through the amplification of a target region of DNA (16S rDNA V3-V4

regions).

qPCR data showed a significant increase in bacteria load after water passage through

granular activated carbon filters. After chlorination the relative quantity of bacteria

decreased, reaching values not significantly different from that of groundwater.

Considering Crescenzago DWTP (Site 2), an exception is represented by the samples

collected in October 2014, when the concentration of bacteria recorded in

groundwater samples was higher than in the other sampling points. Further analyses

on Site 2 will clarify the dynamics beside microbial community changes. No significant

differences in bacteria concentration trends were measured between October 2014

and November 2014 in Feltre DWTP (Site 1), when carbon filters were renewed. The

increase in free chlorine concentration in chlorination basin (0.24 mg/L, over the limit

of 0.20 mg/L) must be pointed out in November 2014.

Anyway, molecular techniques, as discussed before, have the limit of distinction

between DNA belonging to live and dead bacteria. We used live/dead staining with

fluorescent dyes coupled with microscopy visualization to estimate live dead ratio for

each sampling point. The majority of bacteria collected both from groundwater and

carbon filters are live, as expected. After the disinfection action of chlorination we

found bacteria still alive and the percentage reach the 50%. This data strongly

demonstrated that chlorination does not exert a full scale effect. As a consequence,

the DNA detected in samples belonging to chlorination basin is for the half of bacteria

that survived to disinfection, even if they are not necessarily pathogens.
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Some European countries (e.g. Switzerland, Germany and The Netherlands) even

distributed drinking water without disinfection residuals, but through the control of

grow-limiting substrates (Van der Kooij, 2002: Thayanukul et al., 2013).

Concentrations in the range of 104–105 cells mL−1 of diverse microbial populations are

normal in drinking water, since it is common for bacteria to regrow during treatment

and distribution, irrespective of the different disinfection treatments (Hammes et al.,

2008).

HTS workflow was used to produce an accurate picture of the biological diversity

present in drinking water.

The available technologies enable the evaluation of bacterial diversity and their

relative abundance in various environments at a level never reached before. HTS-

based metagenomic can detect very low-abundance, uncultivable members of the

microbial community that could be otherwise missed or that are too expensive to

identify using other methods.

We reported and analyzed, for the first time, the presence of nanobacteria along

different steps of the DWTP, even after the end of the potabilization process.

We applied entropy-based approach (i.e. PhyloH, Sandionigi et al. 2014) for the

analysis of nanobacterial diversity across DWTP. A strong point of our approach was

the capacity of identifying a critical taxon with no or few previous taxonomic

information. The phylogenetic information allows investigating the contribution of

different lineages instead of summarising the results as a simple check-list of

predefined taxa.
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As described in Results, taxonomic analysis of all the microbial world inside DWTPs

revealed that the majority of the sequences in all the samples were associated with

the phyla Proteobacteria (42%) and Candidate Division OD1 (31%) with 7% sequences

of unclassified bacteria (“Other”) (Figure 3.22a). The predominance of Proteobacteria

is consistent with previous drinking water studies performed in different geographic

locations (Pinto et al., 2012; Gomez-Alvarez, 2015).

This can help to depict the health status of groundwater and the outcomes of

potabilization processes.

Despite the low concentration in microorganisms, groundwater is characterized by

the highest bacterial and nanobacterial diversity. Considering nanobacteria, we found

taxa belonging to the candidate phyla/radiations OD1, OP11, TM6, TM7 (as reported

as nanobacteria in Luef et al., 2015 and Brown et al., 2015) and to the related OP3,

OP1, BRC1 and WS3 phyla/radiations. Even if OD1 candidate phylum was spread

across the entire DWTPs, lineage L420, that includes all non-OD1 candidate

nanobacteria phyla observed, is typical of groundwater. Thus less abundant phyla

strongly contribute to α-diversity in groundwater.

Interestingly, there is no evidence of seasonality affecting microbial composition,

showing groundwater as a stable ecosystem, not easily affected by external

conditions.

Although all the drinking waters around the world are treated before human

consumption to remove chemical and biological contaminants, relatively little is

known about the changes in microorganisms composition during potabilization

processes.

Only recent studies (e. g. Pinto et al., 2012; Gilbert et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013)

demonstrated that granular activated carbon filters harbour stable bacterial

communities or biofilm that shape the bacterial composition downstream the water
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treatment plant. These bacteria are able to persist even after chlorine treatments

(Chiao et al., 2014). We also demonstrated that the native and opportunistic

microbial communities deriving from groundwater are able to colonize carbon filters

and significantly affect drinking water quality (Pinto et al., 2012; Lindgren, 2012).

Interestingly, similar evidences arose starting from different DWTPs, located in the

same metropolitan area (as in our case study) or in different continents (as in Pinto et

al., 2012), and through different DNA sequencing chemistries, supporting the

robustness of results obtained.

In the case of carbon filters microbial community, we reported a certain level of

stability along a temporal scale, without measuring changes related to seasonality.

Other recent studies (Pinto et al., 2014) showed opposite evidences: a seasonal

pattern is exhibited by bacterial community and month and season were strong

explanatory factors for changes in bacterial community structure.

The analysis of the forces that affect microbial dynamics provides new insights in

drinking water treatment process. It is therefore evident that a greater capacity of

microbial organism identification is essential to address relevant improvement in

prevention strategies.

In conclusion, our data suggest that carbon filters are acting as a substrate enhancing

microorganism growth and contribute to seed water downstream, since chlorination

do not modify greatly the incoming living bacterial community in terms of global

diversity. Pinto et al. (2012) observed a similar pattern, but they did not uncover the

nanobacteria diversity that in our results is a large fraction of the total microbial

diversity recovered (36.4%). We cannot exclude that this may derive from the use in

those experiments of membrane filters with pore size ≥0.22 μm for filtration process

and the consequent loss of ultra-small microorganisms.
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Our further support to the seeding role of carbon filters came from the bacteria

diversity of new (i.e. sterile) filters that is more similar to GW than to CF or CHL

samples in operating conditions. Such a finding is highlighted by the diversity found in

the water samples at the CHL step, after flowing through new filters.

4.3. PRELIMINARY ANALYSES TOWARD RESISTOME

Historically, concerns about the microbial quality of drinking water have focused on

the occurrence of pathogens in drinking water distribution systems. Typical signature

of genes encoding resistance to ‘old’ antibiotics such as tetracyclines, sulfonamides,

aminoglycosides and β-lactams can be found in aquatic ecosystem. In the last few

years a few scientific researches investigated the antibiotic resistance genes presence

in the water treatment plant showing enrichment from the source to the tap of

specific classes of resistance genes (Shi et al., 2013).

Most of these genes are located in plasmids and some are part of the variable gene

cassettes of integrons and, probably, can easily be mobilized amongst bacteria

(Garcillán-Barcia et al., 2011; Partridge, 2011, Vaz-Moreira, 2014). Interestingly, Chao

et al. (2013) demonstrated that the microorganisms in drinking water treatment plant

contained higher protective genes responding to the selective pressure of

chlorination, such as glutathione related genes, indicating a possible co-selection of

chlorine/chloride and antibiotic resistance.

In this preliminary study we analysed the presence and the relative abundance of

resistance genes at three collection points. In particular, we tested with qPCR

ampicillin (Shi et al., 2013), β-lactamase (Shi et al., 2013), Glu-Cys ligase (Chao et al.,

2013) and glutathione synthetase (Chao et al., 2013) resistance genes. Considering

the antibiotic resistance genes for ampicillin and β-lactam, no significant difference

was detected among the three sampling points, showing no evidences of selective

pressures acting on these mechanisms of resistance. A similar result was obtained
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analysing glutathione related resistance genes: no significant difference was detected

among the three sampling points and there was not a significant enrichment after

chlorination.

However, these results do not exclude that water treatments could act as a selective

system, amplifying the resistance genes signal, and further analyses are needed.

Unexpectedly we measured resistance genes even in groundwater samples, with a

non predictable temporal trend across months. For example, samples collected in

June 2014, in all the three sampling points, had relative high concentration in

ampicillin, β-lactamase and Glu-Cys ligase genes compared to the other months, in

particular July 2014, when was recorded a significant decrease in concentration for β-

lactamase and Glu-Cys ligase genes (ampicillin gene data not available). It is not clear

under which circumstances groundwater bacteria are sources of native resistance

genes or whether they simply act as carriers or helper elements that, somehow,

facilitate the spread of antibiotic resistance in different conditions.

A large scale analysis of resistance genes is the next step required to expand the

knowledge at a microbial community scale and to unveil the Resistome (i. e. the

collection of all the resistance genes of an ecosystem) of drinking water. Whole

genome shotgun sequencing techniques will help revealing the role of resistance

genes in survival of bacteria in condition of stress. Moreover, horizontal gene transfer

and mobile genetic elements concur in the spread of resistance genes, thus affecting

dynamics in microbial communities (Vaz-Moreira et al., 2014).
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTUREPERSPECTIVES
Our results clearly demonstrate that some bacterial taxa survive the passage along

DWTP and that a large proportion of that is poorly known (i.e. the so-called

“nanobacteria”). According to the parameters provided by international directives

(e.g. the European 98/83/CE), drinking water analyzed during this survey is potable

according all the existing laws and directives. Nowadays, nanobacteria are not

considered pathogenic and are not routinely screened. Nevertheless, the detection of

this group of uncultivable bacteria in drinking water opens new scenarios. It is likely

that nanobacteria depend on other bacteria to survive (Luef et al., 2015; Brown et al.,

2015). What are the bacterial interaction networks in our drinking water? Are their

occurrence and concentration linked to the peculiarities of drinking water? Could they

affect the water plant management?

Further analyses will consist in the DNA sequencing of carbon filters itself at an initial,

intermediate and full level of usage. The discrimination and identification of live

bacteria will be carried out coupling DNA sequencing with RNA sequencing, in order

to distinguish active bacteria from DNA deriving from dead cells.

Finally, the exploration of nanobacterial world should start studying the co-

occurrence of these ultra-small bacteria with bacteria in which they could depend on.

Nelson and Stegen suggested that OD1 genomes have typical symbionts signatures,

and acquire many fundamental metabolites from a partner organism through close

contact. Interestingly, pili genes are well represented in the WWE3, OP11 and OD1

genomes, and may be involved in the uptake of environmental DNA and may aid the
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cells in inter-organism, and in general environmental interactions (Chen et al., 2004;

Proft et al., 2009).

Interestingly, my work raised even more questions than answers at the original

questions, but it is clear that DWTPs should be treated as complex ecosystems rather

than inert systems, where a tangled network of microbial interactions take place,

from the source (groundwater, river, lake and so on) to the tap in our house. A better

knowledge of these networks is crucial to improve the management of drinking water

facilities.
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APPENDIX
SAMPLE BLAST HIT CHARACTERISTICS
00.GW 1. Uncultured bacterium clone

EMIRGE_OTU_s1t2b_4296
2. Uncultured bacterium clone 3BR-3H
3. Uncultured candidate division OD1

bacterium clone S2-082
4. Uncultured bacterium clone APC-3439-

J3C9
5. Uncultured bacterium clone

ncd2023b08c1

1. Soil bacteria

2. Fresh water environmental bacteria
3. Soil bacteria (Chen et al., 2014)

4. Aquatic bacteria
5. Environmental bacteria

00.CF 6. Uncultured bacterium clone A13
7. Uncultured bacterium clone LC0153bO5

8. Polaromonas sp. BAC311
(Betaproteobacteria)

9. Uncultured organism clone SBZP_450
10. Uncultured bacterium clone 2B
11. Uncultured bacterium clone

A6B_39

6. Br-reducing bacteria found in carbon filters
7. Environmental bacteria found in carbonatic mines
8. Bacteria found in carbon filters in DWTPs (Magic-

Knezev et al., 2009)
9. Environmental bacteria found in soil (Harris et al.,

2013)
10. Environmental bacteria (Bastida et al.,

2010)
11. Bacteria found in carbon filters in DWTPs

00.CHL 12. Polaromonas sp. BAC311

13. Uncultured delta
proteobacterium clone Skagenf2
14. Uncultured planctomycete clone
Pln-17
15. Uncultured bacterium clone RS-
B49
16. Uncultured gamma
proteobacterium clone sf-93
17. Uncultured bacterium clone
SEAA1AE121
18. Uncultured bacterium clone EJ10-
Ash11-53
19. Uncultured planctomycete
20. Uncultured bacterium

12. Bacteria found in carbon filters in DWTPs
(Magic-Knezev et al., 2009)

13. Bacteria found in waste-water treatment
plant (Kong et al., 2007)

14. Environmental bacteria
15. Fresh water bacteria
16. Chlorinated water bacteria

17. Fresh water bacteria  (Bouali et al., 2014)
18. Fresh water bacteria

19. Fresh water and saline water bacteria
20. Waste water bacteria (Matsumoto et al.,

2010)

Table A.1. BLAST hit of cloned fragments (amplified with V3-V4 16S panbacterial primers).
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*

GW Dec-
13

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Dec 2013 wint
er

sunny cold 7 B4

CF Dec-13 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Dec 2013 wint
er

sunny cold 7 B4

CHL Dec-
13

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Dec 2013 wint
er

sunny cold 7 B4

GW Jan-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Jan 2014 wint
er

cloudy cold 1 B4

CF Jan-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Jan 2014 wint
er

cloudy cold 1 B4

CHL Jan-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Jan 2014 wint
er

cloudy cold 1 B4

GW Feb-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Feb 2014 wint
er

rain cold 8 B4

CF Feb-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Feb 2014 wint
er

rain cold 8 B4

CHL Feb-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Feb 2014 wint
er

rain cold 8 B4

GW Mar-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Mar 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 14 B2

CF Mar-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Mar 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 14 B2

CHL Mar-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Mar 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 14 B2

GW Apr-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Apr 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 18 B3

CF Apr-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Apr 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 18 B3

CHL Apr- Feltre Chlorinati yes Apr 2014 spri sunny warm 18 B3
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14 on basin ng

GW May-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no May 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 19 C2

CF May-
14

Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes May 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 19 C2

CHL May-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes May 2014 spri
ng

sunny warm 19 C2

GW Jun-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Jun 2014 sum
mer

thund
erous

warm 16 B4

CF Jun-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Jun 2014 sum
mer

thund
erous

warm 16 B4

CHL Jun-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Jun 2014 sum
mer

thund
erous

warm 16 B4

GW Jul-14 Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Jul 2014 sum
mer

sunny hot 28 B3

CF Jul-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Jul 2014 sum
mer

sunny hot 28 B3

CHL Jul-14 Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Jul 2014 sum
mer

sunny hot 28 B3

GW Aug-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Aug 2014 sum
mer

sunny hot 25 B3

CF Aug-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Aug 2014 sum
mer

sunny hot 25 B3

CHL Aug-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Aug 2014 sum
mer

sunny hot 25 B3

GW Sep-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Sep 2014 autu
mn

sunny hot 21 B3

CF Sep-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Sep 2014 autu
mn

sunny hot 21 B3

CHL Sep-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Sep 2014 autu
mn

sunny hot 21 B3

GW Oct-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Oct 2014 autu
mn

rain warm 16 B4
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CF Oct-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Oct 2014 autu
mn

rain warm 16 B4

CHL Oct-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Oct 2014 autu
mn

rain warm 16 B4

GW Nov-
14

Feltre Groundwa
ter

no Nov 2014 wint
er

sunny cold 10 B3

CF Nov-14 Feltre Carbon
Filters

yes Nov 2014 wint
er

sunny cold 10 B3

CHL Nov-
14

Feltre Chlorinati
on basin

yes Nov 2014 wint
er

sunny cold 10 B3

GW Oct-
14 Site2

Crescenz
ago

Groundwa
ter

no Oct 2014 autu
mn

rain warm 16 B4

CF Oct-14
Site2

Crescenz
ago

Carbon
Filters

yes Oct 2014 autu
mn

rain warm 16 B4

CHL Oct-
14 Site2

Crescenz
ago

Chlorinati
on basin

yes Oct 2014 autu
mn

rain warm 16 B4

GW Nov-
14 Site2

Crescenz
ago

Groundwa
ter

no Nov 2014 wint
er

sunny cold 10 B3

CF Nov-14
Site2

Crescenz
ago

Carbon
Filters

yes Nov 2014 wint
er

sunny cold 10 B3

CHL Nov-
14 Site2

Crescenz
ago

Chlorinati
on basin

yes Nov 2014 wint
er

sunny cold 10 B3

Table A.2. Environmental variables recorded during the sampling campaign. *B4: 100%-80%
humidity; B3: 79.9%-60% humidity; B2: 59.9%-40% humidity; B1: 39.9%-20% humidity; C2:
19.9%-0% humidity.
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GW Dec-
13

200 NA 0.00 716 7.4 30 12.14 465.4 14.6 0.01

CF Dec-
13

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Dec-
13

203 0.02 0.19 704 7.45 28.00 12.38 457.6 12.90 0.06

GW Jan-
14

180.94 NA <0.0
1

689.119 7.64 32.31 12.4 447.927 14.3 <0.010

CF Jan-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Jan-
14

171.56 0.03 <0.0
1

617.309 7.65 30.01 12.36 401.251 12.9 <0.010

GW Feb-
14

174.28 NA <0.0
1

720.201 7.69 28.69 12.34 468.131 13.8 <0.010

CF Feb-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Feb-
14

172.05 0.01 <0.0
1

703.086 7.6 28.57 12.25 457.006 14.5 <0.010

GW Mar-
14

224.94 NA <0.0
1

717.68 8.04 33 12.26 466.492 15.1 <0.010

CF Mar-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL
Mar-14

221.74 0.01 <0.0
1

702.726 7.81 NA NA 456.772 14.7 <0.010

GW Apr-
14

210.58 NA <0.0
1

728.947 7.62 29.21 12.41 473.816 15.2 <0.010

CF Apr-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
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CHL Apr-
14

209.66 0.02 <0.0
1

724.798 7.63 29.15 12.42 471.119 15.6 <0.010

GW
May-14

207.57 NA <0.0
1

702.467 7.55 28.99 12.33 456.604 15.5 NA

CF May-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL
May-14

207.59 0.02 <0.0
1

680.313 7.66 <0.01 <1.00 442.203 16 NA

GW Jun-
14

207.34 NA <0.0
1

711.002 7.64 26.15 12.37 462.151 17.1 NA

CF Jun-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Jun-
14

207.52 0.04 <0.0
1

700.165 7.53 29.48 12.32 455.107 16.3 NA

GW Jul-
14

193.95 NA <0.0
1

732.79 7.62 28.34 12.36 476.314 17 NA

CF Jul-14 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Jul-
14

191.08 0.01 <0.0
1

697.342 7.52 31.87 12.31 453.272 17.7 NA

GW Aug-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CF Aug-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Aug-
14

210.94 0 <0.0
1

725.479 7.38 33.09 12.23 471.561 18.8 NA

GW Sep-
14

206.69 NA NA 735.464 7.77 27.32 12.53 478.052 NA NA

CF Sep-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Sep-
14

210.21 0.09 NA 715.535 7.61 28.02 12.38 465.098 16.3 NA

GW Oct-
14

212.17 NA NA 730.142 7.81 26.91 12.57 474.592 NA <0.010
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CF Oct-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Oct-
14

201.82 0.1 NA 703.133 7.71 30.11 12.5 457.036 15.8 <0.010

GW Nov-
14

205.37 NA NA 715.958 7.74 26.55 12.47 465.373 NA <0.010

CF Nov-
14

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Nov-
14

204.95 0.24 NA 704.303 7.66 32.21 12.48 457.797 14.9 <0.010

GW Oct-
14_Site2

203.81 NA NA 727.981 7.77 27.41 12.51 473.188 NA <0.010

CF Oct-
14_Site2

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Oct-
14_Site2

202.33 0.1 NA 716.098 7.59 31.36 12.39 465.464 15.5 <0.010

GW Nov-
14_Site2

207.82 NA NA 729.129 7.64 27.75 12.4 473.934 NA <0.010

CF Nov-
14_Site2

NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

CHL Nov-
14_Site2

199.06 0.03 NA 698.868 7.57 32.35 12.38 454.264 14.9 <0.010

Table A.3. Chemical analyses on samples used in this study (data from MM).
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Sample name
Sampling

point
colonies
at 37 °C

colonies
at 22 °C

Bacteria
identified at

37 °C

Bacteria
identified at

22 °C
GW Jul-14 GW 0 1 / Not identified

CF Jul-14 CF 4 5

Bacillus spp.

Bacillus idriensis

Bacillus firmus

Bacillus spp.

Bacillus idriensis

Caulobacter spp.

CHL Jul-14 CHL 4 1 Bacillus spp. Not identified

Table A.4. Colonies grown after plating concentrated samples.

Fig. A.1. In blue is reported the quantification of 16S rDNA of DNA extracts belonging to
DWTPs samples; values were obtained through qPCR and are expressed as log2(counts). In
fuchsia is reported the quantification of 16S rDNA after library preparation, starting from the
same samples; values were measured through Bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies) and are
expressed as log2(pg/microL).
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Sample name log2(counts) sd

GW dec 13 14.355 0.007

CF dec 13 15.845 0.56

CHL dec 13 14.71 0.17

GW jan 14 14.045 0.64

CF jan 14 16.295 0.53

CHL jan 14 14.485 0.35

GW feb 14 18.275 0.08

CF feb 14 17.81 0.03

CHL feb 14 17.685 0.06

GW mar 14 13.485 0.35

CF mar 14 15.085 0.15

CHL mar 14 15.95 0.09

GW apr 14 14.86 0.01

CF apr 14 14.89 0.001

CHL apr 14 17.895 0.007

GW maj 14 12.025 0.33

CF maj 14 15.835 0.32

CHL maj 14 11.845 0.02

GW jun 14 15.245 0.09

CF jun 14 16.865 0.05

CHL jun 14 13.16 0.04

GW jul 14 14.49 0.06
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CF jul 14 14.97 0.31

CHL jul 14 14.95 0.04

GW aug 14 14.655 0.06

CF aug 14 17.04 0.04

CHL aug 14 12.995 0.01

GW sep 14 11.77 0.81

CF sep 14 16.705 0.06

CHL sep 14 13.04 0.03

GW oct 14 11.6 0.47

CF oct 14 13.755 0.08

CHL oct 14 10.85 0.00

GW nov 14 12.395 0.06

CF nov 14 19.61 0.21

CHL nov 14 12.715 0.64

GW Oct 14 Site2 16.185 0.25

CF Oct-14 Site2 12.875 0.08

CHL Oct-14 Site2 10.155 0.73

GW Nov-14 Site2 11.35 0.24

CF Nov-14 Site2 14.86 0.11

CHL Nov-14 Site2 9.24 0.72

Table A.5. Bacteria quantification through qPCR. Mean values are reported, expressed as
log2(counts) ); sd: standard deviation.
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Sample name log2(counts) sd

apr14_GW_ampicillin 6.28 0.32

aug14_GW_ampicillin NA NA

dec13_GW_ampicillin 0 0

feb14_GW_ampicillin 5.55 0.61

jan14_GW_ampicillin 0 0

jul14_GW_ampicillin NA NA

jun14_GW_ampicillin 7.83

may14_GW_ampicillin 0 0

mar14_GW_ampicillin 5.19 0.00

nov14_GW_ampicillin NA NA

oct14_GW_ampicillin NA NA

sep14_GW_ampicillin NA NA

apr14_GW_betalactamase 0 0

aug14_GW_betalactamase 0 0

dec13_GW_betalactamase 10.84 1.06

feb14_GW_betalactamase 4.04 4.66

jan14_GW_betalactamase 5.33 6.15

jul14_GW_betalactamase 0 0

jun14_GW_betalactamase 12.67 0.08

may14_GW_betalactamase 4.27 4.93

mar14_GW_betalactamase 5.40 6.24
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nov14_GW_betalactamase 0 0

oct14_GW_betalactamase 10.01 0.58

sep14_GW_betalactamase 4.45 5.14

apr14_GW_glucys_ligase 4.17 0.24

aug14_GW_glucys_ligase NA NA

dec13_GW_glucys_ligase 0 0

feb14_GW_glucys_ligase 0 0

jan14_GW_glucys_ligase 0 0

jul14_GW_glucys_ligase 0 0

jun14_GW_glucys_ligase 1.04. 1.20

may14_GW_glucys_ligase 0 0

mar14_GW_glucys_ligase 1.40 1.61

nov14_GW_glucys_ligase NA NA

oct14_GW_glucys_ligase NA NA

sep14_GW_glucys_ligase NA NA

apr14_GW_glutathione_synthase 6.20 4.68

aug14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.60 5.3

dec13_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.19 4.84

feb14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.26 4.92

jan14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.27 4.93

jul14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.40 5.08

jun14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.59 5.30

may14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.51 5.21
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mar14_GW_glutathione_synthase 4.19 4.84

nov14_GW_glutathione_synthase NA NA

oct14_GW_glutathione_synthase NA NA

sep14_GW_glutathione_synthase 2.97 3.44

apr14_CF_ampicillin 5.53 2.01

aug14_CF_ampicillin NA NA

dec13_CF_ampicillin 0 0

feb14_CF_ampicillin 0 0

jan14_CF_ampicillin 6.90 1.82

jul14_CF_ampicillin NA NA

jun14_CF_ampicillin 6.28 0.69

may14_CF_ampicillin 3.49 4.03

mar14_CF_ampicillin 2.93 3.39

nov14_CF_ampicillin NA NA

oct14_CF_ampicillin NA NA

sep14_CF_ampicillin NA NA

apr14_CF_betalactamase 0 0

aug14_CF_betalactamase 7.66 0.59

dec13_CF_betalactamase 4.07 4.69

feb14_CF_betalactamase 3.69 4.26

jan14_CF_betalactamase 0 0

jul14_CF_betalactamase 0 0

jun14_CF_betalactamase 13.93 0.21
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may14_CF_betalactamase 8.68 0.57

mar14_CF_betalactamase 3.85 4.44

nov14_CF_betalactamase 0 0

oct14_CF_betalactamase 0 0

sep14_CF_betalactamase 7.05 1.78

apr14_CF_glucys_ligase 0 0

aug14_CF_glucys_ligase NA NA

dec13_CF_glucys_ligase 0 0

feb14_CF_glucys_ligase 0.062 0.07

jan14_CF_glucys_ligase 0.06 0.07

jul14_CF_glucys_ligase 0 0

jun14_CF_glucys_ligase 3.75 1.36

may14_CF_glucys_ligase 0 0

mar14_CF_glucys_ligase 3.00 0.02

nov14_CF_glucys_ligase NA NA

oct14_CF_glucys_ligase NA NA

sep14_CF_glucys_ligase NA NA

apr14_CF_glutathione_synthase 4.42 5.11

aug14_CF_glutathione_synthase 3.80 4.39

dec13_CF_glutathione_synthase 4.38 5.06

feb14_CF_glutathione_synthase 4.00 4.62

jan14_CF_glutathione_synthase 6.18 5.68

jul14_CF_glutathione_synthase 3.59 4.14
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jun14_CF_glutathione_synthase 5.52 5.29

may14_CF_glutathione_synthase 4.47 5.17

mar14_CF_glutathione_synthase 8.99 4.78

nov14_CF_glutathione_synthase NA NA

oct14_CF_glutathione_synthase NA NA

sep14_CF_glutathione_synthase 2.99 3.45

apr14_CHL_ampicillin 2.00 2.31

aug14_CHL_ampicillin NA NA

dec13_CHL_ampicillin 0 0

feb14_CHL_ampicillin 6.04 0.39

jan14_CHL_ampicillin 4.68 0.11

jul14_CHL_ampicillin NA NA

jun14_CHL_ampicillin 4.66 0.17

may14_CHL_ampicillin 3.20 3.69

mar14_CHL_ampicillin 6.42. 0.03

nov14_CHL_ampicillin NA NA

oct14_CHL_ampicillin NA NA

sep14_CHL_ampicillin NA NA

apr14_CHL_betalactamase 11.03 2.84

aug14_CHL_betalactamase 0 0

dec13_CHL_betalactamase 11.31 0.83

feb14_CHL_betalactamase 3.78 4.37

jan14_CHL_betalactamase 0 0
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jul14_CHL_betalactamase 0 0

jun14_CHL_betalactamase 9.08 0.78

may14_CHL_betalactamase 3.75 4.33

mar14_CHL_betalactamase 4.55 5.25

nov14_CHL_betalactamase 2.44 2.82

oct14_CHL_betalactamase 7.99 0.57

sep14_CHL_betalactamase 0 0

apr14_CHL_glucys_ligase 2.89 0.32

aug14_CHL_glucys_ligase NA NA

dec13_CHL_glucys_ligase 0 0

feb14_CHL_glucys_ligase 0.09 0.11

jan14_CHL_glucys_ligase 0 0

jul14_CHL_glucys_ligase 0 0

jun14_CHL_glucys_ligase 0.97 1.12

may14_CHL_glucys_ligase 0 0

mar14_CHL_glucys_ligase 0.11 0.00

nov14_CHL_glucys_ligase NA NA

oct14_CHL_glucys_ligase NA NA

sep14_CHL_glucys_ligase NA NA

apr14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.58 5.29

aug14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.02 4.64

dec13_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.26 4.92

feb14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.25 4.91
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jan14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.33 5.00

jul14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.17 4.81

jun14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.30 4.97

may14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.53 5.23

mar14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 4.57 5.28

nov14_CHL_glutathione_synthase NA NA

oct14_CHL_glutathione_synthase NA NA

sep14_CHL_glutathione_synthase 1.63. 1.88

Table A.6. Rsistance genes quantification through qPCR. Mean values are reported, expressed
as log2(counts); sd: standard deviation.

Taxonomy Total GW
Dec-
13

CF
Dec-
13

CHL
Dec-
13

GW
Jan-14

CF
Jan-14

CHL
Jan-14

Unclassified;Other 0.1% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1%

Archaea;Other 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Archaea;
Crenarchaeota

0.6% 1.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.5% 0.3% 0.0%

Archaea;
Euryarchaeota

0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;
[Parvarchaeota]

1.7% 5.9% 1.4% 1.0% 2.4% 0.6% 0.4%

Bacteria;Other 6.6% 16.4% 5.6% 2.9% 6.5% 4.2% 1.4%

Bacteria; 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; AC1 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Acidobacteria

1.3% 2.4% 0.3% 0.2% 1.6% 0.7% 0.2%

Bacteria; 1.0% 1.6% 0.6% 1.0% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%
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Actinobacteria

Bacteria; AncK6 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Armatimonadetes

0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; BHI80-139 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BRC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Bacteroidetes

1.6% 1.6% 2.6% 2.5% 0.9% 1.5% 0.5%

Bacteria; Chlamydiae 0.4% 0.4% 0.2% 0.3% 0.0% 0.2% 0.2%

Bacteria; Chlorobi 0.2% 0.4% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0%

Bacteria; Chloroflexi 1.5% 3.4% 0.5% 0.3% 3.3% 0.5% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Cyanobacteria

0.9% 0.6% 0.7% 1.3% 0.1% 0.7% 0.9%

Bacteria;
Elusimicrobia

0.5% 1.8% 0.2% 0.3% 0.5% 0.2% 0.1%

Bacteria; FBP 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; Firmicutes 0.9% 1.2% 0.3% 0.7% 0.2% 0.1% 0.3%

Bacteria;
Fusobacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; GAL15 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; GN02 1.0% 2.2% 4.1% 1.5% 0.3% 2.2% 0.3%

Bacteria; GN04 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Gemmatimonadetes

0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Lentisphaerae

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; NC10 0.4% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 1.0% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; NKB19 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Bacteria; Nitrospirae 2.2% 6.9% 0.8% 0.5% 2.3% 0.7% 0.4%

Bacteria; OC31 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OD1 30.8% 16.5% 60.0% 62.2% 3.9% 61.0% 24.8%

Bacteria; OP1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OP11 0.3% 1.5% 0.3% 0.0% 0.3% 0.3% 0.0%

Bacteria; OP3 3.5% 7.6% 1.6% 2.1% 4.5% 1.3% 0.8%

Bacteria; PAUC34f 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Planctomycetes

1.3% 1.8% 1.0% 1.8% 0.7% 0.2% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Poribacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Proteobacteria

41.8% 22.7% 18.7% 20.7% 69.6% 24.0% 68.9%

Bacteria; SBR1093 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; SR1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Spirochaetes

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; TM6 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; TM7 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Verrucomicrobia

0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; WPS-2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; WS3 0.2% 1.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; ZB3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; [Caldithrix] 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; [Thermi] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%
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Taxonomy GW
Feb-14

CF
Feb-14

CHL
Feb-14

GW
Mar-

14

CF
Mar-

14

CHL
Mar-

14

GW
Apr-14

CF
Apr-14

CHL
Apr-14

Unclassified;Other 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;Other 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 1.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.1%

Archaea;
Crenarchaeota

1.8% 0.2% 0.2% 2.5% 0.4% 0.1% 3.2% 0.5% 0.3%

Archaea;
Euryarchaeota

0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;
[Parvarchaeota]

4.2% 0.8% 1.3% 7.9% 1.5% 0.7% 4.8% 1.2% 1.8%

Bacteria;Other 18.4% 3.9% 6.8% 17.2% 4.6% 1.8% 20.6% 5.9% 5.2%

Bacteria; 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; AC1 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Acidobacteria

3.7% 0.5% 0.4% 4.0% 0.5% 0.2% 3.4% 0.8% 0.3%

Bacteria;
Actinobacteria

0.5% 0.1% 0.3% 0.5% 0.2% 0.2% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3%

Bacteria; AncK6 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Armatimonadetes

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BHI80-139 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BRC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Bacteroidetes

1.1% 1.9% 0.8% 1.6% 6.0% 0.5% 1.4% 3.1% 1.3%

Bacteria;
Chlamydiae

0.2% 0.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 0.3%

Bacteria; Chlorobi 0.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.8% 0.2% 0.0% 1.0% 0.1% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Chloroflexi

5.9% 0.6% 0.7% 3.5% 0.3% 0.2% 5.5% 1.2% 0.5%
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Bacteria;
Cyanobacteria

0.5% 0.6% 0.8% 0.3% 0.1% 0.3% 0.8% 0.6% 0.2%

Bacteria;
Elusimicrobia

1.5% 0.2% 0.2% 1.4% 0.1% 0.3% 1.0% 0.4% 0.1%

Bacteria; FBP 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; Firmicutes 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 1.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.6% 0.7% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Fusobacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; GAL15 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.6% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; GN02 1.1% 1.6% 2.0% 0.3% 1.5% 0.5% 1.3% 1.3% 1.9%

Bacteria; GN04 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Gemmatimonadetes

0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Lentisphaerae

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; NC10 1.0% 0.2% 0.2% 1.6% 0.4% 0.2% 2.3% 0.2% 0.0%

Bacteria; NKB19 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Nitrospirae

6.8% 0.8% 1.0% 4.9% 1.0% 0.6% 4.7% 1.3% 0.8%

Bacteria; OC31 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OD1 8.9% 73.1% 59.2% 15.2% 67.0% 83.4% 6.8% 50.6% 41.2%

Bacteria; OP1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OP11 0.6% 0.0% 0.3% 1.9% 0.3% 0.2% 0.4% 0.1% 0.3%

Bacteria; OP3 10.9% 1.3% 1.7% 8.8% 2.5% 1.1% 12.6% 1.8% 1.1%

Bacteria; PAUC34f 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Planctomycetes

2.0% 0.3% 0.7% 2.4% 0.5% 0.5% 1.6% 0.8% 0.9%

Bacteria; 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Poribacteria

Bacteria;
Proteobacteria

27.3% 13.0% 21.8% 19.9% 11.7% 8.7% 24.2% 27.6% 42.2%

Bacteria; SBR1093 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; SR1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Spirochaetes

0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; TM6 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; TM7 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.7% 0.5%

Bacteria;
Verrucomicrobia

0.5% 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.0% 0.2% 0.3% 0.0% 0.2%

Bacteria; WPS-2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; WS3 0.5% 0.1% 0.1% 0.6% 0.1% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; ZB3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
[Caldithrix]

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; [Thermi] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Taxonomy GW
May-

14

CF
May-

14

CHL
May-

14

GW
Jun-14

CF Jun-
14

CHL
Jun-14

GW
Jul-14

CF
jul14

CHL
Jul-14

Unclassified;Other 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;Other 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.6% 0.1% 0.0% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%

Archaea;
Crenarchaeota

1.1% 0.4% 0.2% 1.7% 0.6% 0.4% 0.8% 0.5% 0.3%

Archaea;
Euryarchaeota

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;
[Parvarchaeota]

3.0% 1.3% 1.1% 7.2% 1.7% 2.4% 2.8% 0.7% 1.2%

Bacteria;Other 11.5% 4.1% 2.4% 21.4% 8.8% 3.9% 6.5% 3.8% 5.0%
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Bacteria; 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; AC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.2% 0.0% 0.4% 0.2% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Acidobacteria

3.9% 0.2% 0.3% 2.4% 0.6% 0.3% 0.9% 0.2% 0.5%

Bacteria;
Actinobacteria

1.4% 0.4% 1.1% 0.9% 0.4% 0.9% 0.3% 0.4% 0.4%

Bacteria; AncK6 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Armatimonadetes

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BHI80-139 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BRC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Bacteroidetes

2.0% 1.3% 1.1% 1.6% 1.3% 1.0% 0.8% 0.5% 0.8%

Bacteria;
Chlamydiae

1.7% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3% 0.5% 0.5% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2%

Bacteria; Chlorobi 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Chloroflexi

0.6% 0.5% 0.2% 3.6% 0.9% 0.2% 1.8% 0.4% 0.5%

Bacteria;
Cyanobacteria

1.5% 0.4% 0.9% 0.7% 0.6% 0.1% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3%

Bacteria;
Elusimicrobia

0.6% 0.2% 0.2% 1.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.1% 0.3%

Bacteria; FBP 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; Firmicutes 4.6% 0.2% 2.1% 1.4% 0.1% 1.0% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2%

Bacteria;
Fusobacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; GAL15 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; GN02 0.2% 1.5% 1.4% 0.9% 1.3% 0.5% 0.5% 0.8% 0.2%

Bacteria; GN04 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Bacteria;
Gemmatimonadetes

0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Lentisphaerae

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; NC10 1.6% 0.3% 0.1% 1.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.6% 0.0% 0.4%

Bacteria; NKB19 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Nitrospirae

3.0% 0.6% 0.9% 6.0% 1.3% 1.2% 2.5% 0.7% 1.1%

Bacteria; OC31 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OD1 0.3% 60.5% 55.2% 11.0% 47.4% 61.9% 5.7% 21.0% 28.4%

Bacteria; OP1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OP11 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.9% 0.3% 0.0% 0.8% 0.3% 0.1%

Bacteria; OP3 12.1% 1.9% 2.1% 11.2% 4.1% 3.5% 3.3% 1.5% 3.3%

Bacteria; PAUC34f 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Planctomycetes

5.3% 0.4% 0.6% 1.6% 0.5% 0.9% 0.5% 0.2% 0.7%

Bacteria;
Poribacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Proteobacteria

42.9% 23.8% 28.6% 20.0% 27.7% 20.4% 69.7% 66.9% 55.0%

Bacteria; SBR1093 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; SR1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Spirochaetes

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; TM6 0.2% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; TM7 0.3% 1.1% 0.3% 0.3% 0.7% 0.1% 0.1% 0.6% 0.2%

Bacteria;
Verrucomicrobia

0.4% 0.1% 0.3% 0.5% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria; WPS-2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Bacteria; WS3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.9% 0.1% 0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 0.1%

Bacteria; ZB3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
[Caldithrix]

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; [Thermi] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Taxonomy GW
Aug-
14

CF
Aug-
14

CHL
Aug -

14

GW
Sep-14

CF
Sep-14

CHL
Sep-14

GW
Oct-14

CF
Oct-14

CHL
Oct-14

Unclassified;Other 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;Other 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1%

Archaea;
Crenarchaeota

1.1% 0.8% 0.1% 0.8% 0.3% 0.1% 1.7% 0.2% 0.6%

Archaea;
Euryarchaeota

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Archaea;
[Parvarchaeota]

1.5% 0.9% 0.4% 3.1% 1.4% 1.1% 1.8% 0.5% 0.3%

Bacteria;Other 5.7% 3.9% 3.9% 8.5% 5.5% 2.2% 10.4% 4.2% 6.2%

Bacteria; 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; AC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Acidobacteria

2.4% 0.5% 1.1% 1.9% 0.4% 0.5% 6.8% 0.5% 0.4%

Bacteria;
Actinobacteria

0.5% 0.6% 0.5% 2.0% 0.5% 0.9% 4.7% 0.4% 1.1%

Bacteria; AncK6 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Armatimonadetes

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BHI80-139 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; BRC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; 1.6% 1.4% 0.5% 2.9% 1.6% 1.6% 1.3% 1.2% 1.3%
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Bacteroidetes

Bacteria; Chlamydiae 0.0% 0.2% 0.4% 0.0% 0.3% 0.7% 0.3% 0.3% 1.3%

Bacteria; Chlorobi 0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.5% 0.1% 0.1% 1.1% 0.4% 0.2%

Bacteria; Chloroflexi 3.2% 1.0% 0.9% 2.4% 0.7% 1.2% 6.2% 0.5% 0.8%

Bacteria;
Cyanobacteria

0.2% 0.6% 0.5% 0.7% 0.3% 1.3% 0.7% 0.4% 1.0%

Bacteria;
Elusimicrobia

0.8% 0.1% 0.3% 1.0% 0.3% 0.1% 1.1% 0.1% 0.0%

Bacteria; FBP 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; Firmicutes 0.5% 0.0% 0.6% 0.4% 0.1% 0.6% 3.9% 0.1% 0.7%

Bacteria;
Fusobacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; GAL15 0.2% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; GN02 0.3% 1.4% 1.0% 1.1% 1.8% 0.4% 0.5% 2.1% 0.5%

Bacteria; GN04 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1%

Bacteria;
Gemmatimonadetes

0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Lentisphaerae

0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; NC10 0.6% 0.1% 0.1% 0.8% 0.2% 0.5% 0.8% 0.5% 0.0%

Bacteria; NKB19 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; Nitrospirae 4.7% 0.6% 0.9% 6.2% 2.0% 0.5% 6.5% 0.8% 3.2%

Bacteria; OC31 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OD1 3.0% 46.2% 32.7% 7.6% 43.7% 20.7% 3.0% 50.7% 11.8%

Bacteria; OP1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; OP11 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.8% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.2% 0.4%

Bacteria; OP3 2.6% 1.8% 1.4% 4.4% 1.3% 2.2% 6.7% 1.7% 2.6%
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Bacteria; PAUC34f 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Planctomycetes

2.5% 0.6% 1.3% 2.0% 0.5% 3.2% 3.2% 0.2% 0.5%

Bacteria;
Poribacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Proteobacteria

66.0% 37.8% 51.8% 49.9% 37.4% 60.7% 36.5% 33.8% 66.2%

Bacteria; SBR1093 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 0.2%

Bacteria; SR1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria;
Spirochaetes

0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0%

Bacteria; TM6 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.1% 0.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.1%

Bacteria; TM7 0.1% 0.8% 0.7% 0.1% 0.5% 0.2% 0.1% 0.9% 0.4%

Bacteria;
Verrucomicrobia

0.2% 0.1% 0.2% 0.6% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1%

Bacteria; WPS-2 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; WS3 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 1.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; ZB3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; [Caldithrix] 1.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Bacteria; [Thermi] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Taxonomy GW
Nov-

14

CF
Nov-

14

CHL
Nov-

14

GW
Oct-14
Site2

CF Oct-
14

Site2

CHL
Oct-14
Site2

GW
Nov-14

Site2

CF
Nov-14

Site2

CHL
Nov-14

Site2

Unclassified;Other 0.1% 0.1% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10%

Archaea;Other 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00%

Archaea;
Crenarchaeota

1.8% 0.1% 0.0% 0.10% 0.20% 0.20% 0.10% 0.20% 0.00%
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Archaea;
Euryarchaeota

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00%

Archaea;
[Parvarchaeota]

3.7% 0.4% 0.2% 0.10% 0.30% 0.00% 0.10% 0.50% 0.00%

Bacteria;Other 14.4% 0.8% 0.9% 1.10% 4.30% 2.20% 4.20% 7.60% 1.30%

Bacteria; 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; AC1 0.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Acidobacteria

3.8% 0.1% 0.1% 0.50% 0.30% 0.00% 2.80% 0.30% 2.50%

Bacteria;
Actinobacteria

0.7% 0.0% 7.8% 0.90% 0.80% 1.30% 0.90% 0.20% 3.80%

Bacteria; AncK6 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Armatimonadetes

0.0% 0.0% 0.3% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; BHI80-
139

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; BRC1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Bacteroidetes

1.1% 0.3% 4.7% 3.80% 0.80% 0.60% 2.10% 0.30% 0.70%

Bacteria;
Chlamydiae

0.3% 0.0% 0.2% 1.20% 0.20% 0.40% 0.30% 0.30% 1.10%

Bacteria; Chlorobi 0.8% 0.0% 0.1% 0.20% 0.00% 0.00% 0.60% 0.10% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Chloroflexi

7.5% 0.1% 0.3% 0.60% 0.40% 0.90% 1.60% 0.30% 0.20%

Bacteria;
Cyanobacteria

0.3% 0.4% 1.2% 0.10% 2.40% 3.70% 0.00% 1.60% 7.20%

Bacteria;
Elusimicrobia

1.7% 0.0% 0.1% 0.10% 0.30% 0.60% 1.30% 0.20% 0.00%

Bacteria; FBP 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Firmicutes

0.3% 0.0% 1.3% 0.20% 1.60% 2.90% 2.70% 0.20% 5.10%
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Bacteria;
Fusobacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; GAL15 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00%

Bacteria; GN02 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 0.10% 0.50% 0.00% 0.10% 0.70% 0.00%

Bacteria; GN04 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.40% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Gemmatimonadetes

0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.10% 0.10% 0.00% 0.20% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Lentisphaerae

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; NC10 0.7% 0.0% 0.1% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; NKB19 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Nitrospirae

9.4% 0.3% 0.7% 1.50% 0.80% 0.00% 2.70% 0.80% 0.00%

Bacteria; OC31 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.20% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; OD1 7.1% 0.8% 0.0% 0.30% 39.40% 40.70% 1.10% 40.60% 17.30%

Bacteria; OP1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; OP11 2.3% 0.1% 0.1% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.10% 0.10% 0.00%

Bacteria; OP3 8.1% 0.5% 0.9% 0.70% 1.90% 2.30% 3.00% 2.10% 1.50%

Bacteria; PAUC34f 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Planctomycetes

3.3% 0.1% 1.6% 0.70% 1.60% 2.00% 2.10% 0.70% 4.30%

Bacteria;
Poribacteria

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
Proteobacteria

26.4% 95.5% 77.4% 86.90% 43.60% 41.60% 72.40% 42.40% 54.70%

Bacteria; SBR1093 0.3% 0.0% 0.1% 0.00% 0.00% 0.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; SR1 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.40% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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Spirochaetes

Bacteria; TM6 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.30% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; TM7 0.2% 0.0% 1.2% 0.20% 0.10% 0.00% 0.30% 0.30% 0.20%

Bacteria;
Verrucomicrobia

0.9% 0.0% 0.2% 0.30% 0.10% 0.00% 0.60% 0.10% 0.00%

Bacteria; WPS-2 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.10% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; WS3 2.7% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; ZB3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria;
[Caldithrix]

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Bacteria; [Thermi] 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Table A.7. Percentage of bacteria assigned to each sample. Taxonomic rank: phylum.
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Figure A.2 Phylum distribution. NMDS (Non Metric Multi Dimensional Scaling) plot, Bray-
Curtis.
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Abstract

The study of diversity in biological communities is an intriguing field. Huge amount of data are nowadays available

(provided by the innovative DNA sequencing techniques), and management, analysis and display of results are not

trivial. Here, we propose for the first time the use of phylogenetic entropy as a measure of bacterial diversity in stud-

ies of microbial community structure. We then compared our new method (i.e. the web tool PHYLOH) for partitioning

phylogenetic diversity with the traditional approach in diversity analyses of bacteria communities. We tested PHYLOH

to characterize microbiome in the honeybee (Apis mellifera, Insecta: Hymenoptera) and its parasitic mite varroa (Var-

roa destructor, Arachnida: Parasitiformes). The rationale is that the comparative analysis of honeybee and varroa mi-

crobiomes could open new perspectives concerning the role of the parasites on honeybee colonies health. Our

results showed a dramatic change of the honeybee microbiome when varroa occurs, suggesting that this parasite is

able to influence host microbiome. Among the different approaches used, only the entropy method, in conjunction

with phylogenetic constraint as implemented in PHYLOH, was able to discriminate varroa microbiome from that of par-

asitized honeybees. In conclusion, we foresee that the use of phylogenetic entropy could become a new standard in

the analyses of community structure, in particular to prove the contribution of each biological entity to the overall

diversity.

Keywords: bioinformatics, high-throughput DNA sequencing, microbial community structure, phylogenetic entropy,

symbioses
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Introduction

In ecology, the analysis and interpretation of community

diversity is a hot topic. In particular, with the advent of

high-throughput DNA sequencing (HTS), the attention

of the researchers on this topic dramatically increased.

Among communities, symbioses, and particularly host–

parasite interactions, are intriguing themes. In a symbi-

otic relationship, the partners reciprocally influence their

physiology and, in general, their evolution. Nowadays,

the characterization of the microbiome (intended as the

sum of microscopic living beings found in a symbiotic

relationship in different host body compounds, ranging

from the gut to the skin) is considered pivotal to under-

stand physiological changes occurring in a symbiosis

(Mazmanian et al. 2005). In recent years, the scientific

researchers focused on microbiome composition and var-

iation in different hosts or physiological/environmental

conditions using HTS (Sanchez et al. 2012; Dimitriu et al.

2013; Meriweather et al. 2013). The link between microbi-

ome diversity and host health condition was discernible

since the first published manuscripts. For instance, there

is evidence that humans and mice subjected to different

kind of stresses (such as diseases, parasites or ecological

factors) show intense modifications in their own microbi-

omes in terms of initial colonization, final composition

and overall stabilization (Candela et al. 2012; Lozupone

et al. 2012).

However, the comprehension of mechanisms and

dynamics influencing microbial diversity in hosts and
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symbionts is much more complicated due to (i) the

occurrence of several interacting variables (both abiotic

and biotic) and (ii) the neglected contribution of the evo-

lutionary history of single biological entities on the over-

all diversity when conventional analytical methods are

applied (Fig. S1, Supporting information). Currently,

researchers have just started incorporating historical con-

straints (represented as phylogenies) into their analyses.

This innovation is motivated by the aim of filling the gap

between evolutionary and ecological analyses of micro-

bial communities (Lozupone et al. 2007, 2011).

Here we tested two classes of approaches for microbial

community analysis: distance method approaches (DMAs)

and partitioning phylogenetic diversity (PPD). DMAs

became a standard in microbiome analyses, whereas PPD,

which uses the phylogenetic entropy as a measure of mi-

crobiome diversity (Jost 2007; Chao et al. 2010), is here

applied for the first time. The phylogenetic entropy is a

generalization of Shannon entropy based on the fact that

different observed categories are not all equally different

from each others, having a similar structure that could be

modelled using a phylogenetic tree. We implemented

PPD in the user-friendly web application, PHYLOH.

We applied DMAs and PPD to characterize microbio-

mes in the model honeybee (Apis mellifera) and its para-

sitic mite varroa (Varroa destructor, Arachnida:

Varroidae). The rationale is that the comparative analysis

of both honeybee and the parasitic varroa microbiomes

could open new perspectives about the role of the para-

site on health of honeybee colonies. Indeed, Varroa de-

structor is considered responsible of the increasing

incidence of deformed wing virus (M€ockel et al. 2011),

and it was reported as a vector of bacterial pathogens

causing for example the European foulbrood (e.g.Melisso-

coccus plutonius) (Forsgren 2010; Evans & Schwarz 2011).

Varroa destructor parasites honeybee larvae in their

brood cells, where female mites feed on honeybee hae-

molymph and lay eggs. Mites have a large dispersal

capability and, in absence of reiterate chemical and/or

antibiotic treatments, infested honeybee colonies typi-

cally collapse in few years. For these reasons, the occur-

rence of varroa has serious consequences on ecological,

social and economic contexts (Rinderer et al. 2010;

Rosenkranz et al. 2010; Annoscia et al. 2012; Guzman-

Novoa et al. 2012).

In spite of the interest, the ecological dynamics of the

honeybee–varroa parasitic symbiosis are still largely

unknown. Studies conducted on adult honeybees

showed a characteristic microbiome (Jeyaprakash et al.

2003; Dillon & Dillon 2004; Mohr & Tebbe 2006; Martin-

son et al. 2011; Sabree et al. 2012). However, the microbi-

ome of the larval stages, as well as that of the parasitic

mite, remains largely unexplored, excluding few

researches on the transmission of specific pathogens

(Mouches et al. 1984; Cornman et al. 2010; Forsgren 2010;

Martinson et al. 2012). At the light of present knowledge,

alterations of honeybee microbiome due to the symbiosis

with varroa are expected, even if several aspects influ-

ence the final outcome. The honeybee microbiome

undergoes a peculiar dynamic over the life cycle of the

insect: the pupa is almost sterile, as a consequence of the

physiologic characteristics of the gut tract and the diet of

mature larvae during the 6 days before capping (i.e. the

closure of the brood cell) (Martinson et al. 2012). It is rea-

sonable to assume that the bacterial load within the

brood cells partially reflects the total bacterial count of

the hives and that microbial communities characterizing

the hives are partially present in the cells even after cap-

ping (Martinson et al. 2012). But, what happens when

varroa alters this equilibrium? The perturbation caused

by varroa in the developmental phase of honeybee lar-

vae, and the consequent formation of the nutrition hole

caused by the parasite, could lead to the intrusion of

external bacteria (both from a potential vector or from

the environment) into the larva, with a substantial modi-

fication of the original microbial community. The

hypothesis is that varroa mites play a fundamental role

in the alteration of bacterial composition of honeybee lar-

vae, acting not only as a vector, but also as a sort of

‘swing door’ through which exogenous bacteria can

enter into the larva and alter the mechanisms of primary

succession of honeybee microbiome.

To validate our hypothesis, we studied varroa and

honeybee bacterial communities through DNA-barcoded

amplicon pyrosequencing, taking advantage of the HTS

methods (Blow 2008; Metzker 2009), which also allow the

detection of uncultured bacteria. We compared the results

of the phylogenetic entropy-based approach (imple-

mented in PHYLOH) with a classical method based on pair-

wise distances. We critically evaluated the strength and

weakness of both approaches and the importance of phy-

logenetic constraint. At the same time, we aimed to reach

a more complete vision of the relationships between hon-

eybee and varroa in the microbiome interchange.

Materials and methods

A schematic overview of the experimental pipeline is

shown in Fig. 1. Our work is divided into three sections

as follows: (i) laboratory procedures including sampling;

(ii) DNA extraction, amplification and pyrosequencing;

(iii) sequence analysis and microbial community differ-

ential analysis.

Laboratory procedures

Sampling—Honeybee larvae and varroa mites were

sampled directly from capped brood cells in eight

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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apiaries in Northern Italy. We performed our analyses

on a total of 21 individuals of honeybee larvae from

seven different apiaries, and 21 varroa mites found in

the same brood cells. As a negative control, a pool of

five healthy honeybee larvae from a noninfected site

was analysed.

Opercula of cells were opened with sterile instru-

ments. Honeybee larvae and varroa were immediately

removed and put in 2-mL tubes filled with absolute

ethanol. The samples were stored at !20 °C until DNA

extraction. In the study area, V. destructor is abundant

and widespread, and consequently, we found only one

noninfested apiary. This apiary was determined to be

healthy after a careful inspection of all the hives by

expert bee-keepers. The same experts determined that

the presence of varroa in the other seven apiaries was

Fig. 1 Workflow of the procedures used

in our project. Our work is divided into

three sections: (i) laboratory procedures;

(ii) sequence analysis; and (iii) microbial

community analysis. In particular, the

microbial community analysis was con-

ducted following two approaches: micro-

bial diversity analyses and partitioning

phylogenetic distances.

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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high. In absence of preventive acaricide treatments, these

honeybee colonies would have certainly collapsed before

winter.

DNA extraction—All the extraction steps were performed

in a sterile laminar flow cabinet. After the removal of the

head, only the first segments of A. mellifera specimens

(after cuticular removal) were used for the DNA extrac-

tion, while for V. destructor, DNA was extracted from the

whole organism. The dissections were made in sterile

conditions with a scalpel in a Petri dish. Each sample

was then rehydrated for 4 h in sterile water at room tem-

perature, and mechanically grinded with the scalpel.

Total DNA was then extracted using a commercial kit

(DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit; Qiagen, Milan, Italy) and

eluted in 50 lL sterile water. A pretreatment of Qiagen

columns was performed to wash away any trace of con-

taminating bacterial DNA (Evans et al. 2003; Moham-

madi et al. 2005). DNA extracts of the five larvae from

the noninfested apiary were pooled.

16S rRNA amplification and pyrosequencing—The 16S

rDNA gene fragment corresponding to the V3 hypervari-

able region was PCR-amplified with Roche 454 FLX

(Titanium reagents) using the primer pair 341F (50-CC

TACGGGAGGCAGCAG-30) and 518R (50-ATTACCGC

GGCTGCTGG-30) (Watanabe et al. 2001). The reaction

was performed in a 20 lL volume with the following

reagents: 1X Taq-buffer with MgCl2 1,5 mM, dNTPs

2 mM, forward and reverse primers 1 lM each, Taq po-

limerase 0.5 U, DNA 50 ng, milliQ H2O to the volume.

The thermal cycle was: 94 °C for 90 s, 29 cycles at 94 °C

for 20 s, 58 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 20 s followed by a final

extension at 72 °C for 10 min and 60 °C for 5 min.

A subsequent nested PCR step using the products of

the first one as template was performed with standard

52 bp primers, comprising pyrosequencing primers A or

B, multiplex identifiers (MID) and 518R or 341F primers.

PCR mix and reaction volumes were the same as

described above, except for the primers (10 lM). The

thermal cycle was 94 °C for 90 s, 40 cycles at 94 °C for

20 s, 58 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 20 s and a final extension

at 72 °C for 10 min and 60 °C for 5 min.

For each sample, we used a unique combination of

MIDs on the forward and reverse primers. PCR products

were quantified using Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent) and

normalized for quantity. Pyrosequencing was then per-

formed on Roche 454 GS-FLX titanium by BMR Genom-

ics Service at the Interdepartmental Biotechnology

Centre of the University of Padua (CRIBI).

Sequences analysis—Sequence analysis was performed

according to the following steps: (i) reads denoising;

(ii) operational taxonomic units (OTUs) definition;

(iii) OTUs taxon assignment; (iv) phylogenetic analysis;

(v) OTUs splitting based on reads frequencies.

(i)All reads were trimmed, filtered and assigned to the

corresponding sample according to their tag. Sequences

shorter than 100 bp with quality average <30 or contain-

ing unresolved nucleotides were removed from the data

set. ACACIA software version 1.52 (Bragg et al. 2012) was

used for pyrosequencing noise removal considering Bal-

zer error model and a maximum k-mer distance between

reads of 13 (default parameter for error correction). The

detection of chimera reads was performed using a pipe-

line based on USEARCH (Edgar 2010) and UCHIME (Edgar

et al. 2011) included in Quantitative Insights Into Micro-

bial Ecology (QIIME) software suite (version 1.7.0) (Capor-

aso et al. 2010).

(ii)UCLUST wrapper was used to cluster sequences into

OTUs, based on 97% sequence similarity. For each OTU,

a cluster centroid (i.e. a representative sequence) was

chosen. To estimate diversity and reduce noise in pat-

terns of beta diversity, singleton OTUs (i.e. OTUs repre-

sented by a single sequence) were removed before

community analysis (Zhou et al. 2011).

(iii)Using a PYTHON2.7 script, we merged the Greengenes

16S rRNA database prefiltered at 97% identity (McDon-

ald et al. 2011) with a bacterial OTUs data set constituted

by symbionts previously described in studies conducted

on Apis mellifera (Mohr & Tebbe 2006; Martinson et al.

2011, 2012; Mattila et al. 2012; Moran et al. 2012; Sabree

et al. 2012). To create a reference database for taxonomic

assignment, bacterial 16S rRNA sequences were

retrieved from GenBank and clustered using UCLUST at

97% sequence similarity. The taxonomic attribution of

cluster centroid sequences was carried out using RDP

Bayesian classifier (Wang et al. 2007) with the new

merged data set obtained using a 0.8 confidence level.

OTUs were assigned by the RDP classifier, considering

the fifth and sixth taxonomic levels wherever possible,

which, in most cases, corresponded to family and genus

ranks. If RDP assignment was uncertain (probability

between 0.8 and 0.9), the QIIME-selected representative

sequence was used to query with blastn algorithm on

NCBI nucleotide database. Only in case of perfect match

(i.e. max identity 100%, query coverage 100%), the NCBI

taxonomy was used (results are shown in Table S1 in

Supporting information and/or DRYAD entry doi:10.

5061/dryad.j4d15).

(iv)A maximum-likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was

built according to default parameters using FASTTREE soft-

ware (Price et al. 2010) integrated in QIIME.

(v)The community abundance profile, produced by UC-

LUST and labelled by RDP Bayesian classifier, was split

into two groups, as their global frequency was lower or

higher than 1%. This threshold is the advised value in

QIIME manual; it is often used in the literature and

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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matches a gap in the frequency distribution of this data

set (see Supporting information and/or DRYAD entry

doi:10.5061/dryad.j4d15).

After this step, three data sets were produced: ‘All

Frequency Cluster’ (i.e. AFC, including all OTUs), ‘Low

Frequency Cluster’ (i.e. LFC, including OTUs with fre-

quency lower than 1%) and ‘High Frequency Clusters’

(i.e. HFC, including OTUs with frequency higher than

1%). This partitioning allowed us to explore the effect of

dominant and rare taxa among the microbiomes of

honeybee and varroa.

Microbial community analyses

Microbial communities were examined using two

approaches: the conventional distance matrices analysis

(DMA) and the partitioning phylogenetic diversity

(PPD). The last method was here applied for the very

first time to the analysis of microbiomes.

Distance matrices analysis, coupled with ANOVA fam-

ily statistics, is a well-known statistical framework in

microbial community analysis that allows comparing the

effect of different explanatory variables. This method is

sensitive to unbalanced sampling, and it requires data

rarefaction. In a HTS framework, the term ‘unbalanced

sampling’ refers to the amount of sequences generated

for each biological sample (e.g. if you get 100 000

sequences from the organism 1 and 50 000 sequences

from the organism 2, the randomization leads to a loss of

information from the larger sample). The principal pitfall

of this approach is that it does not take into account the

influence of rare OTUs on the global diversity of a sam-

ple (see also Fig. S1, Supporting information). To over-

come this limit, we here propose the use of a PPD

approach (Chao et al. 2010). PPD is being framed within

information theory and can deal directly with discrete

values, without producing distance matrices. It can also

incorporate information deriving from unbalanced sam-

pling, therefore avoiding a preliminary step of data rare-

faction. Finally, being based on the phylogenetic

structure of the data, PPD takes into account the influ-

ence of rare lineages on the microbial composition. In

fact, similar sequences with low counts can build up con-

sistent contribution to beta diversity on the branch lead-

ing to their most recent common ancestor.

The distribution of variability among bacterial com-

munities was described for three environmental vari-

ables: (i) ‘Cells’ to show differences between single

honeybee and the corresponding parasite found in the

same brood cell, highlighting possible relationships

between host and parasite microbiomes; (ii) ‘Localities’

to draw attention to differences existing between the

microbiome of the seven apiaries; (iii) ‘Status’ to show

microbiome differences among the pools of healthy hon-

eybees, parasitized honeybees and mites.

Distance method approach

All the analyses were performed on the rarefied OTU

tables to permit comparisons of diversity patterns within

and between communities. The number of OTUs (based

on the 97% sequences similarity) was determined for

each sample. As depicted in Fig. 1, community analyses

were performed with qualitative (jaccard and unweighted

UniFrac (Lozupone et al. 2011) and quantitative distance

metrics [squared chord (Cavalli Sforza & Edwards 1967;

Orloci 1967) and weighted UniFrac (Lozupone et al. 2011)]

using QIIME and R for statistical computing (R Develop-

ment Core Team 2012).

Jaccard and squared chord were chosen as complemen-

tary metrics to unweighted and weighted UniFrac to test

how the community pattern changes with or without

phylogenetic information. We chose the squared-chord

distance because it was identified in previous works as a

metric fitting well at an exploratory analysis of commu-

nities where sampling was conducted blindly [see for

example (Legendre & Gallagher 2001)].

To interpret the distance matrix, we used UPGMA

hierarchical clustering method and we tested the robust-

ness of results with jackknife analysis (1000 permuta-

tions). Further, to determine whether the grouping of

samples by a given category was statistically significant,

we used adonis (Oksanen et al. 2007) a permutational MA-

NOVA allowing the use of distance matrix as dependent

variable. This procedure is included within the QIIME

suite and was implemented in vegan R package. The

model used in adonis was the following:

Dist ði; jÞ% Statusþ Localitiesþ Cells

where i and j are all possible pairs of samples without

redundancy and identity.

In this model, distances were considered as the

response variable, whereas each of the environmental

variables was considered as predictor.

We identified the microbial core community in honey-

bee and in the mite using compute_core_microbiome.py

script from QIIME. OTUs were grouped according to their

occurrence in a specific percentage of the total samples.

The grouping steps were defined as elevens threshold

between 0.5 and 1, corresponding to the 50% and 100%

of the samples, respectively. This allowed defining the

core community of each host species and more specifi-

cally to recognize the OTUs present in the majority of the

samples of a given host.

Figures S2 and S3 (Supporting information and/or

DRYAD entry doi:10.5061/dryad.j4d15), showing the

© 2014 John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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taxonomic assignment and the abundance distribu-

tion, were generated with phyloseq (McMurdie &

Holmes 2013) and ggplot2 (Wickham 2009) R pack-

ages.

Partitioning phylogenetic diversity

Following the framework proposed by Jost (2007), it is

possible to parse the total phylogenetic entropy of a data

set (c component), in intragroups entropy (a component,

and intergroups entropy (b component). Jost (2007) dis-

tinguishes between entropy measures, having bit has

unit (or nats, or bans, depending on the logarithm base),

and diversity measure having as unit the number of

equally abundant categories that would produce the

same amount of entropy.

Partitioning operations are performed using entropy

components, while the final result is transformed into

diversity by elevating to the base of the used logarithm.

Assuming that cluster label of observation is collected in

vector X and that group label is collected in vector Y, this

framework allows to define Hc as entropy of X, Ha as

entropy of X conditional to Y, and Hb entropy as

Hc ! Ha, defined also as the mutual information

between X and Y (MacKay 2003).

It is important to notice that beta diversity (Db),

the exponential of Hb, has as unit the number of

equally abundant and different samples (the catego-

ries of Y), while Dc and Da are measured in number

of equally abundant clusters (the categories of X).

Within microbial community analysis, the interest lays

generally in estimating Db. To assess whether this

measure was significantly different from 1 (i.e. the

diversity value under the hypothesis of no difference

among groups), we compared the realized statistics

with a null distribution obtained by a permutation of

X values onto Y ones. This procedure keeps a con-

stant number of observations per group, allowing

accounting for different sampling efforts. As described

here, this procedure does not consider the phyloge-

netic structure that links the categories of the vector

X. This limitation is critical for biological data.

Indeed, radically different findings from a biological

perspective would produce the same Shannon-based

beta diversity (see Fig. S1, Supporting information).

This becomes possible using the phylogenetic entropy.

The phylogenetic entropy is a generalization of Shan-

non entropy where the different observed categories

are not all equally different from each other, but have

a similarity structure that could be modelled using a

phylogenetic tree. Following Chao et al. (2010), we

assume that variable X is the abundance distribution

of the clusters defined by UCLUST, and its similarity

structure can be modelled with a phylogenetic tree t.

The phylogenetic entropy measure could be defined

as follows:

HpðXÞ ¼ !
X

i2Bt

Li
T
pi log pi

where Li is the value of the branch length for the ith

branch while T is the average distance from tip observa-

tion to root in the tree, as defined by the formula

T ¼
X

Lipi

where i 2 Bt is the set of branches of the tree t, and pi is

the frequency of the descendant of branch i. Once this

point is set, to generalize the partitioning of diversity to

include phylogenetic information, it is sufficient to apply

the previous definition of c, a, b diversity using the phy-

logenetic entropy instead of the Shannon entropy. Phylo-

genetic entropy c (Hc) is equal to Hp (X), while

phylogenetic entropy a is equal to the weighted mean of

the phylogenetic entropies per group, where weights are

proportional to the number observation carried out in

each group. More formally, this can be written as fol-

lows:

Hpa ¼
X

y2Y

py
X

x2X

HpðX jY ¼ yÞ ð1Þ

where py is the relative frequency of observation in each

group while

X

x2X

HpðX jY ¼ yÞ ð2Þ

is the phylogenetic entropy measured in the different

group y defined in vector Y. Phylogenetic entropy beta

(Hpb) remains defined as the Hpc ! Hpa. This phyloge-

netic entropy beta, or phylogenetic mutual information,

behaves in analogous way as Shannon-based mutual

information given the Kullback–Leiber divergence. This

matches the different way to estimate the classical

mutual information (Marcon et al. 2012).

Given that the Hpb is a difference of two summations

in which each term is relative to a branch in the tree, it is

possible to reorder the terms and obtain the contribution

of each branch in the final Hpb.

The mutual information Hpb, or its exponential Db,

cannot be directly compared across different grouping

variable Y, given that the cardinality of each variable Y

(the number of possible states) defines a different upper

boundary to the value of each b diversity. To normalize

diversity measures across different partitioning vari-

ables, it is necessary to transform diversity in overlap or

effective average proportion of shared lineages in an
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individual environment. The value ranges from 1 (all

lineages are shared) to 0 according to the following

formula:

Overlap ¼
ðHb !maxHbÞ

maxHb

where the maximum value of Hb is the logarithm of the

number of groups or the entropy of Y depending on

whether differential sampling needs to be included in

the measure or not.

In this work, this approach was applied using the tree

obtained from FASTTREE (Price et al. 2010) and the tree

with the same topology, but internal branches with

length 0 and terminal branches with length 1. The latter

modified tree is used to perform the Shannon entropy

analysis without taking into account the phylogenetic

information, using the same software implementation. In

fact, setting all internal branch lengths to zero leaves in

the summation only the terms present in Shannon

entropy formula. These two alternative settings allow to

better evaluating the importance of phylogeny when

interpreting the results.

Note that fractions of overlap are always higher in

the phylogenetic entropy case, given that there are

some phylogenetic similarities between different

OTUs, while the classic Shannon-based approach

assumes that each OTU is totally different from the

others.

The mutual information (i.e. the beta entropy) deals

with the covariation between two variables, so we

explored the relationship between sequences and a sin-

gle explanatory variable at the time. Within the frame-

work of information theory, it could be possible to take

into account the network of multiple interactions, but its

application to phylogenetic entropy requires further

investigations.

Partitioning phylogenetic diversity approach was

implemented as a stand-alone Python script (PHYLOH

available at https://github.com/svicario/phyloH) and

includes a visualization routine based on ITOL (Letunic

& Bork 2007) that allows to visualize the distribution of

diversity and the contribution of the different OTUs to

the partition as an html file. Input format follows PHYLO-

COM input standard (Webb et al. 2008). To facilitate the

use for the microbiologist community, we wrapped in a

Web Service (https://www.biodiversitycatalogue.org/

rest_methods/143) the script coupling it within a work-

flow (http://www.myexperiment.org/workflows/3570.

html) with some parsing script enabling the use of out-

put files from QIIME suite as input. The workflow could

be run locally using a TAVERNA desktop engine (Wolsten-

croft et al. 2013) or as web application in the BioVeL por-

tal. Access to the portal could be obtained from the

BioVel website (www.biovel.eu) or contacting directly

the authors.

Results

Results are organized according to the pipeline showed

in Fig. 1.

Sequence analysis

Define OTUs—After sorting sequence reads for quality

scores, sequencing errors and chimeras, we obtained

34 816 sequences. UCLUST returned 295 OTUs (data set

AFC).

Taxonomic assignment—The complete list of OTUs, with

corresponding taxa names and acronyms, is provided as

Supporting information and/or DRYAD entry doi:10.

5061/dryad.j4d15 (Table S1, Supporting information).

Taxon assignment at family level of the three types of

organisms involved (healthy honeybee, parasitized hon-

eybee and varroa) is shown in Fig. 2.

Split OTUs by sequence frequency—Of 295 OTUs, 21

exceeded the threshold of 1% of minimum total

observations (data set ‘HFC’, total sequences: 24 005),

and 274 were defined as a rare OTUs not reaching

the 1% threshold (data set ‘LFC’, tot sequences:

10 811).

Phylogenetic analysis—The maximum-likelihood tree gen-

erated by FASTTREE is shown as internal tree in PHYLOH out-

put (see Supporting information and/or DRYAD entry

doi:10.5061/dryad.j4d15).

Microbial community analysis

Distance method approach—The UPGMA analysis, consid-

ering jaccard distances for all the three sets of observa-

tions (AFC, HFC, LFC), shows a single cluster including

all samples belonging to parasitized honeybees and

mites and a separate cluster including the pool of healthy

honeybees. On the contrary, with squared-chord metrics,

which consider abundances information of OTUs in HFC

and AFC, the analysis shows two different groups

between parasitized honeybees and mites. These results

are partially replicated with UniFrac (both weighted and

unweighted), although separation is less sharp (see Fig.

S4, Supporting information).

The adonis test was performed separately for each var-

iable (Cells, Localities and Status) and using all variables

together without interactions. Results were highly simi-

lar; for this reason only the coefficients of the model with

all predictors combined are reported (Supporting
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information Table S2 and/or DRYAD entry doi:10.5061/

dryad.j4d15).

The adonis test grouping the samples for brood

cells (Cells) has limited significance (P-values between

0.05 and 0.01) and small effect compared to degrees

of freedom used up (34–35% explained variance, 1.6%

the mean value for single cell). In addition, adonis test

is significant only using the jaccard distance and un-

weighted UniFrac in the LFC data set. We found the

same variance in the AFC data set, but only using

the unweighted UniFrac (35% variance explained and

P-value of 0.04).

A slightly stronger signal is detected in Localities,

where jaccard, unweighted UniFrac and squared chord show

a significant grouping in the AFC data set (P-value <0.01

and effect 17–20% with per-Localities mean variance

explained between 3% and 2%). Similar signal is also vis-

ible with HFC and LFC, but only jaccard is significant

(Supporting information Table S2 and/or DRYAD entry

doi:10.5061/dryad.j4d15).

The Status grouping shows a very different pattern.

The mean variance explained per state of Status builds

up to 4–5% in the AFC data set and 9% for the weighted

UniFrac in HFC. Only the LFC subset is not significant

for the majority of distances used, and in any case the

mean variance explained is quite low (1%).

Microbial core communities. In healthy honeybees, we

found only three OTUs, one of them (Proteo-7, a member

of the genus Serratia) accounting for the 99% of

sequences. The remaining 1% is shared between two

OTUs: Proteo-2 and Firmi-7, respectively, identified as

Achromobacter sp. and Lactobacillus sp.

On the curves returned by QIIME script, we defined the

host and parasite core microbiomes using a 0.8 threshold

(Fig. S5, Supporting information). The threshold was

chosen according to the steepest point in the curve,

namely the point in which the least addition of OTU in

the core ensures the largest fraction of samples to be

compliant with the core representation. This means that

a single OTU has to be present in the 80% of samples of a

certain species to be considered ‘core’ for that species.

The OTUs considered as microbial core for honeybee

and varroa are shown in Table 1.

Partitioning phylogenetic diversity—We used PHYLOH to

perform partitioning tests on three environmental vari-

ables (Cells, Localities and Status) for the three frequency

data sets (AFC or LFC or HFC) considering the

1.0

0.75

0.5

0.25

0

Actinomycetales

Propionibacteriaceae

Flavobacteriaceae

Weeksellaceae

Bacillales

Bacillaceae

Lactobacillaceae

Streptococcaceae

Clostridiales

Acetobacteraceae

Alcaligenaceae

Rhodocyclaceae

Enterobacteriaceae

Moraxellaceae

Pseudomonadaceae

Healthy 

larva

Parasitized

larva

Varroa 

mite

Fig. 2 Structure of microbiomes from

healthy and parasitized honeybees and

varroas. The histogram shows the 15 fam-

ilies detected and relative abundances. In

two cases (Bacillales and Clostridiales),

the family rank was not assigned, and

consequently, the order rank is shown.
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phylogenetic information available or not. We can

observe several qualitative differences among the 18

analyses transforming the mutual information into per-

centage of overlapping to allow a comparison among

variables. As shown in Fig. 3, Localities and Cells vari-

ables are not heavily influenced by phylogenetic infor-

mation. The relative position of LFC, HFC and AFC,

measured in fraction of overlap counted in OTUs or lin-

eages, is similar. In fact, LFC has, in both cases, low over-

lap, whereas AFC and HFC data sets show the

maximum overlapping.

The variable Status describes a very different pat-

tern from the previous two. Taking into account phy-

logeny, HFC differentiates more among groups

(overlap 0.87), with the other two data sets showing

about 0.91 overlapping. On the contrary, if phyloge-

netic information is not considered, the pattern is

similar to the other two variables. The biggest differ-

ence is observable in LFC, while the smallest differ-

ence is observable in HFC.

The contribution of the branches to the mutual information

between sequences and the Status variable. The experimental

design output and the numerical partitioning of phyloge-

netic diversity for Status variable considering all OTUs

found (AFC) are shown in Table 2. A general overview

of the branches contribution to beta diversity across

groups is shown in Fig. 4. The 295 AFC OTUs are well

distributed on the phylogenetic tree, and consequently,

their impact on the phylogenetic index is higher. It is

observable that Bacte-1, -2, -3 are more typical of the var-

roa and are all grouped in the same lineage (L208). On

the contrary, in Proteobacteria and Firmicutes, it is possi-

ble to find OTUs preferentially found in honeybee or var-

roa. Proteo-12, Proteo-14, Proteo-46, Proteo-24 and

Proteo-17 OTUs belong to lineage L268 and are preferen-

tially present in honeybee. There are three isolated OTUs

preferentially found in varroa (Proteo-3, Proteo-4 and

Proteo-5). Firmi-1, Firmi-9 and Firmi-4, typical of honey-

bee, are mixed with varroa’s OTUs Firmi-6, Firmi-14,

Firmi-2, Firmi-8 (both descending from lineage L387).

This lack of strong phylogenetic signal could be

caused by recent specialization or random community

assembly, given that Firmi-6 has a lower frequency sister

taxa Firmi-14 also present mainly in varroa we prefer the

first hypothesis.

Discussion

The analysis of complex communities (such as microbio-

mes) is today standard in different fields of biology and

medicine. The number of published works is increasing

daily, but there are some concerns on the real quality of

the results showed. We are here comparing a ‘traditional’

approach to the community analysis [i.e. distance

method approach (DMA)], vs. the innovative partition-

ing phylogenetic diversity (PPD, here implemented in

Table 1 OTUs associated with healthy and parasitized honey-

bees and varroa by compute_core_microbiome.py script

Parasitized honeybee Varroa mite Shared

Propionibacterium

sp. (Actino-1)

Chryseobacterium

sp. (Bacte-1)

Chryseobacterium

sp. (Bacte-1)

Chryseobacterium

sp. (Bacte-1)

Flavobacteriaceae

(Bacte-2)

Streptococcus

sp. (Firmi-1)

Streptococcus

sp. (Firmi-1)

Streptococcus

sp. (Firmi-1)

Lactobacillus

sp. (Firmi-7)

Clostridiales

(Firmi-3)

Bacillus

sp. (Firmi-2)

Hydrogenophilus

sp. (Proteo-1)

Lactobacillus sp.

(Firmi-7)

Geobacillus

(Firmi-5)

Achromobacter

sp. (Proteo-2)

Hydrogenophilus

sp. (Proteo-1)

Anoxybacillus

(Firmi-6)

Achromobacter

sp. (Proteo-2)

Lactobacillus

sp. (Firmi-7)

Escherichia

sp. (Proteo-6)

Hydrogenophilus

sp. (Proteo-1)

Achromobacter

sp. (Proteo-2)

Pseudomonas

sp. (Proteo-4)

Escherichia

sp. (Proteo-6)

Fig. 3 Comparison of the percentage of overlap of the six data

sets with or without taking into account the phylogenetic infor-

mation. The percentage of overlap was calculated using estimate

of beta diversity and phylogenetic beta diversity for AFC, HFC,

LFC cluster frequencies and Cells, Localities, Status environmen-

tal variables.
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our newly proposed software PHYLOH). The final aim is to

propose our approach as a new standard in community

diversity analysis. We tested the performance and utility

of DMAs and PPD in the case of honeybee and varroa

microbiomes, a biological scenario intriguing and com-

plex at the same time. Our results showed that healthy

honeybees have a simplified microbiome, constituted of

few bacterial OTUs, while varroa is characterized by a

more complex microbiome, qualitatively not different

from that of parasitized honeybee. A simple conclusion

could be that varroa microbes infected honeybees. How-

ever, the most abundant OTUs of parasitized honeybee

do not derive directly from the mite, but are generalist or

environmental bacteria. This is undoubtedly a peculiar

result suggesting that these microbes could play a role of

pioneer species, with a potential pathogenic activity (i.e.

Firmi-1, -9, L387, Streptococcus; Firmi-4, -14, L387, Clos-

tridiales) (Lozupone et al. 2012).

Our results show that both DMAs and PPD approach

give comparable results, but only PPD shows explicit

support and allows, within the same statistical frame-

work, to observe our data both from the general pattern

to the contribution of single or group of OTUs.

We partitioned data according to three environmen-

tal variables, which represent three different forces

shaping microbiome diversity: Localities, Cells and Sta-

tus. When Localities variable is considered, in DMAs

approach, the UPGMA method and the adonis test

analyses show a weak, but significant signal for most

of the distances and data set used. When all OTUs

(AFC) combined with unweighted UniFrac are consid-

ered, the signal is stronger.

Table 2 Variability in reads count for each sample. Variability in reads count and sample number in groups. Overall gamma in each

group. Overall alpha and contribution to alpha in each group. Beta across samples within groups and between groups. E is always

within S, given that each sample belongs to only one environment type or sample group

Experimental design diversity: entropy and diversity of observation in the different groups

H_Environment

H(E) MaxDiversity Diversity

0.691 2 2

Experimental design diversity: entropy and diversity of observation in the sample within the groups

H_Sample

H(E) MaxDiversity Diversity

3.68 42 39.5

Gamma diversity: diversity using all data and in each group

H_gamma H_gamma_parasitized_honeybee H_gamma_mite

H(T) alpha_Diversity H(T|E = host_p) gamma_Diversity H(T|E = pars) gamma_Diversity

1.76 5.83 1.75 5.73 1.69 5.42

Alpha diversity: mean within group diversity

H_alphaByEnvironment H_alphaBySamples

H(T|E) alpha_Diversity H(T|S) alpha_Diversity

1.72 5.56 1.35 3.85

Beta diversity or mutual information between the phylogeny and a given grouping: diversity across group and across sample within

same group

MI_treeAndEnvironment MI_treeAndSampleGivenEnvironment

I(T,E) beta_Diversity Percentage_Overlap P value I(T,S|E) beta_Diversity Percentage_Overlap P value

0.0465 1.05 0.933 0 0.369 1.45 0.466 0

Difference of each group from total: phylogenetic Kullback–Leiber divergence between each group and the overall sample

KL_of_host_p KL_of_pars

Observed Observed

0.0162 0.0303

H_gamma = H_alphabyEnvironment + H_beta = H(T) = H(T|E) + I(T,E) while taking into account sample info: H_gamma = H_al-

phaBySample + H_betabySamplegivenEnvironment+H_beta = H(T) = H(T|S) + I(T,S|E) + I(T,E).
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The results are similar using PPD, but with a stronger

support. In fact, the variable Localities produces a

significant effect, although this is better appreciable for

rare OTUs (LFC) rather than considering the most abun-

dant OTUs (HFC). In other words, low-frequency OTUs

(better defined using PPD) represent the fraction of bac-

teria characterizing the single apiary. This finding is in

agreement with previous results, showing that

geographical distance is not crucial in shaping the core

microbiome of beehives (Sabree et al. 2012).

In our hypothesis, the bacteria are transmitted from

varroas to the honeybee larvae. This is corroborated by

the analysis of the variable Cells, where differences

between each larva and the corresponding mite were

estimated. This grouping has limited effects in terms of

mean explained variance when the DMA approach is

used, but it is still significant for some distances in AFC

and LFC data sets. In PPD, the overlap across categories

is obtained by Cells with the LFC data set, showing a

strong effect. This situation is difficult to explain: only

the more frequent bacteria are shared among cells,

whereas rare bacteria are not. However, the rare bacteria

are more interesting because they act as a clear signature

to discriminate different apiaries.

Considering the variable Status, both DMAs and PPD

approaches can discriminate the three different catego-

ries: healthy honeybees, parasitized honeybees and var-

roas. Healthy honeybees have a simply and distinctive

community with only one dominant OTU and two other

low-frequency OTUs. The most representative phylotype

(Proteo-7) belongs to the genus Serratia that was isolated

from the intestinal contents of healthy foraging worker

honeybees (Jeyaprakash et al. 2003), a well-known sym-

biont (generally harmless) in many insect taxa (Dillon &

Dillon 2004).

The scarcity of bacteria in the healthy larvae could be

attributed to their particular gut morphology, physiology

and nutrition (Martinson et al. 2012). Indeed, the larva

retains its faeces from the early days of development,

due to the temporary absence of a connection between

the large mid-gut and the hindgut. The mature larva def-

aecates just before spinning a cocoon, when the capping

has already happened. As the cocooned pupa does not

eat, we can assume that there is no further colonization

by bacteria present in the brood cell. Through these

mechanisms, the early microbiome characterizing honey-

bee larvae is maintained constant in composition and

ubiquitous in space (Jeyaprakash et al. 2003; Mohr &

Tebbe 2006).

The higher level of bacterial communities diversity

showed in varroa and parasitized larvae suggests a

transmission from parasite to the host. These two micro-

biomes are identical from a qualitative point of view

(taking into account the HFC), but the relative abun-

dance of the different OTUs clearly differentiates the two

bacterial communities. When phylogenetic information

is included, the level of discrimination between parasit-

ized larvae and varroa is even higher. In fact, only using

Fig. 4 In the figure are shown the main tips and relative branches of one of the most discriminating lineages across Status groups [L387,

see tree.html (Appendix S1) in Supporting information and/or DRYAD entry doi:10.5061/dryad.j4d15 for further details] as example of

the ‘hairy pacman graphical output’ derived from a PHYLOH analysis. Three types of data are shown on the tree: (i) the cyan colour of the

branches indicates a significant contribution to I(T|E) (beta entropy or mutual information); (ii) the background of each branch is a gra-

dient (colour range) from yellow to red for increased contribution to I(T|E); (iii) bar plot on each tip indicates the number of reads count

in each group. For more details, see README file (Appendix S1) in Supporting information and/or DRYAD entry doi:10.5061/dryad.

j4d15.
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PPD and weighted UniFrac in DMA (i.e. the approaches

that take into account the phylogenetic signal), the two

clusters are highly discriminated. However, only in PPD,

it is possible to show the contribution of the single OTU

and groups of OTUs to the differences observed among

samples.

The enhanced performance of PPD is exemplified in

PHYLOH output tree [Supporting information tree.html

(Appendix S1) and/or DRYAD entry doi:10.5061/dryad.

j4d15 and as an example Fig. 4] where the lineages L208,

L268 and L387 are those discriminating the microbiome

of varroa and infected honeybee. In particular, L208 lin-

eage encompasses OTUs present in varroa, while L268

and L387 contain OTUs present in both varroa and hon-

eybees. The most discriminating OTUs of lineage L208

belong to the genus Chryseobacterium (Bacte-1, -2, -3). In

contrast to the majority of bacteria belonging to Flavo-

bacteria, typically found in soil and water environments,

two (Bacte-1, -2) of these three OTUs were found as

pathogens of soft ticks (Bure"sov#a et al. 2006). Given the

phylogenetic closeness between mites and ticks, it would

be interesting to investigate the role of this genus in

mites. The OTUs belonging to the lineage L268 were

assigned to genus Haemophilus, in which bacteria recog-

nized as pathogenic to bees but not associated with the

presence of varroa were found. Indeed, there are numer-

ous studies related to the antimicrobial properties of

honey with references to Haemophilus (i.e. Jeffrey & Echa-

zarreta 1996; Ant#unez et al. 2008; Al-Waili et al. 2011).

Proteo-4 (genus Pseudomonas) is strongly present in

varroa, probably because it is common on the mite cuti-

cle (Tang et al. 2012), which had not been removed in

our study.

Lineage L387 (Bacillaceae: Firmi-6, -8) includes OTUs

associated with honeybee (Mohr & Tebbe 2006; Evans &

Schwarz 2011; Moran et al. 2012), but here we found

associated mainly with varroa. It is possible that these

bacteria may be generalist present in the hive.

In conclusion, we would like to underline that the

partitioning of phylogenetic diversity is a powerful

method to analyse community diversity. Using PPD, it is

possible to evaluate the different analyses using the per-

centage of overlap across groups as a comparable statis-

tic. The use of relative read frequencies as distance

among samples, instead of the summary statistics typical

of DMAs, allows to identify which lineages, or groups of

lineages, generate the significant differences. Further-

more, the permutation procedure on all sequences pre-

vents any subsampling procedure (i.e. rarefaction), a

practice that has been recently criticized because it

reduces the resolution power hiding the signal coming

from rare OTUs (McMurdie & Holmes 2014).

Recently, Chiu et al. (2014) proposed a different for-

mulation for alpha diversity than the one proposed in

Jost (2006, 2007). Here, the alpha entropy becomes the

joint entropy of observation and environment minus the

logarithm of the number of environments. The new for-

mulation allows beta diversity to reach its theoretical

maximum (number of environments) whatever unbal-

anced design is used, but it causes the lower bound of

the beta diversity to be higher than 1 depending on sam-

pling design. Furthermore, the alpha diversity does not

match anymore the concept of mean diversity within

each environment. Consequently, we are not following

this new formulation because it is distant from the

canonical information theory and further evaluations are

needed.

A brief example could illustrate the reason of our

preference. Let us assume two communities with the

same six equal abundant species, but one locality has

100 observations and the other 1000. According to our

definitions, alpha and beta diversities values are, respec-

tively, 6 and 1, while according to Chiu et al. (2014) defi-

nition corresponding values are 4.07 and 1.475. We

think much more logic, and close to the original infor-

mation theory realm, the values of 6 and 1 that reflect

the fact that in each environment we expect to find six

species and that the two samples behave as 1. Chiu et al.

(2014) could oppose that using a very similar example,

but with the six species being different in the two envi-

ronments, the value of beta diversity would be 1.35 for

the formulation of this article and 2.00 for theirs. This

apparent mismatch could be corrected by realizing that

the real maximum beta diversity is given by the expo-

nential of the entropy of the sampling vector that is

exactly 1.35.

Partitioning phylogenetic diversity method was here

implemented in our newly proposed tool PHYLOH. We

tested our analytic software using large trees (i.e. consti-

tuted by several thousand tips) with no significant delay.

The only problem we observed is related to the number

of permutation that is proportional to the number of

observations following the rule of Nlog(N) permutation

for N observations. There are no possibilities to avoid

this, and several thousands of observations require hours

of computations. However, the service, given by the

National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN), allows

24 h as maximal running time, sufficient to cope with

medium–large data sets. Larger data sets could be han-

dled downloading the software and using it in local

computation facilities.

The software is not parallelizable, and replicates can-

not be distributed on several CPUs. We do not think that

parallelization is needed, but we will work on distribut-

ing permutations on several CPUs. A complete tutorial

of PHYLOH is available on Biovel web page. Input data

used in the present article are available on DRYAD entry

doi:10.5061/dryad.j4d15.
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On the whole, we think that PHYLOH will be a rele-

vant innovation to study community diversity, a field

where data analysis is complex, but representation of

results is even more difficult. Indeed, PHYLOH produces

clear vectorial graphical outputs, in html format, that

are easy to explore using functions such as text finder

and zoom without reducing image quality. PHYLOH

shows its performances when large amounts of inter-

linked data are available. This is the case of the

researches involving high-throughput DNA sequencing,

such as our pilot study on microbiomes. Furthermore, it

can be used whenever a depth analysis of diversity dis-

tribution, from microorganisms to macroorganisms, is

required.
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Food safety and quality depend on rawmaterial characteristics and on the chemical, physical and biotechnological
processes adopted during food transformation. Since a huge number of microorganisms are involved in food
production, foodstuffs should be considered as complex matrices where any microbial component has a precise
role and evolves in response to physical and chemical composition of food. Moreover, knowing the dynamics of
microbial community involved in a food supply chain it is useful to reduce food spoilage, enhance the industrial
processes and extend product shelf-life. In a more comprehensive vision, a precise understanding of the
metabolic activity of microorganisms can be used to drive biotransformation steps towards the improvement
of quality and nutritional value of food. High Throughput Sequencing (HTS) technologies are nowadays an
emerging and widely adopted tool for microbial characterization of food matrices. Differently from traditional
culture-dependent approaches, HTS allows the analysis of genomic regions of the whole biotic panel inhabiting
and constituting food ecosystems. Our intent is to provide an up-to-date review of the principal fields of
application of HTS in food studies. In particular, we devoted major attention to the analysis of food microbiota
and to the applied implications deriving from its characterization in the principal food categories to improve
biotransformation processes.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. DNA barcoding to characterize food raw material and

derived products

Along the food supply chain, characteristics of rawmaterials strongly
influence the quality of the final food products. This is a postulate of
traditional and modern food-related disciplines. In this perspective,

the selection of high-quality vegetables, meat or fish and the availability
of suitable tools for their traceability represented so far the main goals
of food producers (Aung & Chang, 2014; Imazio et al., 2002; Opara &
Mazaud, 2001). The demand for reliable traceability systems is indeed
essential to authenticate the geographical provenance of food (also in
the case of protected designation of origin products, PDO), and to pre-
vent commercial frauds and adulteration cases. Such emerging topics
addressed the scientific research, hence producing different analytical
approaches to the problem (El Sheikha et al., 2009; Mafra, Ferreira, &
Oliveira, 2008; Myers, 2011).

The validation of food authenticity relies mostly on the analysis of
chemical compounds, proteins and/or DNA sequences. While being
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effective in testing fresh products, chemical and protein-based ap-
proaches can be biased by the strong food manufacturing processes,
the limited number of detectable isozymes, or the high tissue and devel-
opmental stage specificity of the markers. DNA markers are more in-
formative than protein or chemical based methods because DNA
better resists physical and chemical industrial processes (Madesis,
Ganopoulos, Sakaridis, Argiriou, & Tsaftaris, 2014). DNA is also detect-
able in the presence of small traces of organicmaterial therefore permit-
ting the detection of low-concentration biological adulterants. As a
consequence, DNA markers and in particular PCR-based methods have
rapidly become the most used tools in the field of food control. Among
these, discontinuous molecular markers such as RAPDs, AFLPs, and
their variants (e.g., ISSR, SSAP) as well as sequencing-based systems
such as SNPs and SSRs have been successfully adopted for the character-
ization of food raw materials. However, being highly species specific,
these approaches require access to the correct DNA sequence of the or-
ganisms and their application is often limited to a single species. In the
last decade, DNA barcoding, a standardized method providing species
identification through the analysis of the variability in a short DNA
gene region — the “barcode”, was proposed as a universal DNA-based
tool for species identification (Hebert, Ratnasingham, & deWaard,
2003).

Recently, Galimberti et al. (2013) reviewed the usefulness of DNA
barcoding to certify food identity by tracking origin and provenance of
rawmaterials at different levels of their transformation. DNA barcoding
permits to discriminate biological entities analyzing the variability in
a single or in a few standard molecular marker(s) (Casiraghi, Labra,
Ferri, Galimberti, & De Mattia, 2010). In this context, DNA sequence(s)
identify different food products in the same way that a supermarket
scanner uses the black stripes of the UPC barcode to identify any pur-
chase. The application of this tool opened new opportunities to track
not only common crops and breeds, but also those minor crops and
local products still lacking a reference genetic fingerprint (Galimberti
et al., 2014). As an example, DNA barcoding was extensively applied
in the last decade to verify the origin of seafood (Becker, Hanner, &

Steinke, 2011) and to exclude commercial frauds occurring in its pro-
duction and distribution (Barbuto et al., 2010; Carvalho, Palhares,
Drummond, & Frigo, 2015; Cutarelli et al., 2014). The success of seafood
molecular identification allowed the US Food and Drug Administration
to propose DNA barcoding as a routine approach for the authentication
of fish-based commercial products (Yancy et al., 2008). Both consumers
and foodstuff producersmay take advantage of a DNAbarcoding screen-
ing, especially concerning items distributed as shredded or powdered
material, which otherwise results as unidentifiable by a simplemorpho-
logical analysis (Cornara et al., 2013). Among these, promising results
were obtained in studies on commercial spices (De Mattia et al.,
2011), herbal teas (Li et al., 2012) and fruit juices (Faria, Magalhães,
Nunes, & Oliveira, 2013). Table 1 provides an updated list of references
on identification and traceability of raw materials/processed foodstuffs
by using DNA barcoding. Analysis of the case studies provided in
Table 1 suggests that DNA barcoding is a sensitive, fast and cheap ap-
proach, able to identify and track a wide panel of raw materials and
deriving food commodities. The cost and time-effectiveness of DNA
barcoding and the recent development of innovative sequencing tech-
nologies allow a certain degree of automation in species identification,
which is particularly useful in simultaneous monitoring activities of
multiple foodstuffs and batches.

Moreover, works listed in Table 1 highlight the principal advantages
of using DNA barcoding for both producers and consumers. The firsts
can value their products by certifying composition and provenance of
raw materials and can have access to a sort of a universal certification
system (a pivotal requisite as we are in the era of globalization). On
the other hand, consumers can defend themselves against frauds and
species substitution cases, as well as knowing the full composition of
foodstuffs. This growing awareness is useful inmitigating the health im-
pact of allergenic reactions, intolerances and other outbreaks, as also
outlined by international regulations (e.g., the recently adopted Reg.
(EU) No 1169/2011; EC No, 1169/2011, 2011).

International agencies or institutions, which are responsible for
quality control of raw materials or food commodities, can cooperate

Table 1

List of references concerning the DNA barcoding characterization of raw materials or processed food products.

Foodstuff category Raw material/food product References

Fruit Mango Hidayat, Kusumawaty, and Pancoro (2013)
Citrus species Yu, Yan, Lu, and Zhou (2011)
Goji Xin et al. (2013)
Berries Jaakola et al. (2010)
Pineapple Hidayat, Abdullah, Kuppusamy, Samad, and Wagiran (2012)
Olives and olive oil Agrimonti, Vietina, Pafundo, and Marmiroli, 2011 and Ganopoulos et al. (2013)
Cocoa Kane et al. (2012)
Dates Enan and Ahamed (2014)

Vegetables Capsicum cultivars Jarret (2008)
Legume seeds Ganopoulos et al. (2012) and Madesis, Ganopoulos, Anagnostis, and Tsaftaris (2012)
Soybean and other crops Kim et al. (2014)

Aromatic plants Fresh and processed spices De Mattia et al. (2011), Federici et al. (2013), Gismondi, Fanali, Labarga, Caiola, and Canini (2013),
Kojoma et al. (2002), Parvathy et al. (2014), Theodoridis et al. (2012) and Wang et al. (2013)

Herbal infusions Tea Stoeckle et al. (2011)
Plant-based beverages Li et al. (2012)

Mushrooms Wild and cultivated mushrooms Dentinger, Didukh, and Moncalvo (2011), Khaund and Joshi (2014) and Raja, Baker, Little, and Oberlies (2014)
Honey Honey Bruni et al. (2015) and Valentini, Miquel, and Taberlet (2010)
Jams Fruit jams Arleo et al. (2012)
Medicinal plants Medicinal plants Pansa et al. (2011) and Zuo et al. (2011)
Seafood Various fishes Ardura, Linde, Moreira, and Garcia-Vazquez (2010), Ardura, Planes, and

Garcia-Vazquez (2013), Carvalho et al. (2015), Galal-Khallaf,
Ardura, Mohammed-Geba, Borrell, and Garcia-Vazquez (2014) and Lamendin, Miller, and Ward (2015).

Tuna and other scombrid species Abdullah and Rehbein (2014) and Botti and Giuffra (2010)
Smoked fish products Smith, McVeagh, and Steinke (2008)
Crab meat products Haye, Segovia, Vera, Gallardo, and Gallardo-Escárate (2012)
Philippine fish products Maralit et al. (2013)

Meat Bovidae species Cai et al. (2011)
Bovine, ovine, caprine meat Saderi, Saderi, and Rahimi (2013)
Game meat D'Amato, Alechine, Cloete, Davison, and Corach (2013)

Dairy products Milk source Gonçalves, Pereira, Amorim, and van Asch (2012) and Guerreiro, Fernandes, and Bardsley (2012)
Plant traces in milk Ponzoni et al. (2009)
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by exchanging their data, hence creating reference databases, the lack of
which is the main limit of the method. In fact, whereas some groups of
organisms (e.g., fish) are well represented, a lot of work is required to
provide referenceDNAbarcoding data for poorly investigated taxonom-
ic groups (e.g., minor crops).

As a diagnostic tool, theDNAbarcoding approach can bemore or less
fallacious, and it should be taken into account that failures aremainly in
the essence of biological species rather than in the method (Casiraghi
et al., 2010). DNA barcoding performance is strongly influenced by the
molecular variability of the organisms. As an example, the method can-
not to date be easily applied to the differentiation of GM (Genetically
Modified) food raw material, breeds and cultivars, basing on the stan-
dard molecular markers. The modified genomic tracts usually do not
involve the plastidial or nuclear regions analyzed in a classical DNA
barcoding approach. However, given the increasing demand for a fast
and reliable traceability system for these kinds of products, a panel of
additional markers (i.e., promoters, reporter genes) could be applied
in combinationwith classical DNA barcodes. As an example, very recent
studies showed the potential of High-Resolution-Melting (HRM) analy-
ses when coupled to the investigation of DNA barcoding markers (bar-
HRM) to differentiate cultivars and closely related species and to
authenticate Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) of some food prod-
ucts (Druml & Cichna-Markl, 2014; Ganopoulos, Bazakos, Madesis,
Kalaitzis, & Tsaftaris, 2013; Ganopoulos, Madesis, Darzentas, Argiriou,
& Tsaftaris, 2012; Jaakola, Suokas, & Häggman, 2010).

2. The complex ecosystem of food biotransformation processes

Food quality does not rely on raw material characteristics only, but
also on manufacturing and biotransformation processes involved dur-
ing their conversion into final food products. Since time immemorial,
biotechnological procedures are involved in food production. These
take advantage of environmental microorganisms such as bacteria and
yeasts and of their metabolisms, transforming raw materials into
enriched foodstuffs. Well-known examples refer to the production of
wine, beer and other alcoholics, where biotransformation increases
their organoleptic properties and extends their shelf-life; yogurt and
dairy products, where microorganisms transform milk into products
exhibiting peculiar sensory and functional (e.g., probiotics) characteris-
tics; bread and other bakery products obtained by the fermentation
activity of selected yeasts. Pools ofmicroorganisms canmodify chemical
and physical features of raw materials to get new metabolites and
materials and therefore influencing sensory, safety and nutritional
properties of the final transformed food products (Bull, Plummer,
Marchesi, & Mahenthiralingam, 2013; Caplice & Fitzgerald, 1999).

Generally, in food industries physical and chemical modifications of
rawmaterials are well calibrated at any step of the production chain to
preserve the organoleptic properties of the final product (De Filippis, La
Storia, Stellato, Gatti, & Ercolini, 2014; Doyle & Buchanan, 2013). How-
ever, the calibration of biotransformation procedures is even more
difficult.

Before discussing the complexity ofmicrobial ecosystems it is neces-
sary to describe the three main categories of food biotransformation
processes: fermentation, biopreservation, and functionalisation.

The fermentation process consists in the oxidation of carbohydrates
to obtain themajor end products such as alcohol and carbon dioxide, as
well as vitamins and secondary metabolites, thanks to the metabolic
pathways of microorganisms (Ray & Daeschel, 1992). In the last
20 years, due to the continuous discoveries in biotechnology and genet-
ic engineering, fermentation has definitively moved to industrialized
and life-science driven technology Waites, Morgan, Rockey, and
Higton (2009). Nowadays, there is an astonishing variety of fermented
foods covering a broad range of food substrates (e.g., plants, milk, and
many others). Considering that fermented foods constitute 1/3 of the
human diet Campbell-Platt (1994) and due to the importance of this
process in many industrial compartments, the next chapters of this

reviewwill focus on case studies andnovel techniques to exploremicro-
bial ecosystems involved in this biotransformation process.

Concerning biopreservation, most food and beverages require treat-
ments that prolong their shelf-life, in order to maintain an acceptable
level of quality and safety frommanufacturing to consumption.Modern
food preservation approaches are based on the use of microorganisms
producing antimicrobial compounds (i.e., organic acids, ethanol, hydro-
gen peroxide and bacteriocins) that are able to inhibit or contrast food
spoilage (Ross, Morgan, & Hill, 2002). For example, a considerable
number of starter strains used mainly in fermented foods derives from
the activity of lactic acid bacteria (LAB). LAB are able to produce anti-
microbial metabolites such as lactic acid, acetic acid and other organic
acids therefore determining a low pH environment that prevents
the growth of several pathogenic and spoilage microorganisms
(Cizeikiene, Juodeikiene, Paskevicius, & Bartkiene, 2013; Crowley,
Mahony, & van Sinderen, 2013). Nowadays, more than 170 bacteriocins
have been described and are used for food preservation purposes
(Hammami, Zouhir, Le Lay, Hamida, & Fliss, 2010). The last frontier of
biopreservation is the use of microbial antagonistic molecules to
functionalize food packages (Appendini & Hotchkiss, 2002). Active
packaging systems include natural antimicrobials as additives, among
which is nisin, oneof themost studied and commercialized bacteriocins.
As an example, bacteriocins applied to food packaging materials were
found to inhibit Listeria monocytogenes on meat products Gálvez,
Abriouel, López, & Omar, 2007). The exploitation of such natural bio-
preservation strategies holds great potentials, especially in the last
years, as the awareness of the consumer towards the so-called “green
technologies” (i.e., minimally processed foods, free from chemical and
harmful preservatives) is growing and growing.

Functionalization is the production of new metabolites or functions
mediated by microorganisms which can be delivered to the consumer
through diet. These kinds of food, known as functional foods or
nutraceuticals (Shah, 2007), share three basic characteristics: they de-
rive from naturally occurring ingredients; they have to be consumed
as a part of daily diet and they have significant benefits to humanhealth.
The most common functional foods can be grouped into three catego-
ries: probiotics, prebiotics and synbiotics (Pfeiler & Klaenhammer,
2013). A probiotic is a live microorganism that confers a health benefit
on the host when administered in adequate amounts. Prebiotics are
non-digestible food ingredients that stimulate growth and/or activity
of other bacteria, with positive effects on the host's health. When both
prebiotics and probiotics are present in the same food product, those
functional foods are referred to as synbiotics. As a direct consequence
of this new nutritional trend, a wide panel of functional foods became
suitable for large-scale industrial production (Stanton, Ross, Fitzgerald,
& Sinderen, 2005). A great number of genera of bacteria are used as
probiotics, but the main species showing probiotic characteristics are
Lactobacillus acidophilus, Bifidobacterium spp., and Lactobacillus casei

(Bull et al., 2013). Yeasts also play an important role as probiotics,
with Saccharomyces boulardii as the most known probiotic fungus
which has been successfully used for curing intestinal diseases
(Czerucka, Piche, & Rampal, 2007). Several applications of probiotics
and/or prebiotics have been studied: from the enhancement of immune
response to positive effects in contrasting allergies and even AIDS or
other pathologies.

Fermentation, biopreservation, and functionalization processes in-
volvemicroorganismcommunities, sensitive to different environmental
parameters (Bokulich, Thorngate, Richardson, & Mills, 2014; Minervini,
De Angelis, Di Cagno, & Gobbetti, 2014). Moreover, community struc-
ture and relationships among different bacteria, yeasts and othermicro-
organisms undergo substantial changes during biotransformation. Thus,
only an exhaustive evaluation of microbial community structure and of
its dynamics during food production could help optimize industrial
transformation steps in order to get high-quality products.

Except for traditionally biotransformed foods and beverages, an as-
tounding number of edible products, including the emerging ‘functional
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foods’, involves the activity of microorganisms during at least one step
of their industrial production. Thus, several microorganisms gained an
important role in human food production and this trend rapidly in-
creased with the advances and industrialization of modern food
manufacturing procedures (Betoret, Betoret, Vidal, & Fito, 2011;
Roberfroid, 2000). For this reason, at the industrial level, biotransfor-
mation steps could be partially controlled by using selected micro-
organisms as reaction starters. For example, in the case of wine-
making, selected Saccharomyces cerevisiae strains are used for activating
the alcoholic fermentation of must. However, other microorganisms
naturally inhabiting raw materials or the surrounding environment,
could also be involved during food transformation. Again, in the case
of wine, the wine cellar yeasts and bacteria could actively contribute
to the chemical modification of grape juice to obtain wine with specific
organoleptic properties (Bokulich, Ohta, Richardson, & Mills, 2013;
David et al., 2014). Environmentalmicroorganisms represent an impor-
tant source of biodiversity to differentiate a certain food product from
the others, even at a reduced spatial production scale (Quigley et al.,
2012; Riquelme et al., 2015). For these reasons,modern food companies
should not underestimate the importance of knowing the composition
of amicrobial community accompanying food from farms to consumer's
fork or glass.

Moreover, during food production, undesirable microorganisms
could also enter into the food supply chain (Bondi, Messi, Halami,
Papadopoulou, and de Niederhausern (2014); Newell et al., 2010).
External microbial components can reduce the quality of food products
(spoilage microorganisms) or even negatively affect their safety
(foodborne pathogens) (Doyle & Buchanan, 2013). In these cases, an
in-depth analysis of food microbial community is essential to assess
the safety of raw materials and related final products (Fusco & Quero,
2014; Solieri, Dakal, & Giudici, 2013).

Given the complex dynamics occurring in food ecosystems, one of
the emerging topics of food science is the development of revolutionary
analytical systems that are able to characterize themicrobial communi-
ty as well as the DNA barcoding approach is able to characterize raw
materials.

Nowadays, the occurrence and abundance of microbes in a given
food ecosystem can be evaluated by studying its microbiota (Ercolini,
2013), which refers to the sum of microscopic living beings and their
genomes (i.e., themicrobiome) in the environment under investigation.
In this review, we discuss the potential of modern technological ad-
vances in the molecular characterization of food-related microorgan-
isms. Only the combination of high quality raw materials with fine
regulated biotransformation processes will lead to the improvement
of food nutritional quality.

3. Novel molecular approaches to investigate food ecosystems

Since the advent of disciplines devoted to the study of food, the
investigation of microbial ecology has dramatically changed and this
process is in constant evolution (Solieri et al., 2013). For a long period,
food-associated microorganisms and their dynamics have been studied
through culture based-methods (Doyle & Buchanan, 2013). However,
these revealed to be often weak to accomplish a complete microbial
characterization ofmany food ecosystems (Ceuppens et al., 2014). Prob-
lems and shortcomings of culturing methods basically involve the un-
derestimation of microbial diversity, and even the failure of a precise
detection of some species or genera.

Following the advent of molecular biology, a plethora of laboratory
techniques have been developed andmost of these are now extensively
adopted in food control activities (see for example, Ercolini, 2013;
Solieri et al., 2013). Molecular approaches permit to identify food-
related microorganisms and estimate their relative abundance, pro-
viding a fast, accurate and economic detection tool. Most techniques
rely on the analysis of genetic DNA markers and become increasingly
important in food microbiology. They identify microorganisms rapidly

and accurately, complementing or substituting classical methods
(Ceuppens et al., 2014; Chakraborty, Doss, Patra, & Bandyopadhyay,
2014).

Denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) is one of the most
used fingerprinting techniques in food microbiology. It is based on the
separation of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplicons of the same
size but different sequences. Fragments are separated in a denaturing
gradient gel based on their differential denaturation (melting) profile
(Ercolini, 2004). In recent years, PCR-DGGE has been largely used to
characterize bacteria and yeasts in fermented products (Muyzer, De
Waal, & Uitterlinden, 1993; Peres, Barlet, Loiseau, & Montet, 2007) and
to define the origin of raw material starting from the characteristics of
its yeast or bacterial communities as in the case of fruit (El Sheikha,
Bouvet, & Montet, 2011; El Sheikha, Durand, Sarter, Okullo, & Montet,
2012; El Sheikha, Métayer, & Montet, 2011) and fish (El Sheikha &
Montet, 2014; Le Nguyen, Ngoc, Dijoux, Loiseau, & Montet, 2008).
However, it is not always possible to resolve DGGE fragments when
the difference in sequence is not wide enough or when different DNA
fragments have identical melting behavior (Ercolini, 2004).

Since advances in technology have always driven discoveries and
changes in microorganism taxonomy, taxonomic identification is an
issue of primary importancewhen approaching the study of foodmicro-
biota. In this scenario, genomics now underlies a renaissance in food
microbiology therefore accelerating food safety monitoring and food
production processes (Ceuppens et al., 2014). Considering bacteria,
the present taxonomy is still a complex topic for biologists as well as
an area of growing interest, because the definition of microbial species
as a taxonomic unit lacks a commonly accepted theoretical basis (Felis
& Dellaglio, 2007). Microbial taxonomy directly influences a number
of basic scientific and applied fieldswheremicroorganisms are involved
(Tautz, Arctander, Minelli, Thomas, & Vogler, 2003) including food pro-
duction, conservation and probiotic activity. Depending on the level of
investigation required, the taxonomic resolution of microorganisms
can vary. For example, the genus rank could be sufficientwhenmonitor-
ing changes in microbial community during a biotransformation or
treatment process of food raw material (e.g., fermentation, pasteuriza-
tion) (Quigley et al., 2012). In contrast, species or strains have to be pre-
cisely identified in the case of pathogen detection analyses, or to assess
the efficacy of a certain probiotic.

Aiming to differentiatemicroorganisms at the species level,methods
based on DNA sequencing are currently the most adopted. In many
cases, when a fast and accurate response is needed, a ‘DNA barcoding-
like’ approach is the most reliable (Chakraborty et al., 2014). Many
scientists used 16S rRNA gene as a universal marker for species-level
typing of microorganisms (Bokulich, 2012; Claesson et al., 2010; Janda
& Abbott, 2007). This genomic region is considered a ‘bacterial barcode’
due to its peculiar properties (Patel, 2001): it is present in all the bacte-
rial species, it contains sufficient information (1500 bp long) to differen-
tiate species and, in some cases, strains (Muñoz-Quezada et al., 2013)
and finally, the 16S rRNA relies upon an impressive archive of reference
sequences such as Greengenes (De Santis et al., 2006) and SILVA
(Pruesse et al., 2007). Amplicons belonging to whole genomic extrac-
tion conducted on thematrices under investigation (e.g., food products)
are sequenced and reads are compared to reference databases to identi-
fy the Operational Taxonomic Units— OTUs (Sandionigi et al., in press).

Several studies test analytical approaches for the DNA-based detec-
tion of emergent food microbial contaminants in a wide panel of food
products (see for example Fusco & Quero, 2014; Velusamy, Arshak,
Korostynska, Oliwa, & Adley, 2010 and related references). Such tech-
niques allow to detect specific bacteria and strains in different steps of
the food supply chain as reported for example in the cases of seafood
and meat manufacturing (Amagliani, Brandi, & Schiavano, 2012;
Norhana, Poole, Deeth, & Dykes, 2010; Zbrun et al., 2013). In interna-
tional trade, major food categories are commonly shipped over very
long distances and are therefore exposed to various contaminants
such as Salmonella, Listeria and Campylobacter. PCR and Real-time PCR
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based methods are nowadays routinely used for the detection of these
pathogens. Primer combinations also permit the simultaneous identifi-
cation of a panel of foodborne pathogens in a single reaction (see for
example Jofré et al., 2005).

Progresses in sequencing technologies and bioinformatic analysis of
data, led nowadays to a more complex scenario of food control activi-
ties. Detection approaches targeting one or few microorganisms are
not sufficient to have a reliable characterization of quality and safety
of foodstuff. Recent technological advances offer a panel of analytical
tools able to screen the whole microbial community of food matrices.
The use of universal markers produces several DNA barcode fragments,
corresponding to the each bacterial species present in a food sample.
With the ultimate goal of characterizing the complete spectrum of mi-
croorganisms, the traditional Sanger sequencing approach is inadequate
to uncover this huge diversity. To date, several novel approaches, re-
ferred to as ‘Next Generation Sequencing’ (NGS) and, more recently,
‘High Throughput Sequencing’ (HTS), have been developed (Ercolini,
2013; Mayo et al., 2014; Solieri et al., 2013).

HTS techniques are able to provide sequence data around a hundred
times faster and cheaper than the conventional Sanger approach.
Sequencers from 454 Life Sciences/Roche (producing about a million
sequences of 800 to 1000 base length), Solexa/Illumina and Applied
Biosystems SOLiD technology (producing over a billion sequences of
50 to 500 base length) were produced as second generation technolo-
gies and other competitive instruments appeared on the market such
as the Ion Torrent and PacBio. HTS technologies also permit to prepare
several DNA samples from different extracts and tomark themwith dif-
ferent DNA tags, mixed and processed at the same time. Thanks to these
practical advantages, it is possible to analyze in parallel a very high
number of samples, and hence lower the analysis cost. The reduction
in cost and time for generating DNA sequence data has resulted in a
range of new successful applications, including food traceability and
especially food microbiology (Madesis et al., 2014).

Table 2 encompasses recent and emblematic case studies concerning
the adoption of HTS approaches to study the microbial ecosystem (in
terms of diversity and dynamics) of different food categories. In most
cases, the obtained results could be of great impact in the food supply
chain to improve industrial biotransformation processes, enhance qual-
ity of the final products, extend the shelf-life and valuating local
productions.

In the following sections, we selected two of themost representative
food categories to highlight the role of novel molecular approaches in
characterizing food microbial ecosystems. The first category refers to
foodstuffs having plant organisms as starting raw material and where
HTS analysiswasused to characterize themicrobiota of some food prod-
ucts from field to table. Similarly, the second section describes emblem-
atic case studies involving dairy products, which are characterized by
complex and sometimes unconventional biotransformation processes.

4. Microbiota composition and dynamics in plant

fermentation processes

Fermentation is considered one of the oldest biotechnological
methods to convert sugars, starches, or other carbohydrates, into alco-
hol, and organic acids, by microorganisms. Archeologists have found
molecular evidence for the production of fermented beverages dated
back to 7000 and 5400 BC. In the Neolithic, fermentation ensured vege-
table preservation (McGovern, Glusker, Exner, & Voigt, 1996; Ross et al.,
2002) and was based on spontaneous microorganisms inhabiting fruits
and seeds. Nowadays,many selected strains ofmicroorganisms are used
to transform raw materials in foodstuffs having additional nutritional
properties. HTS analyses also clarified the key role of spontaneous mi-
croorganisms in biotransformation processes (Table 2). The equilibrium
among spontaneous and commercial microorganisms during fermenta-
tion depends onmany factors, including themicrobial biodiversity pres-
ent in the food and the environmental conditions occurring during

Table 2

Case studies concerning the use of emerging DNA-based technologies to characterize foodmicrobiota. Potential implications for the food supply chain are reported for each food category.

Raw material/food category Aims Implications for the food supply chain References

Grapevine Study of bacterial consortia
inhabiting grapevine surfaces

Valuing cultivars and wine
production at the regional scale

Bokulich et al. (2014)

Must and Wine Study of microbial community of must and
its dynamics during alcoholic fermentation

Improvement of wine
fermentation processes

Bokulich, Bamforth, and Mills (2012),
Bokulich et al. (2013) and David et al. (2014)

Beer Study of microbial community involved
during beer production

Improvement of brewery at both
artisanal and industrial scale

Bokulich, Bamforth, and Mills (2012) and Jung,
Nam, Roh, and Bae (2012)

Soybean, rice and vegetables Study of microbial community of
fermented products

Quality improvement of final foodstuffs.
Valorization of production by enhancing
sensorial characteristics of
local and commercial products

Jung et al. (2011), Kim et al. (2011), Nam,
Lee, & Lim (2012), Park et al. (2012) and
Sakamoto,
Tanaka, Sonomoto, and Nakayama (2011)

Olives Study of olive fermentation
dynamics and bacterial biodiversity

Improvement of the sensory
quality of table olives

Cocolin et al. (2013)

Raw milk Assessing the effects of cattle's
diet on milk quality

Enhance and preserve organoleptic
quality and shelf-life of raw milk and
dairy products by calibrating cattle diet

Kuehn et al. (2013), Masoud et al. (2012) and
Zhang et al. (in press)

Processed Milk Influence of milk origin and
treatments on microbiota

Selection of new strains or strains with
novel properties for their use as
dairy starters

Delgado et al. (2013), Dobson, O'Sullivan,
Cotter, Ross, and Hill (2011) and Leite et al.
(2012)

PDO cheeses Characterization of the microbiota
involved in cheese production

Improvement of fermenation
processes to obtain high
quality cheese

Aldrete-Tapia et al. (2014), Alegría, Szczesny,
Mayo, Bardowski, and Kowalczyk (2012),
De Filippis et al. (2014), De Pasquale et al.
(2014),
Lusk et al. (2012), Quigley et al. (2012) and
Riquelme et al. (2015)

Seafood Study of microbial community of
fermented seafood

Improvement of fermentation and
conservation processes

Koyanagi et al. (2011) and Roh et al. (2009)

Seafood Investigating relationships between
seafood microbiota and products'
shelf-life

Shelf-life extension of
seafood products

Broekaert, Heyndrickx, Herman, Devlieghere,
and Vlaemynck (2013), Chaillou et al. (2014),
Kim et al. (2014) and Koyanagi et al. (2011)

Meat Characterization of microbial
communities and dynamics
associated to meat products

Improvement of organoleptic
characteristics and quality of
typical products.

Chaillou et al. (2014), Nieminen et al. (2012),
Połka, Rebecchi, Pisacane, Morelli, and
Puglisi (2015)
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biotransformation. An HTS approach allows studying the evolution of
food microbiota in time and in response to different parameters such
as temperature, pH, substrate chemical composition and others. For ex-
ample, David et al. (2014) mapped microbial population dynamics in
wine musts (organic and conventional) and showed substantial chang-
es during each biotransformation phase in response to must character-
istics. These data could be used by winemakers to drive fermentation
processes and to set up the most suitable environmental conditions to
enhance wine characteristics (Bokulich, Joseph, Allen, Benson, & Mills,
2012). Similar analyses were conducted for brewing. Data suggested
that beer is characterized by consistent modification in microbial activ-
ity at every stage, from rawmaterial production andmalting to stability
in the package. Again, the HTS approach allowed to evaluate this diver-
sity and to exclude the presence of undesirable bacteria (Vriesekoop,
Krahl, Hucker, & Menz, 2012).

In table olive fermentation, HTS techniques were used to evaluate
the impact of NaOH treatment (Cocolin et al., 2013). No treated olives
were characterized by the presence of halophilic bacteria, which were
substituted by Lactobacillus at the later stages of the fermentation,
whereas Enterobacteria were dominant when the olives were treated
with sodium hydroxide. Higher biodiversity was found for Lactobacillus
plantarum isolated during untreated fermentation: different biotypes
were found on the olive surface and in the brines.When the debittering
process was carried out, a decrease in the number of L. plantarum bio-
types was observed and those originating from the surface of the olive
did not differ from those occurring in the brines. These changes in mi-
crobiota structure could lead to a modification of the sensory quality
of olives.

In plant products, the microbial community of the cultivation area
could also influence the quality and nutritional value of the final food
products. Using HTS analyses, Bokulich et al. (2013), identified the
“wine microbial terroir” and elucidated the relationship between pro-
duction region, climate, and microbial patterns. This information may
help to enhance biological control of vineyard, improving thewine sup-
ply and to enhance the economic value of important agricultural com-
modities, as also suggested by Baldan et al. (2014).

Microbiome analysis could also be used to evaluate and enhance the
nutritional value of food products. For example, analysis performed on
different commercial brands and local productions of doenjang, a tradi-
tional fermented soybean product, revealed consistent differences in
microbial community structure (see Table 2 for references). Such differ-
ences largely influence the flavor and nutritional properties of doenjang
(Nam, Park, & Lim, 2012). Commercial brands contain simple microbial
communities dominated by Tetragenococcus and Staphylococcus that
homogenize the taste and composition of the product. In contrast,
local products showed conspicuous variability in microbial populations,
providing products of completely different fermentations.

The analysis of spontaneousmicrobiota associated with original raw
materials and the evaluation of antimicrobial components is another
important element to drive biotransformation processes. For example,
the consistent demands of new flours from cereals and other crops
lead to the test of different mixtures. Chestnut flour was considered
one of the most interesting raw materials due to its content of pro-
teins with essential amino acids (4–7%), mineral salts and vitamins;
however, the occurrence of phenolic compounds with antimicrobial
activity prevents the use of this rawmaterial for the fermented prod-
ucts De Vasconcelos, Bennett, Rosa, and Ferreira-Cardoso (2010).
The combination of chestnut flour with wheat (Dall'Asta et al.,
2013), rice (Demirkesen, Mert, Sumnu, & Sahin, 2010) and rye flours
could reduce the chestnut antibacterial components. A mix of raw
materials resulted in a mix of microbiota that can contribute to im-
prove the efficacy of biotransformation (Aponte et al., 2014).

Finally, the modern molecular approaches to study microbial eco-
systems of plant-derived foods could also reduce food spoilage occur-
rence due to undesirable microorganisms. In general, food alteration
derives from contamination mediated by specific microorganisms, but

sometimes several pathogens can simultaneously contaminate a food
matrix (Fusco & Quero, 2014). For example, brewing could be negative-
ly affected by different classes of bacteria such as lactic acid bacteria,
acetic acid bacteria, Enterobacteriaceae and Zymomonas (Vriesekoop
et al., 2012) that can coexist. In these cases, HTS analysis is reliable for
identifying any undesirable microorganism and could be used to en-
hance food sanitation and preservation measures.

5. The evolution of microbial community in artisanal and industrial

dairy production

Dairy products are the result of a long history and local traditions
(Cordain et al., 2005) that led nowadays to the recognition of hundreds
of Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) products. Such brand refers to
peculiarities in their flavor, consistency andmethods of production that
are characteristic of a certain geographical site and increase their mar-
ket value. Due to the economic relevance, health and social issues re-
lated to this category of foodstuff, many DNA-based techniques are
currently available to assess authenticity and adulteration of milk-
derived food (Mafra et al., 2008). Among the applications of these mo-
lecular tools, there is the possibility of detecting the adulteration of
higher value milk by nondeclared cow's milk (Galimberti et al., 2013)
and even to detect traces of feed-derived plant DNA fragments in raw
milk and in its fractions (Ponzoni, Mastromauro, Gianì, & Breviario,
2009). In contrast, the characterization of their microbial component
is much more difficult. Microbial dynamics occurring within major
ingredients involved in the manufacturing of typical cheeses (i.e., milk,
rennet, salt) shape the production of the different varieties and can con-
tribute to aroma and taste defects. As a result, themicrobiota of different
cheeses varies considerably depending on the type of fermentation
adopted (Quigley et al., 2012). Due to the complexity of biotransforma-
tion processes, diversity, not only at the species level but also at the
strain one is pivotal for industrial purposes. This aspect requires the
availability of reliablemethods for strain discrimination andmonitoring
(De Filippis et al., 2014). Indeed, a deep knowledge of raw material in-
digenous microbiota could permit proper selection and dosage of a
starter culture to enhance the transformation steps and increase sen-
sorial properties of the final product (see Table 2 for examples).

Microbial populations in cheese can be split into two distinct groups
i.e., starter and non-starter microorganisms. Homofermentative lactic
acid bacteria (LAB) are the dominant and most important component
of the microbiota of fermented milk products as they act as starter cul-
tures, causing rapid acidification via the production of lactic acid. In
some fermented dairy products, additional yeasts,molds, aswell as bac-
teria such as non-starter lactic acid bacteria (NSLAB), are involved in the
production of flavor compounds or carbon dioxide (De Pasquale,
Di Cagno, Buchin, De Angelis, & Gobbetti, 2014; Fox, Guinee, Cogan, &
McSweeney, 2000; Quigley et al., 2012). However, they can also be asso-
ciated with the occurrence of defects. The relative importance of the
starter culture and other added microorganisms varies from product
to product (Johnson & Steele, 2013), as well as the microbial composi-
tion in different parts of a ripened product (e.g., internal part, rind). A
precise control ofmicrobial strains and their proportions is fundamental
to minimize cheese defects and enhance its quality (O'Sullivan, Giblin,
McSweeney, Sheehan, & Cotter, 2013).

The basic goal of characterizing microbial diversity and community
dynamics in relation to dairymicrobiology is to understand the relation-
ships betweenmicroorganisms and their impact on food sensorial prop-
erties and safety (Solieri et al., 2013). The modern molecular approach
to study microbiota composition can contribute to clarify the role of
raw milk quality and added ingredients in dairy transformation pro-
cesses. Many studies showed how cheese microbiota structure can
vary according to the animal origin of the milk (Coppola, Blaiotta,
Ercolini, & Moschetti, 2001; Quigley et al., 2012), its preliminary treat-
ments (e.g., pasteurization, Delgado et al., 2013) and additional ingredi-
ents used during production (Ercolini, De Filippis, La Storia, & Iacono,
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2012). In a survey based on HTS analyses conducted on the microbiota
of 62 artisanal Irish cheeses, Quigley et al. (2012) provided evidence
for a different microbial richness (in terms of genera of bacteria) in
milk of different sources, with a maximum (i.e., 21 genera) for cow
milk cheeses and a minimum (i.e., 2 genera) for sheep milk cheeses.
They also highlighted, in some cheeses, a negative effect of salt content
on the presence of certain genera (e.g., Leuconostoc and Pseudomonas)
as well as a different microbial community structure when herbs and
species were involved during cheese manufacturing.

In 2012, Ercolini et al., demonstrated the importance of the micro-
biota of naturalwhey culture (NWC) added to rawmilk to drive fermen-
tation processes and shaping the final bacterial community of water
buffalo mozzarella, a highly appreciated Italian nonripened cheese.
Although completely different production technologies are employed,
some products such as Grana Padano, Parmigiano Reggiano and other
PDO cheeses share the use of the NWC as starter for curd acidification.
Studies on their microbial communities and dynamics revealed by HTS
approach (e.g., De Filippis et al., 2014), showed how, starting from sim-
ilar NWCs, temperature and pH drive selection of a characteristic core
microbiota, responsible in the achieving the typical sensory characteris-
tics of each cheese type.

Animal diet was thought to be of primary importance for deter-
mining milk composition, microbial structure and quality. Using a 454
pyrosequencing approach, Zhang, Huo, Zhu, and Mao (in press) found
that high-concentrate feeding had significant effects on shaping the
milk microbial community of dairy cows. This kind of diet resulted
in a greater proportion of psychrotrophic bacteria in milk, such as
Pseudomonas, Brevundimonas, Sphingobacterium, Alcaligenes, Entero-
bacter and Lactobacillus. A possible conclusion was that inappropriate
cattle feeding may lower the organoleptic quality of raw milk and
dairy products, also limiting the shelf-life of processed fluid milk.

HTS analysis of microbiota composition can also give information
about the dairy production methods. Generally, traditional manufac-
turing processes (i.e., artisanal production) are characterized by a com-
plex microbial community. In contrast, industrially obtained foods are
characterized by more-simple microbial consortia (De Filippis et al.,
2014; Ercolini, 2013).

Several researches also revealed that different cheese-making units
within the same broad geographic area share a common core micro-
biota (see for example De Filippis et al., 2014; Quigley et al., 2012). A
precise knowledge of such bacterial consortia may help in transferring
certain productions from the artisanal to the industrial level with con-
sequent economical benefits.

However, in dairy production, one of the possible risks occurring in
the passage from artisanal to industrial manufacturing could be the
loss of flavors and aromas which are characteristic of the product. This
goal requires the standardization of the cheese production process,
using for example pasteurized milk instead of the raw one. The stan-
dardization of fermented dairy manufacturing is not trivial because
different products which are similar in appearance can exhibit unique
bacterial profiles and unique sensorial properties (Lusk et al., 2012). In
a recent study, Aldrete-Tapia, Escobar-Ramírez, Tamplin, and
Hernández-Iturriaga (2014) used HTS techniques to establish the
denomination of origin for theMexican artisanal Poro cheese: they pro-
vided an insight into the composition and dynamics of bacterial com-
munities present during its production and ripening. Since molecular
data determined the relative composition and bacterial species in the
artisanal production process of Poro cheese, it could be possible to iden-
tify not only the microbial communities but also those bacteria that
could be potentially used in starter cultures.

Another emblematic case is that of Pico Cheese, an artisanal dairy
cattle product manufactured by few Azorean (Portugal) producers
without the addition of starter cultures (Riquelme et al., 2015). Given
the ongoing loss of local producers and the necessity to preserve its pe-
culiarity and enhance its marketability even at a semi-industrial scale
production, Riquelme et al. (2015) examined in depth the microbiota

diversity and dynamics during ripening of Pico Cheese. Researchers
characterized the core bacterial components (Lactococcus, Streptococcus
and some unclassified Enterobacteriaceae) of artisanal Pico cheese mi-
crobiota, a first step to recreate certain conditions for a potential indus-
trial production.

The microbiota of the processing environment also influences the
microbial community and its succession of fermented dairy products.
During manufacturing, raw milk and its fermented intermediates, en-
counter many different surfaces, all acting as potential vectors for mi-
crobes. HTS analyses conducted by Bokulich and Mills (2013) on two
artisanal cheesemaking plants revealed that similar communities of mi-
crobes occupied the same surface types, reflecting the selection for dis-
tinct communities on the basis of the production stage. Such a situation
may play an important role in populating cheese microbial communi-
ties, beneficially directing the course of sequential fermentation and
the quality of the final products (see for example the cases of water buf-
falo mozzarella and other artisanal cheeses: Aldrete-Tapia et al., 2014;
Mauriello, Moio, Genovese, & Ercolini, 2003; Randazzo, Pitino, Ribbera,
& Caggia, 2010). Interestingly, De Filippis et al. (2014), in a study
on three highly-appreciated PDO Italian cheeses, found many sub-
dominant OTUs of environmental provenance, probably arising from
soil and agricultural environment and established into the final product.

The spatial distribution ofmicrobes in foods is also a very interesting
issue. It was demonstrated that structurally complex foodstuffs can host
a different microbiota within their parts, such as the crust, veins, and
core in a blue cheese (Ercolini, 2013). The use of HTS technologies is
successful in assessing the location of different microbes across food
matrices (Gkatzionis, Yunita, Linforth, Dickinson, & Dodd, 2014) and
this information can have important consequences in understanding
and enhancing the ripening and flavoring processes of high-value
products.

6. Conclusions

High Throughput Sequencing technologies are nowadays an emerg-
ing and widely adopted tool for microbial characterization of a huge
number of matrices and ecosystems, among which foodstuffs. In the
field of food quality and safety assessment, the vast majority of pub-
lished studies focus on fermented beverages and dairy products, in
spite of their relevance and economic value in the global market.
Other food categories such as meat and seafood are widely distributed
worldwide but many aspects of their microbial ecology are largely un-
known. In recent years, thanks to the growing accessibility of modern
analytical technologies (i.e., HTS), the first studies on these apparently
less complex food matrices are emerging.

In contrast to environmental microbiology, few studies have been
conducted to identify the metabolic pathways and active compounds
involved during the main food transformation processes. A more
detailed knowledge on the role of different microorganisms in food
would help in enhancing production processes, reducing wastes and
extending product shelf-life. In this context, recent advances in ‘omic’
can have great relevance in food science. In the very next-future an
effective integration among different sources of biological information
is desirable in order to better understand and manipulate flavor
formation, taste and the nutritional quality of foodstuff.
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Nis outlook paper addresses the problem of the traceability of minor crops. Nese kinds of cultivations consist in a large number
of plants locally distributed with a modest production in terms of cultivated acreage and quantity of Rnal product. Because of
globalization, the diTusion of minor crops is increasing due to their beneRt for human health or their use as food supplements.
Such a phenomenon implies a major risk for species substitution or uncontrolled admixture of manufactured plant products with
severe consequences for the health of consumers. Ne need for a reliable identiRcation system is therefore essential to evaluate the
quality and provenance of minor agricultural products. DNA-based techniques can help in achieving this mission. In particular, the
DNA barcoding approach has gained a role of primary importance thanks to its universality and versatility. Here, we present the
advantages in the use of DNA barcoding for the characterization and traceability of minor crops based on our previous or ongoing
studies at the ZooPlantLab (Milan, Italy). We also discuss how DNA barcoding may potentially be transferred from the laboratory
to the food supply chain, from Reld to table.

1. DNA Barcoding for Plant Identification

Plants as primary producers are the basis of human nutri-
tion from time immemorial. It is estimated that about
7,000 species of plants have been cultivated for consump-
tion in human history (FAO data) and a large number
of cultivars and varieties are also recognized. Ne Com-
mission on Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture
(http://www.fao.org/nr/cgrfa/cthemes/plants/en/) estimated
that 30 crops are usually referred currently as major agricul-
tural products since they provide 95% of human food energy
needs (e.g., rice, wheat, maize, and potato). Nese resources
are widelymonitored andwell characterized with the analysis
of DNAmarkers speciRcally developed for each cultivar (see,
e.g., [1–3]). On the contrary, reliable characterization tools
for the minor varieties are far from being deRned. Minor
crops include plants for food, pharmaceutical, cosmetic, and
ornamental purposes with a modest production in terms of
cultivated acreage and quantity of Rnal product [4]. Nere
are no Rxed standard values to deRne a minor crop; however,
conventionally, all the local varieties could be placed in this

category. Most of these species or varieties show peculiar
traits from the alimentary, pharmaceutical, or ornamental
points of view. Some examples of minor crops that are
now widely cultivated and worldwide distributed are Goji
(Lycium barbarum L. [5]), Chokeberry (Aronia melanocarpa
(Michx.), [6]), Peach Palm (Bactris gasipaes Kunth [7]),
TeT (Eragrostis tef (Zucc.) [8]), and Okra (Abelmoschus
esculentus (L.) Moench [9]). A large number of minor
crops were usually produced and consumed locally [10] but,
nowadays, the continuous demand by developed countries
for identifying new active metabolites for human health
and nutrition has increased their diTusion at global level
[11–14]. Nis phenomenon implies a major risk for species
substitution or uncontrolled admixture of manufactured
plant products. Substitution or adulteration can be deliberate
(e.g., to maximize Rnancial gains) or inadvertent (e.g., due
to an insukcient knowledge by farmers) but they can have
serious consequences for consumers at any rate [14–19].

Given these premises, it is clear that the deRnition of
a reliable traceability system is an aspect of major concern
when plants, parts of plants, or plant extracts are used in food
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industry. Ne need for an unequivocal identiRcation is also
essential to start quality assurance procedures for agricultural
products, to authenticate their geographical provenance (in
the case of protected designation of origin), and to prevent
commercial frauds and adulteration cases.

Agricultural products are subjected to strong processing
and manufacturing before they are released as Rnal products
to the consumer. Nese processes alter the plant structure,
thereby impeding the use of morphological characters to
identify most of the agricultural products. To overcome
this limit, the analysis of proteins and/or DNA is nowa-
days used as the main tool for plant traceability. However,
although chemical or protein-based approaches are useful
in characterizing the composition of fresh products, these
methods can be biased by several factors such as the
strong food manufacturing processes, the limited number of
detectable isozymes, or the high tissue and developmental
stage speciRcity of the markers [20]. DNA markers are more
informative than protein or chemical based methods because
DNA better resists industrial processes such as shredding,
boiling, pressure cooking, or transformations mediated by
chemical agents (see, e.g., [18, 21, 22]). Nis property allows
a successful identiRcation of plant material, even when it is
present in small traces [23, 24]. Moreover, the availability of
advanced technologies and ekcient commercial kits forDNA
extraction permits obtaining an acceptable yield of genetic
material from processed or degraded plant material [25].

As a consequence, DNA markers have rapidly become
the most used tools in the genetic analyses of crops and
cultivars, as well as in the tracking and certiRcation of the
rawmaterials in food industry processes [26–32]. PCR-based
methods aremore sensitive and faster than other technologies
in characterizing agricultural products [1–3]. Among these,
discontinuous molecular markers such as RAPDs, AFLPs,
and their variants (e.g., ISSR, SSAP) have been successfully
adopted for the characterization of crop species [24]. More-
over, sequencing-based systems such as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) and simple sequence repeats (SSRs)
are also used because of their high level of polymorphism
and high reproducibility [30]. However, being highly species
speciRc, these approaches require access to the correct DNA
sequence of the organisms and their application is olen
limited to a single species.

In the last decade, DNA barcoding was proposed as a
universal DNA-based tool for species identiRcation [33]. Ne
name “DNA barcoding” Rguratively refers to the way an
infrared scanner univocally identiRes a product by using the
stripes of the universal product code (UPC). At the same
time, this approach is based on the analysis of the variability
within one or a few standard regions of the genome called
“DNA barcode/s” [33].Ne rationale of themethod is that the
DNA barcoding sequence/s univocally corresponds to each
species (i.e., low intraspeciRc variability) but largely diTers
between taxa (i.e., high interspeciRc variability) [33, 34].DNA
barcoding has the advantage of combining three important
innovations: molecularization of the identiRcation approach
(i.e., the investigation of DNA variability to diTerentiate
taxa), standardization of the process (from sample collection
to the analysis of molecular results), and computerization

(i.e., the not redundant transposition of the data using
informatics) [34].

Several plastidial and nuclear regions have been proposed
as barcode regions for plants [35–37] and some of them are
now used for the identiRcation of crop species, as recently
reviewed by [38]. In 2009, the PlantWorking Group of CBOL
(consortium for the barcode of life) deRned a standard core-
barcode panel of markers based on the combination of por-
tions of two coding plastidial regions:matK and rbcL [39, 40].
Despite their high universality in terms of ampliRcation and
sequencing success, the analysis of these coding regions fails
in some cases due to the interspeciRc sharing of sequences
[41]. Internal transcribed spacer regions of nuclear ribosomal
DNA (ITS) were recommended as additional marker being
highly variable in angiosperms [40]. ITS works well in
many plant groups but, in some cases, incomplete concerted
evolution and intraindividual variation make it unsuitable
as universal plant barcode [40]. However, the combination
of matK and rbcL with the plastidial intergenic noncoding
region trnH-psbA increases the identiRcation performance of
DNA barcoding. As a consequence, the use of trnH-psbA is
growing due to its easy ampliRcation, and its high genetic
variability among closely related taxa [15, 35, 42].

At the University of Milano-Bicocca (Milan, Italy), the
ZooPlantLab group (http://www.zooplantlab.btbs.unimib.
it/) is one of the most active centers where DNA barcoding
is used as a universal traceability system. Ne ZooPlantLab
research team investigates concrete problems dealing with
agricultural production of minor crops by transferring the
analytical pipeline from the laboratory to food supply chain.
Nis approach aims to overcome technical traceability prob-
lems in order to oTer solid solutions to the market.

In the following sections, we present some of the potential
applications and advantages of DNAbarcoding for the identi-
Rcation and traceability along the food supply chain of minor
crops. We also examine the most innovative approaches
dealing with DNA barcoding that have been recently adopted
to characterize these kinds of agricultural products.

2. Traceability of Minor Crops in the Supply
Chain: The Case of Spices

Spices represent a clear example of minor crops. Most of
these belong to Lamiaceae, a large family of 264 genera and
almost 7,000 described species [78] characterized by aromatic
oils and secondary metabolites. Nanks to their peculiar
chemical proRles, these plants are commonly used as pavor
for cooking, essences for cosmetics, and active components
in medicines. Given their economical importance, many
members of Lamiaceae have been investigated widely with
diTerent approaches ranging from morphology to chemistry
and genetics in order to characterize their variability and
improve the quality of cultivated varieties [25, 26, 79, 80].

Although some species showed distinctivemorphological
traits, this family encompasses many critical genera such as
Lymus [43], where diTerences among closely related taxa
are limited to fewminor morphological characters. However,
morphology could be ineTective for tracing spices along
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the supply chain (i.e., from the crop cultivation sites to the
Rnal products) which usually encompasses strong manu-
facturing processes such as crushing, powdering, or aque-
ous/alcoholic extraction of plant material.

International agencies such as the American Spice Trade
Association (ASTA, http://www.astaspice.org) and the Euro-
pean Spice Association (ESA, http://www.esa-spices.org/)
support the characterization of the phytochemical proRle
to assess the quality of herbs and spices. Ne evaluation
of chemical characteristics is essential to standardize the
industrial production of spices-derived products; however,
in most cases, the analysis of chemical compounds is not
able to univocally identify the original plants at the species
level [26]. For this reason, we proposed the DNA barcoding
approach as a universal and suitable tool to characterize
and trace aromatic species. DNA analyses were conducted
starting from diTerent plant portions [22] or their derived
products (e.g., oils, extracts) stored at diTerent conditions
(i.e., dried, frozen). In our study [22], we investigated 6
major groups of cooking spices (i.e., mint, basil, oregano,
sage, thyme, and rosemary) also including theirmost relevant
cultivars and hybrids. We collected samples at diTerent
stages of the industrial supply chain starting from seeds and
plants cultivated by private farmers or in garden centers to
commercial dried spices or othermanufactured products.We
also tested the performances of DNAbarcoding starting from
plant extracts. A good yield of high qualityDNAwas obtained
through extraction protocols from all of the considered
samples and then used for the next steps of the analysis
(i.e., PCR and sequencing). A sukcient amount of DNA
was also extracted from several of the plant extracts (Labra
M., unpublished data) by using commercial kits. Nis Rrst
result conRrmed that the industrial processes to transform
the raw plant material such as drying, crushing, and aqueous
or alcoholic extractions do not excessively degrade DNA.
Among the four tested DNA barcoding regions (i.e., rbcL,
matK, trnH-psbA, and rpoB), the trnH-psbA ranked the Rrst
in genetic divergence values among species, followed bymatK
and rbcL. On the contrary, rpoB showed the lowest sequence
divergence among the tested taxa (see [22] for further details).

Our results partially supported the guidelines provided
by the CBOL [40]. Indeed, the two core-barcode markers
(i.e., matK + rbcL) properly assigned the tested spices to
the expected genus and, in most cases, they also reached
the species level. However, the highest identiRcation perfor-
mances were achieved by using the additional trnH-psbA
barcode region. A clear example is that of basil (genus
Ocimum), a group consisting of 30–160 species with many
recognized cultivars [81]. In our study, exclusive trnH-psbA
haplotypes, were found for almost all the tested cultivars,
providing a reliable system for their identiRcation.Nis result
deserves to be highlighted because it is one of the Rrst pieces
of evidence supporting the usefulness of DNA barcoding in
discriminating organisms at a taxonomic level lower than the
species one.

Other important data revealed by our analyses concerned
the capability of DNA barcoding to identify parental and
hybrid species in some members of Lamiaceae. An example
is represented by the case of peppermint (M. piperita L.),

a sterile hybrid betweenM.aquaticaL.×M. spicataL. [82, 83].
Ne plastidial markers used in this study conRrmed that M.
spicata L. is the maternal parental of M. piperita L. because
both taxa showed the sameDNAproRle. However, to conRrm
deRnitively the hybrid origin ofM. piperita L. and to identify
the exact parental inheritance, the ITS2 codominant marker
was sequenced (Labra M., unpublished data).

On the whole, the most relevant result of our work con-
sisted in the assessment of the universality of DNA barcoding
in a context of minor crops traceability. Using a single primer
combination for each one of the fewDNA barcodingmarkers
and following standard laboratory protocols, it is possible to
recognize the original species starting from diTerent plant
portions or derived processed materials. Ne same approach
is also useful for validating several other herbal products
commonly distributed on the market such as tea [50], saTron
[44, 84], ginseng [69], black pepper [59], and many others
(see also Table 1). Nese cases clearly emphasize the high
versatility of DNA barcoding. It is an authentic functional
tool for molecular traceability of agricultural products, as
most of the minor crops have not yet been characterized with
privatemarkers such as SSR or SNP in order to allow a reliable
DNA Rngerprinting system. Moreover, DNA barcoding does
not require any previous knowledge of the plant genome for
the investigated species and the analytical procedures can
be easily adopted by any laboratory equipped for molecular
biology.

3. Commercial Frauds
and Dangerous Substitutions

Nowadays, the global diTusion of several minor crops in
the absence of suitable traceability protocols is leading to
frequent cases of plant substitution and inadvertent or delib-
erate adulteration. Nere are several documented examples
of commercial frauds where minor crops were substituted
with related taxa showing a higher productivity or biomass
but without the agronomical and nutritional characteristics
of the original species/cultivars [27, 85, 86] (see also Table 1).
Astounding cases of this phenomenon were observed for
some of the most common spices such as the Mediterranean
oregano adulterated with Cistus incanus L., Rubus caesius
L. [87–89] and saTron substituted with Crocus vernus (L.)
Hill, Carthamus, and Curcuma [19, 44, 84]. In this context,
the use of DNA barcoding can be decisive because it can
not only verify the presence/absence of the original species,
but also identify the nature of the replaced species. One of
the most striking substitution cases ever revealed by our
investigations refers to Rsh meat (e.g., sold as slices, Rllets,
blocks, surimi, Rsh sticks, and Rns). In this product category,
the manufacturing processes olen lead to the loss of any
morphological diagnostic feature that may correctly identify
the original species. In our molecular investigation [90], we
documented the frequent substitutions of Palombo (i.e., the
Italian vernacular name for Mustelus mustelus and Mustelus
asterias) with other less valuable shark species. Our test
showed that about 80% of the screened Rsh products did not
correspond to these two species but to other species or genera,
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Table 1: List of studies dealing with DNA barcoding identiRcation of minor crops.

DNA barcoding application Minor crop/food product Notes References

Traceability of minor crops
in the food supply chain

Aromatic plants
IdentiRcation of spices from fresh samples to
manufactured or processed products

[22, 43–47]

Legumes Legume seeds traceability [48, 49]

Herbal infusions Traceability of tea products [50]

Fruit

IdentiRcation and traceability of mango [51]

IdentiRcation of Citrus species [52]

IdentiRcation of Goji [53]

IdentiRcation of berries [54]

Vegetables IdentiRcation of Capsicum cultivars [55]

Medical plant and food supplements Traceability of medicinal plants [56–58]

Commercial frauds and
dangerous substitutions

Aromatic products IdentiRcation of spices adulterants [59, 60]

Vegetal pour
IdentiRcation of buckwheat in commercial
foodstuTs

[61]

Legumes Seed admixture and adulteration [62, 63]

Fruit
IdentiRcation and adulteration of
fruit-based products

[60, 64]

Oil Oil adulteration [65]

Medicinal plants/food supplements
Dangerous substitution of Solanum lyratum
with Aristolochia mollissima

[66]

Adulteration of herbal products [67]

Tea Contamination of tea products [68]

Molecular identiRcation of
minor crops in complex
matrices

Natural health products
IdentiRcation of pharmaceutical plants in
commercial products

[69]

Juice and vegetal beverages Juice authentication [70–72]

Honey IdentiRcation of pollen and plant residuals [73]

Jams or yogurt
IdentiRcation of fruit in commercial
products

[74, 75]

Food supplements IdentiRcation of allergenic plants [76, 77]

some of which are Rshed or marketed illegally. Starting from
this experience, we tested the usefulness of DNA barcoding
to evaluate the contamination of plant-based products. For
example, in a pilot study on spices conducted by our group,
we detected contaminant DNA in commercial samples of
sage (i.e., Salvia) produced by local farmers. Nis DNA
corresponded to species belonging to the family Poaceae (i.e.,
Festuca sp.). We hypothesized that these contaminant plants
were accidentally grown togetherwith the sage and fragments
of them were erroneously collected, shredded, and conse-
quently admixed to the Rnal commercial products (Labra
M., unpublished data). Nese conditions are dangerous if the
contaminant taxon is toxic or allergenic for humans. A typical
example is that of nuts and almonds which cause allergies in
many people [91]. Several commercial foodstuTs (e.g., bakery,
pastry, and snacks) showed contamination by these plants
(see, e.g., [76, 92]). Also in this case, DNA barcoding acts as a
very versatile tool, allowing the detection of both species (and
many other allergenic taxa) also when they were present in
traces [76].

Similarly, DNA barcoding can be ekcient in identifying
those plant species causing intoxication or poisoning in con-
sumers. In recent years, plant exposures are among the most

frequent poisoning cases reported by poison control centers
[15, 93, 94]. Many of these are due to inadvertent misiden-
tiRcation as reported in [95] where the authors documented
the exchange of spontaneous salad (Lactuca alpine (L.)Wallr.)
with Aconitum spp. and wild garlic (Allium ursinum L.)
with Colchicum sp. Both Aconitum and Colchicum contain
toxic metabolites with severe consequences for human health
aler ingestion [96, 97]. Our analysis showed that DNA
barcoding allowed us to detect the presence of poisonous
plants and identify speciRc sequence-characterized ampliRed
regions (SCARs) useful in a real-time PCR approach for rapid
diagnosis in poison centers [60].

4. Plant Molecular Identification in
Complex Matrices

Most food and cosmetic products are made up of a pool
of plant species, major and minor crops, and spontaneous
species. Nese are considered complex matrices [31] and,
to establish traceability, the availability of universal tools
able to univocally identify each plant species is needed. We
underline that the assumptions for which DNA barcoding
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region(s) and the primers used are universal [33] imply that
when themethod is applied to complexmatrices, PCR ampli-
Rcations will produce several DNA barcoding amplicons,
corresponding to diTerent species. For this reason we tested
this diagnostic method to identify the plant composition on
diTerent mixed products such as the commercial potpourris
[14] and multipower honeys (Bruni et al., submitted). For
most of these herbal products, a detailed list of ingredi-
ents is not reported on the label; as a consequence, it is
dikcult to understand which species are used for their
preparation and especially how safe these are for human
health. In the case of potpourris, our results showed that
the principal ingredients are simple aromatic plants (e.g.,
species of Lamiaceae) which are sometimes edible (e.g.,
Salvia oScinalis L.; Ocimum basilicum L.) or ornamental
(e.g., Salvia splendens Sellow ex J.A. Schultes, Lavandula
angustifoliaMiller) without negative eTects on human health.
In other cases these products revealed the presence of plants
which produce natural toxic metabolites, such as alkaloids
that are dangerous for human health [14, 98–100]. However,
the main critical element for the identiRcation of plant-
based complex matrices is the availability of DNA barcoding
reference databases [101, 102]. To date, the Barcode of Life
Data System (i.e., BOLD, http://www.boldsystems.org/ [103])
contains 52,767 plant DNA sequences although severalminor
crops and local varieties are missing. Recent works, edited
by our laboratory and other groups, highlighted the need
for dedicated reference archives of DNA barcoding data for
these kinds of plants [31, 67, 101, 102, 104, 105]. In another
study, we demonstrated that, starting from a robust local
database, it is possible to characterize the pollen composition
ofmultipower honey, one of themost complex foodmatrices.
Our tests, conducted on honey samples produced in the
Italian Alps, showed the conspicuous presence of endemic
taxa.Nis result allowed us to assess not only the composition
of honeys, but also their geographical origin (Bruni et al.,
submitted). See also Table 1 for further examples.

In comparison to agricultural products made by a single
plant, the molecular characterization of complex matrices
requires some technical advances, especially concerning the
sequencing step. Ne traditional DNA-sequencing method
[106] can only be adopted for direct sequencing of ampli-
cons deriving from a single taxon. Complex matrices olen
contain mixtures of DNA from many individuals belonging
to a certain taxonomic group (e.g., angiosperms) and DNA
ampliRcation may generate amplicons of the same size for a
certain locus (e.g., a DNA barcode region for plant identiRca-
tion), therefore impeding direct sequencing with the Sanger
approach. A possible solution could be the adoption of a
preliminary cloning step to separate single DNA templates
but this strategy has its own limitations (e.g., high costs)
and can introduce biases (e.g., low representation of the
sequenced colonies in the case of highly complex matrices
[107, 108]). Recovering DNA sequences from the tens to
thousands of specimens present in a complex food matrix
requires the ability to read DNA from multiple templates in
parallel. Since 2005, advances in the Reld of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies [109] have been helping in
addressing this issuewith ever-lowering costs. To date, several

models of high-throughput sequencing devices have been
commercially introduced based on diTerent chemistries and
detection techniques [108].NGS technologies can generate up
to tens of millions of sequencing reads in parallel and these
approaches are being used in a variety of applications, includ-
ing the traceability of food matrices containing agricultural
products [73, 74, 110].

In conclusion, given the rapid evolution and standard-
ization of NGS advances, we think that a universal approach
such as DNA barcoding combined with them can oTer a new
opportunity for the traceability of minor crops from Reld to
table.
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Abstract

DNA barcoding is a universal molecular identification system of living beings for which efficacy
and universality have been largely demonstrated in the last decade in many contexts. It is common
to link DNA barcoding to phylogenetic reconstruction, and there is indeed an overlap, but identific-
ation and phylogenetic positioning/classification are two different processes. In mammals, a better
phylogenetic reconstruction, able to dig in fine details the relationships among biological entities,
is really welcomed, but do we need DNA barcoding too? In our opinion, the answer is positive,
but not only for the identification power, nor for the supposed ability of DNA barcoding to discover
new species. We do need DNA barcoding because it is a modern tool, able to create an integrated
system, in which it is possible to link the many aspects of the biology of living beings starting from
their identification. With 7000 species estimated and a growing interest in knowledge, exploitation
and conservation, mammals are one of the best animal groups to achieve this goal.

We organised our review to show how an integrative approach to taxonomy, leaded by DNA
barcoding, can be effective in the twenty-first century identification and/or description of species.

Introduction
Mammals represent a relatively small animal group, with 5564 spe-
cies listed in the Catalogue of Life (ITIS database, http://www.

catalogueoflife.org). Being our own class, it is thought that these spe-
cies are among the most known animals, especially regarding taxo-
nomic aspects (Wilson and Reeder, 2006).

Generally speaking this is correct, but there are relevant exceptions,
even on (presumably) well-established species. The case of African
bush and forest elephants is emblematic. In 2001 the populations of
bush and forest elephants were split in two distinct species, Loxodonta

africana (Blumenbach, 1797) and L. cyclotis (Matschie, 1900), using
molecular data to support this separation (Roca et al., 2001). It is clear
that there is a hidden biodiversity within the mammal record, the extent
of which is still under discussion, but surely in some groups like chirop-
tera, it has a deep impact on the taxonomy (see for example Galimberti
et al., 2012b and Bogdanowicz et al., 2015). On the whole, the estima-
tion of the unknown biodiversity in mammals is not so trivial, but there
is an agreement on the number of about 7000 species (Reeder et al.,
2007). The question is now simple: how to discover them?

Since 2003, DNA barcoding has been claimed to be an innovative
and revolutionary approach to identify living beings, and a way to speed
up the writing of “the encyclopedia of life” (Savolainen et al., 2005). In
other words, the technique would be a system to increase the efficiency
in species discovery. DNA barcoding has many advantages, but criti-
cisms raised against the ability to discover new species (see for a review
Casiraghi et al., 2010). The signature of the success of DNA barcod-
ing is evident from the many group-specific or environment-specific
campaigns launched in the past years (see an updated list of them at
the international Barcode of Life initiative, www.ibol.org). Figure 1
shows a simplistic analysis of the publications on DNA barcoding in
vertebrates since the seminal paper by Paul Hebert was issued in 2003

∗Corresponding author
Email address: maurizio.casiraghi@unimib.it (Maurizio Casiraghi)

(Hebert et al., 2003). The figure has to be carefully taken into consider-
ation because it does not represent a full bibliometric analysis as many
articles do not include barcoding keywords in their title or abstracts
(see Fig. 1 caption for more details), making this schematization cer-
tainly incomplete. However, Fig. 1 clearly shows that DNA barcoding
in vertebrates is still largely diffused among fishes (probably for their
importance in the global food market and for the frequent occurrence
of frodes, mislabelling, species substitution to which they are subjec-
ted, see for instance Barbuto et al., 2010), whereas this tendency is not
found in other vertebrates.

The DNA barcoding of mammals is ongoing under the auspices of
the iBOL. According to the BOLD System (http://www.boldsystems.

org) at the end of May 2015 about 2850 mammal species have been bar-
coded, and at least 300 unnamed clusters (i.e. not assigned taxonomic
rank) are recognised on MammaliaBoL. In Fig. 2, the DNA barcod-
ing coverage in mammal known species is plotted. As a consequence,
given the 7000 presumed mammal species, there are DNA barcodes
for about 45% of them. This also means that even if we believe in the
species discovery power of DNA barcoding, it is difficult to think that
this would be the main support for the mammal initiative. It could be
a relevant drive in other animals, but not in mammals. In the modern
taxonomy, identification and classification are two different processes
(Casiraghi et al., 2010) and in mammals the main problem is related
to the phylogenetic reconstruction, that is not, in a strict sense, DNA
barcoding (Rodrigues et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012).

DNA barcoding is more than a simple identification system and its
major strength is beyond the discrimination power. In this context,
DNA barcoding in mammals moved forward from the identification,
becoming a “service system” useful for several aspects originating from
taxonomy, but being relevant in other areas of the biology of mammals,
ranging from distribution to behaviour and conservation.

So, the time is ripe to ask a fundamental question: do we still need
DNA barcoding in mammals? We wrote our essay to solve this ques-
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Figure 1 – A schematic overview of the tendencies in published papers on DNA barcoding in vertebrates from the beginning of the initiative (2003) to the end of 2014. Please note that
the graphic is not exhaustive and it has been generated interlinking di!erent keywords searches on ISI WEB of Science. Mammalia: barcode mammals; barcoding mammals; barcode
mammal; barcoding mammal; barcoding mammalia; barcode mammalia. Aves: barcode bird; barcoding bird; barcode birds; barcoding birds; barcoding aves; barcode aves. Amphibia:
barcode amphibian; barcoding amphibian; barcode amphibians; barcoding amphibians; barcoding amphibia; barcode Amphibia. Reptilia: barcode reptiles; barcoding reptile; barcode
reptiles; barcoding reptiles; barcoding reptilia; barcode reptilia. Fish: barcoding fishes; barcode fishes; barcoding cartilaginous fish; barcode cartilaginous fish; barcoding fish; barcode
fish; barcoding Agnatha; barcode Agnatha; barcoding Osteichthyes; barcode Osteichthyes; barcoding bony fishes; barcode bony fishes.

tion, and the different sections listed below are the different answers we
can give.

The importance of reference databases

In DNA barcoding, the identification procedure involves the assign-
ment of taxonomic names to unknown specimens using a DNA refer-
ence library of vouchers, previously identified trough different criteria.
Such reference accessions and the international platforms in which they
are organized, constitute the scaffold of the DNA barcoding initiat-
ive. Reference DNA barcodes often derive from natural history mu-
seums or private collections (Puillandre et al., 2012) as the role of these
institutions has always been that of storing, univocally labelling and
sharing the reference biological material for taxonomists. In the not-
molecularized biology, most of the work of taxonomists was entirely
based on the comparison between newly collected or already archived
material and the one of other collections. In the case of mammals,
one of the main challenges for a taxonomist relies on the fact that the
largest reference collections are scattered among museums. This gener-
ated some paradoxes with researchers working in tropical biodiversity
hotspots that have to move to North America and Europe to examine
the largest collections of mammals inhabiting their own species-rich
areas (Francis et al., 2010).

The advent of DNA barcoding moved forward allowing contempor-
ary taxonomists to make comparisons with other taxonomic material,
even at a distance with consequent benefits in terms of time and re-
sources saved. In addition, ongoing improvements in molecular tech-
nology permit to cheaply obtain high quality sequences from very small
and long-time preserved tissue samples like those stored in museums
(Mitchell, 2015). These advances boosted the researches in mamma-
logy for several reasons. First, the possibility of confirming the identi-
fication of specimens through DNA barcodes allows museums to es-
tablish reference collections that can serve as a basis for future re-
search including the description of new biological entities (Puillandre
et al., 2012). Second, the standardized molecular reexamination of
museum-deposited voucher specimens and the comparison with other
reference data permits to rapidly “flag” the identification mistakes typ-

ically occurring during field surveys. As pointed out by Francis and
co-workers 2010, field determinations for many mammal species are
difficult, because they require the analysis of internal morphology (e.g.,
skull or dentition) and are often biased by age/sex variations, undes-
cribed/extralimital species and lack of comparative material. Finally,
the digital nature of genetic information (the so-called “computeriza-
tion” sensu Casiraghi et al., 2010) makes DNA barcoding data readily
comparable through publicly accessible online databases thus provid-
ing a wide panel of potential applications ranging from progresses in
taxonomy to the fields of forensics and food traceability (see dedicated
paragraphs of this review).

Concerning this last point, in the framework of the International Bar-
code of Life (iBOL) initiative, the building of a comprehensive public
library of DNA barcodes, the Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD),
was launched to provide a global identification system freely accessible
(Ratnasingham and Hebert, 2007, 2013). This platform consists of sev-
eral components, among which the Identification Engine tool (BOLD-
IDS) is one of the most useful. BOLD-IDS provides a species identific-
ation tool that accepts DNA barcode sequences and returns a taxonomic
assignment at the species level whenever possible.

Unlike other international sequence databases (such as EMBL and
GenBank), BOLD has a quality control system built in, and specific in-
formation is required to store and publish a specimen or barcode. To
be included in BOLD, specimens have to be properly vouchered fol-
lowing the protocol specified by the Global Registry of Biodiversity
Repositories (http://grbio.org), and the data standards for BARCODE
Records (Hanner, 2009). Moreover, required details on the sample in-
clude the collection date and location with GPS coordinates, and the
PCR primers used to generate the sequences. Finally, submission of
the original trace files is also needed. Noteworthy, barcode sequences
in BOLD are associated with specimen records linked to institutional
(e.g., museum) material making them the most valuable among putat-
ive reference accessions.

The accuracy of DNA barcoding species assignment relies upon the
level of taxonomic representation for each group of metazoans and the
amount of intraspecific genetic diversity represented in the databases
(Gaubert et al., 2014).
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DNA barcoding of mammals

In the case of mammals, assembling a reference database of DNA
barcode sequences is fundamental for the goals of the iBOL initiative,
also considering that the rate of species discovery within this class has
recently accelerated due to the growing use of molecular techniques
(Reeder et al., 2007).

Differently from larger DNA barcoding campaigns focusing on
fishes (i.e., FISH-BOL, Becker et al., 2011), birds (i.e., ABBI, Hebert et
al., 2004), insects (Jinbo et al., 2011) and others, there have only been a
few references on mammals, generally focusing on a limited number of
taxa or geographic areas. As of 2015, more than 69000 barcode mam-
malian sequences from over 2800 species have been archived in BOLD
with more than 50% assembled at the Biodiversity Institute of Ontario

in collaboration with the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM) and other in-
stitutions. The most part of these data belong to bats, rodents and prim-
ates from the Neotropical Region and other tropical biodiversity hot-
spots (Lim, 2012 and Fig. 2).

To date, the largest published studies on mammals DNA barcoding
are those by Francis et al. (2010) and Clare et al. (2011), where the
authors examined 1896 specimens belonging to 157 species from the
South East Asia and 9076 specimens belonging to 163 species from the
Neotropics respectively. Table 1 provides an updated list of the major
studies that contributed to populate the current reference DNA barcod-
ing database for mammals. Although most of these are limited to a re-
duced number of species or geographical extent, they are important in

Figure 2 – Overview of the Mammalian DNA barcoding initiative showing the distribution of barcoded species in the di!erent orders. Data on described species is derived from Integrated
Taxonomic Information System (ITIS, http://www.itis.gov). Data on barcoded species is derived from the Barcode of Life Data Systems (BOLD System, http://www.boldsystems.org). In a)
the number of species described and barcoded is plotted in the various mammal orders. In b) the percentage of species described and barcoded is plotted in the various mammal
orders. Dotted line: described species (number or percentage). Continuous line: species with a DNA barcode.
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filling the gaps of knowledge for many taxonomic groups, discovering
new species or lineages and enabling potential effective conservation
planning. The availability of a public database of reference specimens
and related genetic data of mammal species is also at the base of wild-
life forensics as for example recommended by the International Society
for Forensic Genetics Commission (Linacre et al., 2011; Johnson et al.,
2014).

Increasing knowledge on biology, distribution
and conservation
As a matter of fact, the primary role of DNA barcoding in mammals has
been so far, and will long remain, the identification of known species
and one of the most rapid approaches to detect new ones, the so-called
“DNA barcoding sensu stricto”. Table 1 provides a list of case stud-
ies where DNA barcoding was successfully used in many application
contexts to identify mammal species.

However, the “sensu lato” face of the approach (see Casiraghi et al.,
2010), is even more interesting as it provides new information on the
biology, distribution and conservation of mammals.

First of all, DNA-based techniques and consequently DNA barcod-
ing are valid data generators to increase the existing knowledge on rare
or poorly investigated taxa. In most cases, the analysis of barcode se-
quences allowed to confirm the occurrence of certain species in areas
out of their known distributional range such as bats (e.g., De Pasquale
and Galimberti, 2014) and Artiodactyla (e.g., Wilsonet al., 2014). The
implications in a context of conservation are numerous and many stud-
ies supported the use of DNA barcoding in recognizing rare or elu-
sive mammal species traditionally monitored with expensive field tech-
niques (i.e., direct observations, captures and camera traps). DNA bar-
coding proved to be more effective in discriminating morphologically
similar species, such as small ungulates and carnivores, which were
difficult to recognize using camera traps (Inoue and Akomo-Okoue,
2015). In these cases, great advantage was provided by the possibility
of identifying species from a part of the animal (i.e., hair/fur, claws, or
skin) or its droppings as well described in recent case studies conduc-
ted in Amazonian and other unexplored areas of the planet (Michalski
et al., 2011; De Matteo et al., 2014; Stanton et al., 2014; Inoue and
Akomo-Okoue, 2015).

In other situations, the DNA barcoding approach could flag the oc-
currence of newly undescribed lineages that are confined to a certain
geographic area or could represent a new taxa. Apart from the light
and shadows of the method in a pure taxonomic context, an aspect of
primary importance is the possibility of rapidly detecting putative units
deserving further investigations to characterize their ecology, distribu-
tion and conservation status. Such kind of approach is fundamental to
plan early and effective conservation strategies. Several studies proved
the role of DNA barcoding in this framework such as in the case of
Italian echolocating bats (Galimberti et al., 2012b) where the authors
found, starting from DNA barcoding, a new well diverged lineage of
Myotis nattereri in Southern Italy and several less divergent lineages
within M. bechsteinii and Plecotus auritus from different areas of the
Peninsula. A greater diversity was also found within neotropical bats
in which Clare and colleagues 2011 found supported evidence of the
existence of previously undescribed lineages for at least 44 species out
of the 163 examined by DNA barcoding.

Invaluable data on mammal ecology and their conservation also de-
rive from the characterization of their diets which has been conduc-
ted in many cases with a DNA barcoding approach. Understanding
trophic interactions is fundamental also to assess the importance of cer-
tain species for ecosystems functioning and how they respond to vari-
ation (Clare et al., 2014a). The recent exploitation of High Throughput
DNA Sequencing techniques (see below) allowed to characterize mixed
DNA samples (e.g., stomach contents or faecal samples) and to identify
the preys consumed by a given predator (Boyer et al., 2015). Such ana-
lyses revealed for example temporal and spatial variation patterns in the
use of arthropod resources by different bat species (Clare et al., 2014b;
Rasgour et al., 2011; Alberdi et al., 2012; Vesterinen et al., 2013; Hope
et al., 2014) or diet differentiation between species and/or during dif-

ferent phenological periods (Bohmann et al., 2011; Burgar et al., 2014;
Krüger et al., 2014a,b; Sedlock et al., 2014).

In conclusion, we are now aware that in mammals, even more than
in other animals, we need to collect complementary data to better un-
derstand their biology. The system generated by DNA barcoding has
the possibility to rapidly increase these knowledge.

Forensic applications
Given its peculiarities as a universal identification tool, DNA barcoding
naturally acquired a role of primary importance in forensic (Dawnay
et al., 2007; Iyengar, 2014), including case studies on animal derived
foodstuff (e.g., Barbuto et al., 2010; Galimberti et al., 2013). In par-
ticular, wildlife forensic is a wide-ranging discipline covering more
forms of crimes compared to human forensic. Concerning mammals,
typical investigations include: trafficking in live specimens or parts of
them, poaching or hunting out of season, cruelty to animals, habitat
destruction and species substitution of food products (e.g., the bush-
meat). These phenomena are of major concern also considering their
economic impact at the global scale. For instance, recent estimates
highlighted that a significant portion of the international trade of wild-
life and wildlife products is illegal (i.e., 5–8 billion US $ of the total
6-20 billion US $, Baker, 2008) and includes species that are protec-
ted by national laws and international conventions (Eaton et al., 2010).
Given the illicit nature of these activities, it is almost impossible to
monitor and quantify the exact volumes and species involved as well
as the real impact on wildlife populations (Gavin et al., 2010; Conteh
et al., 2015). However, in the last century, the tremendous global col-
lapse of some species that are object of illegal trade confirms the emer-
ging problem of wildlife crimes (see for example the cases of Panthera

tigris and Diceros bicornis which populations have decreased of 90%
and 96% respectively in few decades; Linacre and Tobe, 2011). The
biological material that is traded and analyzed in wildlife forensic is
vast, ranging from whole animals (live, hunted or inadvertently killed)
to skins, skeletons or animal body parts (e.g., meat, horns and teeth)
(Huffman and Wallace, 2012; Johnson et al., 2014). In other cases,
the only available material is blood, hairs and trace DNA or mixtures
of genetic material (Johnson et al., 2014). Apart from clearly unmis-
takable species (e.g., an elephant tusk or a skin of a big carnivore), the
morphological approach used for identification has usually to be under-
taken by an expert mammalogist (Huffman and Wallace, 2012). Also
microscopy of hairs or the analysis of bones require high-skilled ex-
perience to achieve a reliable identification, and even so, in some cases
they failed to go further from a general group of putative species (see
examples in Moore, 1988). Indeed, the strong processing of the wild-
life raw material that can be finally traded as fillets, powders, potions or
oils, often impedes unequivocal identification with morphology. In ad-
dition, both general operators and specialists are sometimes required to
investigate on species that have not previously been studied in a forensic
context and therefore lacks of accurate morphological reference data.

Given these premises, it is clear that universal, fast and accurate
methods of species identification are necessary to improve the ability of
detecting, monitoring and controlling the trade in mammals and other
groups of animals (and their processed products).

In the last decades, the advent of DNA-based technologies revolu-
tionized the field of wildlife forensic as DNA tools offered the pos-
sibility of overcoming the limits described above. Concerning species
identification, several approaches and loci were selected, but in the last
10 years, DNA barcoding and the use of the mitochondrial cytochrome-
c-oxidase subunit (i.e. mt-coxI) rapidly affirmed their utility in those
cases involving crimes against mammals. Literature and examples are
numerous, and three main categories of wildlife forensic investigations
where DNA barcoding is successfully adopted can be identified:

Illegal hunting and traceability of wild game

The unregulated hunting of wildlife is an emerging issue as it involves
the harvesting of millions of tons of wild game -– mostly mammals -–
per year (Eaton et al., 2010; Gaubert et al., 2014). Conservation prob-
lems are typically referred to the “bushmeat” hunting which includes
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Table 1 – Updated list of case studies dealing with mammals DNA barcoding. For each study, the context of application, the taxonomic order of target mammals, the aim of the work and
the number of species involved are reported .

Context Order Aim N°species References

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Guyana bat species 87 Clare et al., 2007

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Identification of a new species of Malaysian bat 1 Francis et al., 2007

DNA taxonomy various Characterization of small mammal communities of
Suriname

74 Borisenko et al., 2008

DNA taxonomy Didelphimorphia Identification of cryptic species of opossum 2 Cervantes et al., 2010

DNA taxonomy Primates Characterization of primates species 50 Nijman and Aliabadian, 2010

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Malaysian wolly bats 6 Khan et al., 2010

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Southeast Asian bats 165 Francis et al., 2010

DNA taxonomy Soricomorpha Characterization of white-toothed shrews from Vi-
etnam

6 Bannikova et al., 2011

DNA taxonomy Artiodactyla Characterization of Tanzanian antelopes 20 Bitanyi et al., 2011

DNA taxonomy Artiodactyla Characterization of Chinese bovidae 18 Cai et al., 2011

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Neotropical bats 163 Clare, 2011

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Ecuadorian bats 45 McDonough et al., 2011

DNA taxonomy Soricomorpha Characterization of shrews from Guinea 10 Jacquet et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Didelphimorphia Characterization of opossum species in Brazilian
Atlantic Rainforest

2 Sousa et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Cetacea Characterization of Cetacean species 61 Viricel and Rosel, 2012

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Characterization of Chinese small mammals 11 Lu et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Characterization of species in the Praomyini tribe 40 Nicolas et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Neotropical Myotis bats 18 Larsen et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Italian echolocating bats 31 Galimberti et al., 2012b

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Charachterization of the Mexican funnel-eared bats 2 López-Wilchis et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Yucatan phyllostomid bats 20 Hernández-Dávila et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Didelphimorphia Characterization of atlantic forest didelphid mar-
supials

11 Agrizzi et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Characterization of minibarcode regions for rodents
identification

103 Galan et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of genetic diversity of northeastern
Palearctic bats

38 Kruskop et al., 2012

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Characterization of Brazilian Sigmodontine Ro-
dents

45 Müller et al., 2013

DNA taxonomy various Identification of marine mammals along the French
Atlantic coast

15 Alfonsi et al., 2013

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Identification of cryptic species in the New World
bat Pteronotus parnellii

1 Clare et al., 2013

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Identification of a new bat species in Vietnam 1 Kruskop and Borisenko, 2013

DNA taxonomy various Identification of Brazilian forest mammals 7 Cerboncini et al., 2014

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Identification of cryptic bat species in French
Guiana and Brazil

2 Thoisy et al., 2014

DNA taxonomy Primates Characterization of Peruvian primate species 2 Ruiz-García et al., 2014

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of Kerivoula bats in Thailand 7 Douangboubpha et al., 2015

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Identification of Malaysian bat species 9 Wilsonet al., 2014

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Identification of alien Callosciurus squirrels in Ar-
gentina

5 Gabrielli et al., 2014

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Characterization of Chinese species of Murinae and
Arvicolinae

54 Li et al., 2015b

DNA taxonomy Artiodactyla Characterization of Chinese Cervidae 21 Cai et al., 2015

DNA taxonomy Chiroptera Characterization of two Southeast Asian Miniop-

terus species
2 Li et al., 2015a

DNA taxonomy Rodentia Characterization of Eurasian Ground Squirrels 16 Ermakov et al., 2015

Forensic various Traceability of bushmeat origin from Central
African and South American countries

12 Eaton et al., 2010

Forensic Artiodactyla Identification of wildlife crime cases in South Africa 2 Dalton and Kotze, 2011

Forensic various Investigation of illegal hunting cases of Brazilian
wildlife

2 Sanches et al., 2012
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Table 1 – Updated list of case studies dealing with mammals DNA barcoding. For each study, the context of application, the taxonomic order of target mammals, the aim of the work and
the number of species involved are reported (continued).

Context Order Aim N°species References

Forensic Artiodactyla Identification of African bushmeat items 15 Bitanyi et al., 2013

Forensic various Identification of organs of threatened species 10 Luo et al., 2013

Forensic Primates Identification of primate bushmeat in Guinea-
Bissau markets

6 Minhós et al., 2013

Forensic Artiodactyla Traceability of animal horn products in China 10 Yan et al., 2013

Forensic various Authentication of South African wild meat products 10 D’Amato et al., 2013

Forensic Artiodactyla Identification of ungulates used in traditional
chinese medicine

8 Chen et al., 2015

Forensic various Development of a traceability system for African
forest bushmeat

59 Gaubert et al., 2014

Non-invasive
sampling

Artiodactyla etection of Kenyan mountain bongo from faecal
samples

1 Faria et al., 2011

Non-invasive
sampling

Carnivora Identification of Carnivore species from faecal
samples

33 Chaves et al., 2012

Non-invasive
sampling

Carnivora Identification of felid species from scat samples 4 De Matteo et al., 2014

Non-invasive
sampling

various Species identification from faeces 14 Inoue and Akomo-Okoue, 2015

Non-invasive
sampling

various Species identification from blowfly guts content 40 Lee et al., 2015

Parasitology in-
vestigation

various Identification of bloodmeal hosts of ectoparasite
species

16 Alcaide et al., 2009

Parasitology in-
vestigation

various Identification of bloodmeal African hosts of tsetse
flies

7 Muturi et al., 2011

Parasitology in-
vestigation

various Identification of bloodmeal hosts of biting midges 3 Lassen et al., 2011

Parasitology in-
vestigation

various Development of a rapid diagnostic approach to
identify bloodmeal hosts of mosquitoes

5 Thiemann et al., 2012

Parasitology in-
vestigation

various Identification of bloodmeal hosts of ticks 10 Gariepy et al., 2012

most mammals. Although considered illegal, the bushmeat hunting is
an increasing economic activity in many countries among which West-
ern and central Africa and other tropical regions (Nasi et al., 2008). In
these countries the practice has historically been conducted for subsist-
ence consumption or for local trade and now has reached unsustainable
levels (Jenkins et al., 2011; Harrison et al., 2013; Borgerson, 2015).

Several studies, recently examined the utility of DNA barcoding as
a standard tool to monitor the traffic of mammals (i.e., whole animals,
meat, and other products), with particular emphasis on species com-
monly traded in bushmeat markets or to determine the species of un-
known samples deriving from local cases of poaching or species sub-
stitution (see for example Eaton et al., 2010; Dalton and Kotze, 2011;
Gaubert et al., 2014). These studies encompassed different groups of
mammals such as: bovids (Bitanyi et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2011), suids
(Eaton et al., 2010) and primates (Minhós et al., 2013) or covered a
wider panel of taxa in an attempt to generate reference datasets for
future applications. Concerning this last category, a clear example
is given by the DNABUSHMEAT dataset developed by Gaubert and
colleagues (2014). Four mitochondrial gene fragments (including the
barcode coxI), were sequenced in more than 300 African bushmeat
samples belonging to nine orders and 59 species. Sequences were then
included as references in a query database, called DNABUSHMEAT,
which provides an efficient DNA typing decision pipeline to trace the
origin of bushmeat items. The DNABUSHMEAT project also contrib-
uted in filling the existing gap of African mammals representations in
the international archives (i.e., NCBI and BOLD). The availability of a
well populated reference dataset is a necessary condition for a success-
ful application of DNA-based identification techniques. The relevance
of reference databases has been underlined in recent studies, where a

DNA barcoding survey on bushmeat food items traded in Tanzania (Bit-
anyi et al., 2013) and South Africa (D’Amato et al., 2013) revealed a
low correctness of species identification by consumers (i.e., 59% of
124 analysed samples, Bitanyi et al., 2013) and a high rate of species
substitution in local markets (i.e., 76.5% of 146 samples, D’Amato et
al., 2013). Such problem is not uncommon in the context of the global
food market and many published works highlighted the suitability of
DNA barcoding in monitoring and hopefully reducing the overexploit-
ation of wildlife species (see for example, Barbuto et al., 2010; Ardura
et al., 2013).

Use of animal parts in traditional medicine

The use of animal organs or parts in traditional medicine involves many
mammalian species that are currently known for their threatened or en-
dangered conservation status. Among the most frequent cases there is
the illegal hunting and trading of rhinoceros horn, saiga antelope horn,
bear bile crystals and many others which are commonly used as ingredi-
ents in traditional Asian medicine (Luo et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2013).
Despite the existing international legislation for the safeguard of these
species (i.e., the CITES and the IUCN Red List), the trade of organs
still remains an issue of major concern for wildlife conservation and is
accelerating the extinction of many species.

As reported in several studies, animal organs/parts are usually pro-
cessed to obtain powder, tablets, capsules and oils (Coghlan et al.,
2012; Cao et al., 2014). Such processes impede any kind of morpho-
logical identification and therefore it is almost impossible to set up a
suitable traceability pipeline along the supply chain. A method to char-
acterize the biological origin of processed materials is thus mandatory
to overcome the limits of morphological-based approaches. In recent
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years, some studies highlighted the efficacy of DNA barcoding in au-
thenticating mammal traded organs/parts or their occurrence in tradi-
tional medicine products (Luo et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2013). Most of
these studies focused on the identification of horns and horn powder,
mainly belonging to Cervidae and Bovidae such as the Saiga antelope
(Saiga tatarica), a protected migratory ungulate living in central Asia
and south-eastern Europe, whose horns are one of the main ingredi-
ents of the “Lingyangjiao”, a traditional Chinese remedy (Chen et al.,
2015).

Also in this case, DNA barcoding shows great potentials and should
be considered as a valid tool for enforcing local and international legis-
lation and to prosecute cases of illegal trade of mammal organs/parts.

Pet trade and monitoring of alien species

Another issue of major concern involving wildlife conservation and in
particular mammals is the trade of organisms as pets. Nowadays, the
pet trade is a common pathway of species introduction at the global
scale (Bertolino, 2009; Bomford et al., 2009; Genovesi et al., 2012).
Frequently, traded individuals are able to establish wild populations
as a consequence of either accidental escapes or deliberate releases
thus provoking severe problems to the indigenous communities. As
a matter of fact, the introduction of alien species is one of the most
important causes of biodiversity loss and represents a long-term threat
to ecosystem functioning (Mack et al., 2000; Ehrenfeld, 2010; Strayer,
2012). When monitoring or preventive actions are required to control
the spread of invasive species, as well as tracking their potential path-
ways of introduction, the first step is the correct identification of the
invasive taxon (Boykin et al., 2012; Pisanu et al., 2013).

In this context, DNA barcoding showed great potential, for instance
in the case of squirrels. Many squirrel species belonging to different
continents have been introduced through the international pet trade for
aesthetic reasons, or to increase hunting opportunities (Long, 2003),
and in most cases they established as successful invaders (Bertolino,
2009; Martinoli et al., 2010). Some studies also suggested a lack
of taxonomic knowledge within this well studied groups of mammals
(Gabrielli et al., 2014; Ermakov et al., 2015). coxI barcode sequences
were used to investigate the taxonomic status of a group of invasive
tree squirrels belonging to the genus Callosciurus introduced in Argen-
tina. Unexpectedly, the captured animals were found to be grouped in
a previously uncharacterized molecular lineage closer to C. finlaysonii

rather than to C. erythraeus as initially expected from morphological
comparisons (Gabrielli et al., 2014). Ermakov and co-workers (2015)
used DNA barcoding to characterize the whole diversity of Eurasian
ground squirrels. They found unexpected levels of coxI divergence in
four species out of the 16 investigated, suggesting the occurrence of
undescribed cryptic species.

In conclusion, the system generated from DNA barcoding is really
useful in the forensic field, and mammals indeed represent a group of
organisms in which this application is really welcomed.

Parasitological analyses
Mammals are the natural hosts for a wide panel of parasites. In a
broader vision, the parasites typically harbored by mammals could be
grouped in macroparasites (e.g., helminths and arthropods) and micro-
bial pathogens (e.g., viruses and bacteria) (Price, 1980; Pedersen et al.,
2007; Hatcher and Dunn, 2011). The attack by one or more group of
parasites can negatively affect the fitness of the host and even cause
significant population declines or boost the extinction risk in already
threatened species (Pedersen et al., 2007). In addition, it has been es-
timated that since the end of 20th century, at least 75% of the emer-
ging infection diseases for humans were zoonotic (Taylor et al., 2001).
For this reason, the monitoring and control of zoonotic diseases is
nowadays one of the most important concerns in global economies and
human health (Daszak et al., 2000; Chomel et al., 2007; Thompson et
al., 2009; Rhyan and Spraker, 2010). Another factor influencing the
spread of parasites and therefore affecting the conservation status of
mammal species is the interaction of indigenous populations with alien
taxa. Alien species can indeed carry along with them non-indigenous

parasites and these may be transmitted to native species usually lacking
an appropriate defense mechanism (Dunn and Hatcher, 2015; Romeo
et al., 2015).

Knowledge of the exact species of parasite and/or of the mammal
that is carrying harmful pathogens is fundamental to shed light on
the factors influencing the occurrence, proliferation, and transmission
mediated by animal vectors of such agents (Besansky et al., 2003;
Criscione et al., 2005; Kent, 2009). In this framework, molecular meth-
ods and in the last decade the DNA barcoding approach, have been play-
ing a key role to understand the complex relationships occurring among
mammal hosts, parasites and their intermediate vectors. Most parasites
are indeed difficult to discriminate based on morphology, for different
reasons (lack of discriminating features, very different life stages, re-
covery of damaged or partial specimens, see for instance Ferri et al.,
2009). For example in the case of endoparasites, their identification
is often based on post-mortem examination of the hosts, because less-
invasive approaches (e.g., the collection of eggs, larvae or pieces in host
blood, tissue samples or faeces) cannot permit an easier identification
owing to the loss of many diagnostic tracts (Ondrejicka et al., 2014).
DNA barcoding approach contributed to overcome these limits and suc-
cessful protocols have been developed to identify the principal classes
of parasites affecting mammals such as filarioid nematodes (Ferri et
al., 2009), cestodes (Galimberti et al., 2012a), ticks (Zhang and Zhang,
2014) and mosquitoes (Cywinska et al., 2006). In other cases, DNA
barcoding has been largely applied to identify the mammal hosts of im-
portant parasites / pathogens. These case studies especially involved ro-
dent species complexes characterized by a high number of cryptic taxa
inhabiting poorly studied areas of the planet. Specifically, in 2012, Lu
and co-workers, studied the relationships between Rickettsia bacteria
(i.e., the agent responsible for the spotted fever) and ten rodent hosts of
China (Lu et al., 2012). DNA barcoding was used to differentiate host
species and the values of molecular divergence highlighted the need for
further taxonomic investigations on some species groups. Similarly, in
2013, Müller and co-workers used coxI barcode sequences to recog-
nize members of Sigmodontinae subfamily in Brazil which are reser-
voirs of zoonoses including arenaviruses, hantaviruses, Chagas disease
and leishmaniasis (Müller et al., 2013).

One of the most innovative applications of DNA barcoding in the
study of host-parasite interactions is the characterization of insect
bloodmeals. As a matter of fact, most zoonoses are likely to be vector-
borne by blood-feeding arthropods (Jones et al., 2008) which dictate the
relationship between host and pathogen (Thiemann et al., 2012). Blood
feeding vectors may transmit agents responsible for emerging diseases
such as malaria, viral encephalitis, West Nile virus, Chagas disease,
Lyme disease or African sleeping sickness (Kent, 2009). By studying
arthropods behaviour, it has been possible to understand the evolution
of host specificity between vertebrates and their ectoparasites, how the
host choice drives pathogen transmission, and the economic and demo-
graphic impacts of ectoparasite infestations on wildlife and domestic
livestock (Kent, 2009). A deep knowledge of these factors can help
improving reliable disease risk models to be used in veterinary and
public health contingency plans (Kent, 2009; Gomez-Diaz and Figuer-
ola, 2010; Collini et al., 2015). Several DNA barcoding-based surveys
have been conducted in the last years to fill the gaps in the comprehen-
sion of such dynamics. Published studies involved a specific group of
blood-feeding arthropods such as Culex spp. mosquitoes (Muños et al.,
2012; Thiemann et al., 2012), ticks (Gariepy et al., 2012; Collini et al.,
2015), biting midges (Lassen et al., 2011), tsetse flies (Muturi et al.,
2011) as well as the simultaneous analysis of a wide range of vectors
(Alcaide et al., 2009).

In all of these case studies, the analysis of coxI barcode sequences
obtained from the bloodmeal consumed by hematophagous vectors al-
lowed to trace the identity of the “last supper” (i.e., the vertebrate host
– often a mammal) on which the vector fed before being collected. Fi-
nally, in a recent study conducted in Peninsular Malaysia, a biodiversity
hotspot, Lee and colleagues (2015) proposed the DNA barcoding ana-
lysis of the stomach content of the saprophagous / coprophagous blow-
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flies (Calliphoridae) as a suitable, fast and economic tool to character-
ize the mammal biodiversity of a study area.

In conclusion, the analysis of parasites is a complex matter and mo-
lecular tools, like DNA barcoding, are really welcomed.

Massive DNA sequencing
In the last decade, there has been a great revolution in DNA sequen-
cing technologies. The introduction of the so-called “Next Generation
Sequencing”, NGS, also better defined as “High Throughput DNA Se-
quencing”, HTS, expanded the universe of DNA sequencing. The rise
of DNA barcoding took place in the same years and it was only a mat-
ter of time to assist to the encounter of these two worlds. The DNA
metabarcoding is the result of this marriage (Taberlet et al., 2012). HTS
has revolutionized DNA-based research, especially biodiversity assess-
ment in complex biological matrix (i.e. comprising many species con-
temporaneously) (Shokralla et al., 2012). In HTS, DNA sequences are
accumulated at an unprecedented rate and it is now possible to ana-
lyze simultaneously several samples (through multiplexing) identified
by custom-designed oligonucleotide tags.

The idea is simple: DNA is everywhere, and this molecule is rel-
atively stable and durable in dry, but even wet conditions (Dejean et
al., 2012; Yoccoz et al., 2012). This DNA represents the so-called
“environmental DNA” or eDNA (Shokralla et al., 2012; Thomsen and
Willerslev, 2015). eDNA is formed by short DNA molecules (i.e., free,
cellular debris or particle-bound), which are released by living or dead
organisms. eDNA is typically defined by the process used to collect it,
and this makes its definition in a some way foggy. Much more clear is
the use of eDNA: the living beings present in the environmental sample
are not known and HTS allows to identify them. In addition, even if
DNA in the environment is relatively stable, it is also usually degraded.
In such a condition the classic DNA barcoding approach is often use-
less, conversely to metabarcoding, due to the possibility of generating
a huge amount of data. The first application in mammals was aimed at
uncovering the diets composition of elusive animals (Valentini et al.,
2009). This approach was successfully adopted in the last 5 years with
some group being very well represented, such as Chiroptera (Bohmann
et al., 2011; Alberdi et al., 2012; Vesterinen et al., 2013; Krüger et al.,
2014a,b; Burgar et al., 2014; Clare et al., 2014a,b; Hope et al., 2014;
Sedlock et al., 2014).

Although it is now relatively simple to characterize the diets of herb-
ivorous and insectivorous mammals, the analysis of diets of carnivores
is really challenging because predator DNA can be simultaneously
amplified with prey DNA (Symondson, 2002; King et al., 2008; Sy-
mondson and Harwood, 2014; Boyer et al., 2015). To avoid this prob-
lem an interesting approach was the introduction of blocking primers
in the analysis of snow leopard (Panthera uncia) diet (Shehzad et al.,
2012). This molecular approach prevents the amplification of predator
DNA allowing the amplification of the other vertebrate groups.

HTS techniques can also be used to identify elusive mammal species
from the faeces found on the ground (Michalski et al., 2011; Chaves et
al., 2012; Rodgers and Janecka, 2013) or as a general method to identify
mammals in complex mixtures (Foote et al., 2012; Galan et al., 2012;
Deagle et al., 2013; Tillmar et al., 2013). Noteworthy, the possibility of
better defining the areas of distribution of some species with such non-
invasive sampling is of particular interest to increase the knowledge of
mammals biology and conservation.

In spite of these practical approaches, HTS techniques in mammals
have also been used to characterize population structure (Rasgour et
al., 2011; Botero-Castro et al., 2013). The rapid developments of these
technologies have created new possibilities to build quickly and cost-
efficiently reference libraries for whole mitochondrial genomes in a
wide range of animal lineages. The accumulation of whole mitogen-
omes in the public domain covering the Tree of Animal Life will im-
prove our knowledge on evolutionary history of animals and global pat-
terns in genomic features of mitochondria as a sort of future next com-
prehensive barcode marker.

In conclusion, HTS and the DNA metabarcoding approaches are ex-
panding fields of research that will likely be very fertile for several years

to come, particularly considering the rapid increase of reference data-
bases that allows a better characterization of complex cases.

The integrative role of DNA barcoding

As described in the previous sections, DNA barcoding can be success-
fully involved as a supporting tool for both theoretical and applicative
necessities. The presented case studies highlighted the versatility of
the approach, and the aptitude of being integrated with other sources
of taxonomic information in a highly interconnected environment.

As a matter of fact, species are not unequivocally defined and their
designations based on a single category of taxonomic features (mor-
phological, ecological, molecular, or biogeographic) is questionable.
In this context, molecular techniques and more recently the DNA bar-
coding, triggered a small revolution inside taxonomy: the process of
identifying biological entities opened the doors to a real integration of
knowledge to improve practical purposes (Unit of Conservation sensu

Dodson et al., 1998) or theoretical approaches (Unit of Evolution or
Evolutionarily Significant Unit, ESU, sensu Ryder, 1986).

In a framework of integration, divergent molecular lineages do not
necessarily reflect distinct species but, in many cases, molecular data
remains at the core of current taxonomic approaches. However, the
future of taxonomy cannot rely only on molecular markers. Rather, it
is more and more oriented towards the definition of the best way to
integrate molecular data into multidisciplinary taxonomic approaches.

In an attempt of providing a better understanding of the possible
taxonomic outcomes deriving from an integrative DNA barcoding-
based approach, Galimberti and colleagues recently proposed a schem-
atization using echolocating bats as a model (Galimberti et al., 2012b).
In this schematic view, the taxonomic ranks are grouped based on their
information content: from individuals (i.e., the less informative level),
to species (i.e., the more informative level), passing through interme-
diate categories defined by the adoption of a single (i.e., morphotype,
Molecular Operational Taxonomic Unit - MOTU and unconfirmed can-
didate species) or an integrative approach (i.e., Integrative Operational
Taxonomic Units - IOTU, deep conspecific lineage and confirmed can-
didate species).

Such schematization, tested on Italian bats species, confirmed the
risk of erroneous taxonomic interpretations when molecular entities
(MOTUs) are used as the only criterion (see the case of Eptesicus spe-
cies in Galimberti et al., 2012b). The authors also proposed a new en-
tity, the IOTU, defined by molecular lineages that have further support
from at least one additional line of evidence. This concept links dif-
ferent data sources in taxonomy, allowing morphological, ecological,
geographical and other characteristics of living beings to be better com-
bined with molecular data. The application of IOTU concept to the
study of echolocating bats showed for example the occurrence a new
undescribed species of Myotis nattereri inhabiting the southern part of
the Italian peninsula.

Known problems of DNA barcoding of mammals

DNA barcoding generated huge controversies, but like any other dia-
gnostic technique it has pros and cons. Since its launch, the practic-
alities of a universal barcode for all the living beings showed pitfalls,
as firstly dependent on the group of organisms under examination (see
Casiraghi et al., 2010 and Collins and Cruicsshank, 2013 and refer-
ences therein). Concerning mammals, three main categories of prob-
lems should be taken into account when DNA barcoding is applied to
their study. The first concerns the availability of public and well pop-
ulated reference archives of DNA barcodes and related specimens (see
the dedicated paragraph above). Reference sequences constitute the
main core of the DNA barcoding initiative and their absence or the
lack of control of the correct identification of the source specimens by
expert taxonomists, can irremediably affect the assignment of newly
generated query sequences. The second problem category is directly
related to the processes of molecular evolution, such as the occurrence
of NUMTs (i.e., nuclear copies of mitochondrial DNA). NUMTs are
usually considered a challenge in those case studies based on mtDNA
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due to the fact that they can be inadvertently amplified, thus causing
bias in the barcode dataset and in the accuracy of subsequent analyses
(e.g., overestimating intra and interspecific variability levels) (Bensas-
son et al., 2001; Song et al., 2008; Ermakov et al., 2015). Recently, Er-
makov and co-workers (2015), described the amplification of NUMTs
in a species of Eurasian ground squirrel. This is only one of the mul-
tiple documented examples of this problem. NUMTs have been found
in over 20 mammalian species belonging to seven different orders (see
(Triant and DeWoody, 2007) for more details). To overcome the risk
of NUMTs interference, Song et al. (2008) and Buhay (2009) sugges-
ted step-by-step procedures in order to identify possible pseudogenes.
BOLD itself provides a quality control tool to check sequences for
the presence of stop codons and verify that they derive from coxI by
comparing them against a Hidden Markov Model (Ratnasingham and
Hebert, 2007). To avoid NUMTs interference, Triant and DeWoody
(2007) suggested three alternative strategies: i) the isolation of the
entire mtDNA genome, ii) the use of tissue sources naturally rich in
mtDNA (e.g., liver and muscle), and iii) the use of PCR primers that
amplify substantial portions of the mtDNA molecule (i.e., > 1 kb). In
other cases, the re-extraction of gDNA and the reamplification of the
barcode region can help resolving the matter (Ermakov et al., 2015).
The last group of issues causing failure of DNA barcoding identific-
ation are mainly due to the essence of biological species, rather than
in the method, and relies on the criteria adopted to discriminate spe-
cies. As well as in many other cases, species delimitation in mammals
is based almost completely on two strategies: the genetic distance and
the reciprocal monophyly (Dávalos and Russell, 2014). However, when
dealing with mtDNA, attention is needed when automatically associat-
ing divergence values (which are often useful “hypothesis generator”)
with the extent of gene flow. As discussed by Dávalos and co-workers
(2014), such way of thinking can lead to false-positive errors in which
distances or monophyly diagnose species despite ongoing gene flow,
and false-negative errors when gene flow is taken into account despite
its absence. Mitochondrial DNA barcode markers, are indeed prone to
problems such as introgression, incomplete lineage sorting and hybrid-
ization and this may generate misleading results particularly in mam-
mals (Heckman et al., 2007; Godinho et al., 2011; Melo-Ferreira et al.,
2012).

In a DNA barcoding study conducted on the whole panel of species
of Eurasian ground squirrels, Ermakov and colleagues (2015), docu-
mented the occurrence of mtDNA introgression in four cases due to
ancient hybridization events followed by divergence. Similar condi-
tions have been also detected in other groups of mammals such as bears
(Hailer et al., 2012), marmots (Brandler et al., 2010) and bats (Berthier
et al., 2006; Artyushin et al., 2009).

Moreover, mammals are often characterized by sex-biased gene flow
in which males disperse widely and females exhibit natal philopatry
(Greenwood, 1980). Such condition also shape the genetic structure
of species and populations when maternally-inherited mitochondrial
markers are analysed (Clare, 2011; Dávalos and Russell, 2014). To
overcome this limit of mtDNA, the selection of complementary loci
with independent evolutionary histories can help depicting a more real-
istic schematization of the divergences at both the intra and interspecific
level. For example, in 2011, Clare published a study in which she suc-
cessfully compared the phylogeographic patterns revealed through the
maternally inherited mitochondrial coxI and the paternally inherited 7th

intron region of the Dby gene on the Y-chromosome in eight common
Neotropical bat species (Clare, 2011). The combined approach pro-
posed by Clare allowed the author to validate patterns of gene flow and
also to find previously unrecognized species.

Similarly, Silva and coauthors (2014) developed a method based on
polymorphism of the mitochondrial cytb and the nuclear KCAS gene to
identify nine ungulate species occurring in North Africa.

As a final consideration, it is important to underline that when DNA
barcoding investigations reveal the occurrence of new intraspecific lin-
eages, they should be integrated with alternate lines of evidence such
as ecological data, morphology and geography to avoid misinterpreta-
tion of genetic variability (Galimberti et al., 2012b). DNA barcoding

problems are well known, but as underlined above, we do not have to
stop at them, and consider the whole system created by this technique.

The future of DNA barcoding of mammals

In spite of an apparent decreasing trend in the rate of publication on the
topic “mammals DNA barcoding” (see Fig. 1), this molecular approach
is still alive and healthy. Probably, this apparent reduction is due to the
fact that the modern taxonomic system is now a matter of fact, and
the DNA barcoding approach is often integrated even without naming
it. Indeed, DNA barcoding does not rely on the use of a monospecific
marker only, as often stated, but is currently referred to as a way of
thinking rather than a name of a technique.

In the case of mammals, DNA barcoding is alive and proactive, be-
cause these animals represent the principal group in which the scientific
community moved from a sensu stricto approach to broader applica-
tions. Indeed, DNA barcoding sensu stricto is designed for not spe-
cialized operators in a certain taxonomic field. Generally speaking,
the specialist does not have real problems to discriminate among the
living beings he/she is studying, because in most cases, he/she him-
self/herself is the one who created the classification system (hopefully
using a robust integrated approach). Consequently, the specialist is the
principal actor who has to work to create a solid DNA barcoding sys-
tem to help other users in achieving a correct identification for purposes
ranging from wildlife management, to conservation, eco-ethological
studies and so on.

As we underlined in our essay, in many cases DNA barcoding in
mammals has already reached this level and we foresee that in the next
future this approach will move towards two main branches of applica-
tion. The first branch (the molecular one) is that of taxonomic studies to
fully uncover the hidden biodiversity within this animal group. On the
other side, even if strictly connected, there will be the branch of “taxo-
nomic services” in which DNA barcoding is one of the more correct,
easier and more sparing (both in terms of money and time) solutions.
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